Datastore

Introduction
Welcome to the Wakanda Datastore API. The Datastore API is a server‐side API, giving you access to all the classes, methods, and properties you need to
manage and work with the contents of a datastore on Wakanda Server.
Using the Datastore API, you can implement functions on the server that allow you to:
perform searches or sorts on the entities in a datastore class,
manage transactions,
create, modify, or delete entities, and
obtain various pieces of information about the model and data in your datastore.
Contents of the API
The Datastore API contains different classes of specialized objects you can use to manage datastores and their contents using JavaScript. More specifically,
this API contains:
The Datastore class providing various utility properties and methods that you can use to manage the names of datastores and to access their folders. It
also contains methods for managing transactions (covered in Transactions).
The Dataclass class provides basic methods for working with datastore classes and creating entities.
The Entitycollection class provides properties and methods intended for using the application data: managing collections, queries, sorts, summary
calculations, and so on.
The Entity class contains specialized methods for working with entities.
Also note that you can use the methods of the Application class (global object on the server) to manage the creation and opening of datastores. Although
they do not belong to the Datastore API, these methods are described in this manual, in the section.
Integration into the Wakanda architecture
The Datastore API is one of Wakanda's three data access JavaScript APIs. It is available on the server and belongs to the general Server‐side JavaScript
(SSJS) API.The Datastore API methods provide complete and direct access to the datastore models and data of the Wakanda applications. You always execute
these methods in synchronous mode. There are three ways of executing code on the Wakanda server, which are described in Executing Code on the Server.
Note: Wakanda's SSJS includes other utility APIs that are not directly linked with the data, such as the Files and Folders. You can also have direct access to
the Wakanda server data without using the SSJS by either using the API REST, or by using an HTTP request handler (see ).
The two other JavaScript APIs used for data access are the Datasource Manager and the Dataprovider. Both of these APIs are available on the client side and
belong to the general Wakanda Application Framework (WAF) API. The methods of these APIs also give you access to the datastore models and data of
Wakanda applications but they will be usually executed in asynchronous mode, which is more suitable for the issues of "disconnected" Web communication.
For more information about these APIs, refer to sections Datasource and Dataprovider.
The following diagram represents the architecture of Wakanda's data access APIs:

The choice between using one API rather than another, and whether to use it on the server or the client, depends on the business logic of your application as
well as the needs related to the model. More specifically:
If you want to control the operation of datasources, use the high level methods of the Datasource manager (client API);
If you need to perform advanced data processing on the client side, without necessarily displaying or enabling the automatic datasource mechanisms,
use the methods of the Dataprovider API (client API);
If you need to carry out processing directly on the server‐side catalogs and data, use the Datastore API (server API).
Usually, your Wakanda applications will combine these different APIs.
Generally speaking, you must strive to minimize the number of requests to the server since these operations are likely to slow down the execution of your
application. Therefore, it is recommended to run as much code as possible on the server using the Datastore and to only send requests to execute a function
and retrieve the result. All operations related to the business logic must be run on the server, since the client APIs are responsible for data presentation and
user interaction. For example, it is more efficient to sort a datastore class on the server and return the resulting entity collection than to sort the current
entity collection of a datasource. You can use datastore class methods or remote procedure calls (RPCs) to execute code on the server.

What is a datastore?

In Wakanda, a datastore is a set of data defined structurally by a model.
The model contains and describes all the datastore classes that make up the datastore. Models created through Wakanda Studio are JSON files with the
suffix .waModel (for example, employees.waModel).
Data refers to the information that is going to be used and stored in this model. For example, names, addresses, and birthdates of employees are
pieces of data that you can work with in a datastore. In Wakanda, data is stored in a binary file with the suffix .waData (for example,
employees.waData). By default, this file is created in a Data folder.
Compatibility note: In Wakanda versions prior to v3, model files were defined in XML.
A datastore primarily refers to data, but the data is inseparable from the model.

In the Datastore API, only the data file is "opened" or "created" when you work with datastores. However, you must always indicate an existing model file
containing the datastore model.
Models can be created procedurally using the Model SSJS API. In this case, the model file is a JavaScript file (named Model.js).

Creating or referencing datastores
Working with a Datastore
You are not required to instantiate a Datastore object on the server. You always have the possibility of using the ds object, automatically available, which
designates the current datastore of the application. This object is a property of the global object. For more information, refer to Accessing a datastore.
Referencing External Datastores
You can create and open external datastores on‐the‐fly using JavaScript code, provided you use the Wakanda Enterprise edition.
These 'connector' methods belong to the Application class (the Application type object is the global Wakanda object on the server). They are not actually
part of the Datastore API per se, but are directly related to datastore management.
These methods allow you to reference external Wakanda datastores as well as 4D databases. In both cases, they create Datastore type objects that represent
datastore JavaScript references. Once created, these objects have the same properties and methods as the ds object.
These methods are:
addRemoteStore( )
openRemoteStore( )

Accessing datastore classes
In your JavaScript code, you will need to have access to model classes and attributes. In the Datastore API, you can designate the following objects directly:
the datastore itself,
the datastore classes in the application model, and
the attributes in the datastore classes.
Note: The Datastore API also implements data objects of the "collection" and "entity" types, but you cannot access them directly as properties. For more
information, please refer to the Working with Entity Collections on the Server section.
Each of these objects correspond to a JavaScript class with specific methods and properties, described in the appropriate sections of this chapter.
Accessing a datastore
Datastore type objects belong to the Datastore class of the Datastore API. You can create, open, and reference datastores in JavaScript using the methods
described in the chapter.
Note: The Datastore class does not have a "constructor" so you cannot create a new datastore object using a statement such as:

myDataStore = new Datastore() // Not available in Wakanda
You can always access the current datastore object through the ds object (an Application class property). For example, the following statement returns the
name of the current datastore:

var dsName = ds.getName();
In a Wakanda project, you set the "current" datastore (model and data) in the project parameters. The current datastore, designated by the ds object, is
automatically opened when the application is launched. For example:

var path = ds.getModelFolder().path // Returns the path of the current datastore model
The ds object is a property of the global object (in other words, the current application) and designates the current datastore. You can always access the ds
object on the server. When you use this object directly (for example in the syntax above), it is actually a shorthand notation for application.ds.
Accessing classes
You access datastore classes through the ds object, giving access to the classes in the current datastore. For example:

var employees = ds.Employee; // access the Employee class through the ds object
When the "Allow Global Access" option is selected in the Data Model Editor for the whole model or a datastore class (see Datastore Class Properties), the
datastore class is defined in the global object of the application. In this case, it is not necessary to use the ds object based notation unless the class name is
a reserved word and/or may be in conflict with another object. But actually you can use any of the two syntaxes depending on your needs. For example,
using the global access may help you know whether you are looking at server‐side or client‐side code (ds is mandatory on the client‐side). For example:

var employees = Employee; // access the Employee class of the current datastore in the global space
Notes:

Keep in mind that, in compliance with JavaScript, datastore class names are case‐sensitive.
Datastore properties and methods are described in the Datastore Class section.
Accessing attributes of classes
The attributes of datastore classes are objects that you can access directly as properties of these classes. For example:

var salary = ds.Employee.salary; // return the salary attribute in the Employee class
var compCity = ds.Company.city; // return the city attribute in the Company class
The returned objects are of the Entity Attribute class. These objects have methods and properties that you can use to get information about your datastore
attributes.

Defining Queries (Server‐side)
Building a query
Querying data is the most common datastore operation. You will always need to search, filter, and sort your data in datasources using different criteria.
Two server‐side JavaScript methods are designed to execute queries on your data:
find( )
query( )
Note: Client‐side JavaScript methods are also available for querying the server (query( ) and filterQuery( ) in the Datasource API and query( ), find( ) and
query( ) in the Dataprovider API). Defining the queryString parameter is a little bit different from the server‐side however. For more information, please
refer to the Defining Queries (Client‐side) section.
The query parameter is named queryString and always uses the following syntax:
attribute comparator value {conjunction attribute comparator value...{ order by attribute }}

attribute: the datastore class attribute on which you want to execute the query, for example, "Employee.name". This parameter can also be any valid
attribute path, such as "father.father.name".
comparator: the symbol or keyword that compares the attribute with the value. The comparators are listed in Comparator List.
value: the value to compare to the current value of the attribute of each entity in the entity collection. It can be any expression of the same data type
as the attribute. The value is evaluated once at the beginning of the query. However, it is not evaluated for each entity.
To query a string contained in a string (a “contains” query), use the wildcard symbol (*) in value to isolate the string to be searched for as shown in this
example: "*Smith*". These types of searches only partially benefit from the index.
You can compare the NULL value in a query by using the "null" keyword.
Note: When looking for the NULL value, you cannot use the placeholder‐based syntax (see below).
conjunction: the conjunction operator is used to join multiple conditions into the query (optional). You can use one of the following logical operators
(pass either the name or the symbol):
Conjunction
Conjunction symbol
Comments
AND
&
&& can be used
OR
|
|| can be used
NOT
!
EXCEPT
^
equivalent to AND NOT
order by attribute: you can include an order by statement in the query so that the resulting data will be sorted according to that statement. Pass
'desc' to define a descending order and 'asc' to define an ascending order. By default, the order is ascending.
Note: The order by statement cannot be used in restricting queries.
Implementation Note: In the current implementation of Wakanda, queries are NOT case sensitive.
Here are some examples of valid queries:
'employee.name == "smith" AND employee.firstname == "john"'

Warning: As you can see in the above example, when you use quotes within queries, you must use double quotes " " inside the query and single quotes ' ' to
enfold the whole query, otherwise an error is returned.
'employee.city == Chicago && employee.salary < "10000" order by salary asc'

You can use parentheses in the query to give priority to the calculation. For example, you can organize a query as follows:
'(employee.age >= "30" OR employee.age <= "65") AND (employee.salary <= "10000" OR employee.status == "Manager")'

When comparing dates, you must use date values in the following format: YYYY‐MM‐DDTHH:MM:SSZ (e.g., "2010‐10‐05T00:00:00Z" for October 5, 2010). UTC
time is included in the date format:
'employee.dateHired > 2011-12-14T00:00:00Z' //To search for all employees hired after December 14, 2011 in UTC

You may need to take the local time into account when comparing dates entered with a local time. For example, considering that the Paris time zone is
based on GMT +1 where midnight is 23:00 (11pm):
'employee.dateHired > 2011-12-14T23:00:00Z' //To search for all employees hired after December 14, 2011' in the Paris
time zone

Note: The wildcard (i.e., "*") is not supported in date query string values.
Using the '==' operator

Starting with Wakanda 4, we recommend that you use the standard JavaScript equality operator (==) in Wakanda queries, instead of the single (=) operator.
The single (=) operator could be confused with the standard JavaScript assignment operator.
For example, the following query string:

'employee.name = "smith" AND employee.firstname = "john"' //until Wakanda 4

should now be written:
'employee.name == "smith" AND employee.firstname == "john"' //starting with Wakanda 4

The single (=) operator is still supported for compatibility.
Query on 'Date only' attributes

If the "Date only" option is checked for a date attribute in the Model designer, you can simply compare dates on the 'date' portion of standard JavaScript
dates, without regard to the Timezone. For example:
'employee.dateHired > 2012-12-24' //To search for all employees hired after December 24, 2012, whatever the time zone

For more information on the "Date only" option, please refer to the Attributes section.
Comparator List

The comparator is one of the symbols shown below. For some comparators, you can use a symbol, one of the alternate symbols, or keywords listed in the
"Alt. keywords" column:
Comparison

Symbol

Like
Equal to

==
===

Is in array
Not like
Not equal to

in
#
!==

Greater than
Greater than or equal
to
Less than
Less than or equal to
Begins with
Contains keyword
Matches
Does not match

>
>=
<
<=
begin
%%
matches
!=%

Alt.
keywords
eq, like
is, eqeq

!=
nene, isnot,
##
gt
gteq, gte
lt
lteq, lte

=%, %*
!%*

Comments
Gets matching data, supports the wildcard (*), neither case‐sensitive nor diacritic. See examples.
Gets matching data, considers the wildcard (*) as a standard character, neither case‐sensitive nor
diacritic.
Gets data equal to at least one of the values in an array

Strictly greater than

Strictly less than
"begin t" is equivalent to "like t*"
Keywords can be used in attributes of text or picture type
Uses JavaScript Regex
Uses JavaScript Regex

Note: To keep compatibility with Wakanda 3 applications, the (=) operator is still supported for 'like' queries.
Using placeholders in query strings
Placeholders are tags which you can use within query strings and which are replaced by another value when the query string is evaluated. Wakanda
implements two kinds of placeholders:
placeholders for user values (:n)
placeholders for system values (:$)
:n placeholders for user values

You can use placeholders in your queries so that you do not have to worry about formatting issues, in particular when the values to compare contain or may
contain special characters such as slashes (/) or single/double quotes. Also, in some cases, using placeholders is mandatory (see below). When you use a
placeholder, you pass values as parameters in the query and Wakanda manages all the formatting issues.
The placeholder for constants or calculated values is :n, which means "use the nth parameter of the query as the value to compare".
For example:

var theGuy = ds.Employee.find("name == :1 and age > :2", theName, theAge);
theName is the first parameter and will be used as the :1 value
theAge is the second parameter and will be used as the :2 value
It could be easily nested in a function as well:

function findEmployee(theName, theAge)
{
var Result = ds.Employee.find("name == :1 and age > :2", theName, theAge);
return Result;
}
You can then call it:

var myEmp = findEmployee("Smith", 45);
When evaluating the query, Wakanda will use the current value of both theName and theAge parameters to compare, respectively, the "name" and "age"
attributes. The query will be evaluated correctly even if an entity contains special characters, such as quotes.
Mandatory Placeholders
Placeholders are mandatory when you use complex objects such as arrays in a query, as shown in the following example:

var coll = ds.Customer.query( "country in ['US','SP','GM']"); // NOT supported
var coll = ds.Customer.query( "country in :1", ['US','SP','GM']); //supported

Looking for NULL Values
When you look for NULL values, you cannot use the placeholder syntax because the query engine considers null as an unexpected comparison value. For
example, if you execute the following query:

var singles = ds.Person.query('spouse == :1', null); // will NOT work
You will not get the expected result because the null value will be evaluated by Wakanda as an error resulting from the parameter evaluation (for example,
an attribute coming from another query).
For these kinds of queries, you must use the direct query syntax:

var singles = ds.Person.query('spouse == null'); //correct syntax
:$ Placeholders for System Variables

Wakanda proposes several placeholders which you can use as shortcuts to commonly‐handled system values in your queries. These system placeholders starts
with ":$"
Unlike placeholders for values, system placeholders get their value automatically, filled in by Wakanda when the query is executed. No additional parameter
is required.
System placeholders are:
$userID: is replaced by the current user ID.
Imagine an application where the currentUser( ) ID is stored in an "owner" attribute. This could be the case for a Contacts application storing leads.
When a connected salesperson clicks on a "My leads" button, you could execute the following query on the server:

var myLeads = ds.Lead.query("owner == :$userID");
This query could also be used as a restricting query in the extended datastore class.
$userName: is replaced by the current user name.
Note: The user name could also be used to tie data to users, but even though it is unique in the application, it can be changed. It is therefore not
advised to store this value in the data.
Queries in N <‐> N Relations
Note: For a detailed description of N<‐>N relations, please refer to the The N<‐>N Relation section.
Wakanda offers a special syntax to facilitate queries in the context of N <‐> N relations. In this context, you may need to search for different values with an
AND operator but in the same attribute. For example, take a look at the following structure:

Imagine that you want to search all movies in which both actor A and actor B have a role. If you write a standard query using an AND operator, it will not
work:

// invalid code
ds.Movie.query("'allActors.lastName' == :1 AND 'allActors.lastName' == :2", "Hanks", "Ryan");

Basically, the issue is related to the internal logic of the query: you cannot search for an attribute whose value would be both "A" and "B".
To make it possible to perform such queries, Wakanda allows a special syntax: you just need to add a class index in all additional relation attributes used in
the string:
"'relationAttribute.attribute' == :1 AND 'relationAttribute{n}.attribute [AND 'relationAttribute{m}.attribute...]'"
In our example, it would be:

// valid code
ds.Movie.query("'allActors.lastName' == :1 AND 'allActors{2}.lastName' == :2", "Hanks", "Ryan");

{n} tells WakandaDB to create another reference for the allActors relation attribute. It will then perform all the necessary bitmap operations internally. Note
that n can be any number except 0: {1} or {2} or {1540}... Wakanda only needs a unique reference in the query for each class index.
For example, this code builds the query string based on an array of actor names:

function queryMoviesWithSeveralActors(actorsArray) {
var coll, count, queryStr;
if(actorsArray && actorsArray.length) {
count = 0;
queryStr = '';
actorsArray.forEach(function(actor) {
count += 1;
// First actor
if(count === 1) {
queryStr = 'allActors.name == "' + actor + '"';
} else {
queryStr += ' AND allActors{' + count + '}.name == "' + actor + '"';
}
});
coll = ds.Movie.query(queryStr);
} else {
coll = ds.Movie.createEntityCollection();
}
return coll;
}
Calling the function with:

queryMoviesWithSeveralActors(['Hanks', 'DiCaprio', 'Garner']);
generates the following query string:

'allActors.name == "Hanks" AND allActors{2}.name == "DiCaprio" AND allActors{3}.name = "Garner"'
... and finds any movie(s) containing all 3 of these actors (Catch Me if You Can).
Querying attributes of type object
Wakanda Server allows you to use attributes with the 'object' type (see Wakanda Data Types). You can execute queries on such attributes by using the
standard object syntax in your query string, for example "objectAtt.prop == value".
Examples
In your datastore, you defined a desc object attribute in the Rect datastore class. Such values are added:

var vR1 = new ds.Rect();
vR1.desc = {x:10, y:20, color:"blue", page:[2, 5, 10, 15]};
vR1.save();
The following attribute values are defined in your entities:

//
//
//
//
//

vR2
vR3
vR4
vR5
vR6

contains
contains
contains
contains
contains

{x:2, y:40, color:"green", page:[1,5]};
{x:3, y:50, color:"blue"};
{x:100, y:200, color:"blue", page:[{a:2, b:5}, 5, 6]};
{x:1, y:100, color:"yellow", page:[100,101,102]};
{x:100, y:1000, color:"pink", page:[{a:3, b:6, c:4}, "cover"]};

You can execute the following queries:

var
var
var
var

coll
coll
coll
coll

=
=
=
=

ds.Rect.query("desc.page is null"); // returns vR3
ds.Rect.query("desc.x ==:1", 100); // returns vR4, vR6
ds.Rect.query("desc.x >= :1 and desc.y < :2", 3,100); // returns vR1, vR3
ds.Rect.query("desc.color == :1", "blue"); // returns vR1, vR3, vR4

Query on array attributes

Arrays are supported as object properties. In this case, you can use following kinds of query arguments:
"objectAtt[]" ‐> look for any element that corresponds to the query
"objectAtt[].prop" ‐> look for any subproperty value that corresponds to the query in an array of objects

var coll = ds.Rect.query("desc.page[] == :1", 5); // any first level element in the page array property that contains 5
//returns vR1, vR2, vR4
var coll = ds.Rect.query("desc.page[].b == :1", 5); // subproperty b contains 5
//returns vR4
var coll = ds.Rect.query("desc.page[].a >= :1", 2); // subproperty a greater than or equal to 2
//returns vR4, vR6
The length property is supported on array subproperties in object attributes:

"objectAtt.length" ‐> return the number of elements in the array
For example:

var coll = ds.Rect.query("desc.page.length == :1", 2); //page array with 2 elements
//returns vR2, vR6
Finding an entity using its class
You can find an entity using its datastore class only. You can either use its primary key or one or more attribute value(s) passed in the form of an object.
Searching an entity by its primary key
To do so, simply pass the value of the primary key as a parameter to the class. For example:

var emp = ds.Employee( 50 ); // return the entity whose primary key is 50
var inv = ds.Invoice ( "DGGX20030" ); // return the entity whose primary key value is "DGGX20030"
Searching an entity by attribute value(s)
To do this, just pass the requested values in an attribute/value pair standard object. If you pass several pairs, they are related through a logical AND.
For example:

var emp = ds.Employee( {lastName: "Smith", firstName: "John"});
// return the entity whose value in the lastName attribute is 'Smith'
// and value in the firstName attribute is 'John'
This principle is similar to using the find( ) method. As is also true for this method, if more than one entitiy matches the criteria (search on attribute values
only), the first entity found in the collection is returned.
Using JavaScript functions
You can call any JavaScript function directly in your query by prefixing the query string with the $ symbol. In this case, you must explicitly allow JavaScript
execution by passing an extra object parameter to your query, containing the "allowJavascript" property set to true.
For example, you can write:

ds.Employee.query("$(this.name.length == this.firstname.length)", { allowJavascript: true })
ds.Company.query("name = :1 and city= :2 and $(myString.indexOf(activity) != -1)",
"Acme",
"London",
{ allowJavascript: true })
Note: This feature is available for server queries only. For security reasons, calling JavaScript functions in client‐side queries is not allowed (see Defining
Queries (Client‐side)).
Query examples
Note: These examples are valid for datastore class are well as for entity collection objects.
This example selects suppliers whose name contains "bob":

var coll = ds.Supplier.query( "name == :1", "*bob*")
This example selects suppliers whose name does not begin with the letter T:

var coll = ds.Supplier.query( "name not like :1", "T*")
This example selects suppliers whose name begins with "Sm" and ends with "th":

var coll = ds.Supplier.query( "name == :1", "Sm*th")
This example selects employees hired before November 13, 2011:

var emp = ds.Employee.query( "dateHired <= :1", 2011-11-12T23:00:00Z)
The following example finds the entities for every person whose last name is Smith and who works for a company based in New York. This query can be
performed because the Person datastore class is related to the Company datastore class:

var coll = ds.Person.query( "lastname == :1 AND company.state == :2", "Smith", "NY" )
The following example finds the entities of American, Spanish and German customers:

var coll = ds.Customer.query( "country in :1", ['US','SP','GM']);
The following example finds picture entities whose ID ends with 0 and whose name contains "cat":

var arr = [];
for( var i=0 ; i<1000 ; i++)
{arr.push(i * 10);
}
var coll = ds.Picture.query( "ID in :1 and name == :2", arr, "*cat*");
The following example finds all articles containing at least one keyword from a list and then gets all the articles written by the same authors:

var arrKey= ["finance", "money" , "financial" , "economic"];
var coll1 = ds.Article.query("keywords in :1" , arrKey); // finds all articles containing one or several keywords
var coll2 = ds.Article.query( "author in :1" , coll1.author) ; // and finds all articles written by the authors
// found in the first query results
In the context of an N <‐> N relation, the following code finds all movies where all three actors have played together:

var coll = ds.Movie.query("
'allActors.lastName' == :1 AND
'allActors{1}.lastName' == :2 AND
'allActors{2}.lastName' == :3",

"Hanks", "DiCaprio", "Garner");
This example finds all employees hired after December 24, 2012. The dateHired attribute has the "Date only" option on:

var newEmp = ds.Employee.query("dateHired > :1", "2012-12-24");
This example finds all articles with an expiration date prior to today. The expDate attribute has the "Date only" option on:

var x = new Date(); // Current date in UT
var col = ds.Article.query("expDate < :1", x); //x is converted automatically to 'date only'
//query will work whatever the time zone

Programming Restricting Queries
With Wakanda, you can create automatic restricting queries for any of your datastore classes. A restricting query is automatically applied whenever all the
entities in a datastore class are accessed either by locating an entity by key or by using one of these dataclass methods: all( ), query( ), or find( ).
Restricting queries can be applied to any datastore class, but are particularly useful with extended datastore classes and their attributes. In this context,
they can automatically generate entity collections in the derived datastore classes based on the values stored in the extended datastore class entities. For
example, the entity collection in the 'ClosedIssue' datastore class (which was derived from the 'Issue' datastore class) could be based on the following
restricting query:

ds.Issue.query("isClosed = :1", true)
Restricting queries combined with extended classes are also useful for security or user/group related issues because they allow you to control the data
available client‐side. Using system variables such as $userid in restricting queries is also a powerful feature to control data access, based on current values
(for more information on system variables, please refer to the :$ Placeholders for System Variables paragraph). An example of the combination of system
variables and restricting queries is provided in the "Example of User‐Based Shared Classes" paragraph.
Where to Write a Restricting Query?
Wakanda proposes you with two ways to write a restricting query:
in the Restricting Query datastore class property, which is available in the Data Model Editor (see Datastore Class Properties in the Wakanda Studio
Reference Guide). In this case, you write the query in the Restricting Query property as the queryString parameter of a query:
Note that this query will be applied to the parent class collection (see below).
in the On Restricting Query datastore class event, which is available for datastore classes and attributes (see onRestrictingQuery). In this case, you
can write any query code that returns a collection, for example:

onRestrictingQuery:function()
{
var col = ds.Issue.query("isClosed =:1", true);
return col; // a collection must be returned
}
For optimum performance, it is recommended that you use the Restricting Query datastore class property instead of the On Restricting Query event
whenever possible. When you use the Restricting Query property, you benefit from a direct access to the datastore query engine while the JavaScript code
you write for the On Restricting Query event needs to be interpreted. However, if you want to write more complex code, containing tests, and based on
values coming from one or more attributes or based on user permissions, you will need to write that code in the On Restricting Query event.
Order of Priority

When you write both a restricting query in the Restricting Query property and in an On Restricting Query event, they will be called in the following order:
1. On Restricting Query event
2. Restricting Query (which will be applied to the result returned by the event, if you inserted any code for it).
Programming Principles for Restricting Queries
Restricting queries can contain any calculation that makes sense to your business application. Queries can compare attribute values and/or check user
permissions. They then can return either collections or entities.
However, it is important that you keep in mind the following principles when writing a restricting query:
Always Return a Collection

When you use an On Restricting Query datastore event function, the function must return a valid collection from the datastore class. If you omit to return
a collection, or if the returned collection is invalid (undefined), the server will not send any entities and you will get an empty collection.
Always Query on Parent Class

When used in the context of extended datastore classes, a restricting query must always be applied to "extended" (or "parent") datastore class. If the
query is applied on the derived datastore class, the results will be invalid.
For example, consider the following model where Employee is extended from Person and Manager is extended from Employee. The Manager class should
contain a collection of employees who are currently managers. The respective entity collections are built upon restricting queries that filter on a parent
datastore class attribute:

Note: This model is necessary because not all persons who were managers at one time are currently employees. If that were the case, Managers could have
been extended from Person.
The WRONG way to write restricting query events would be:
Employee restricting query event (wrong code)

var col=ds.Employee.query("salary isnot null"); return

Manager restricting query event (wrong code)

col;

var col=ds.Manager.query("managed=true"); return

col;

This will NOT work because a conflict will exist in the restricting query chain. As a result, you would not get an error but the conflict will produce incorrect
value: you will get persons for which the managed attribute is 'true' but who are not necessarily employees.
The CORRECT way to write the restricting query events is:
Employee restricting query event (correct code)

var col=ds.Person.query("salary isnot null"); return

Manager restricting query event (correct code)

col;

var col=ds.Employee.query("managed=true"); return

In this way, the query chain will never be broken.
This principle is also true for restricting queries defined in the Restricting Query datastore class property because they apply to the parent class: you can
only use parent class attributes and not any of the calculated or relation attributes added to the derived class.
Low‐level Execution

Restricting queries are a powerful feature because they are applied at a very low level in the datastore. When a restricting query is defined for a datastore
class, there is no way to access data that is filtered by this query. For example, if you define a query like "age < 50", you will not be able to access entities
where age > 50 even if you just created them. They will be saved, but never available.
If you need to access the restricted data, you'll have to stop the Wakanda server, edit the restricting query, and relaunch the server.
No Order By

Order by statements cannot be used in restricted queries. Entities resulting from a restricting query are always returned with no specific order.

col;

Using Datastore Class Methods
A datastore class method is a custom method attached to a datastore class. It allows you to execute code that can be applied to the whole datastore class,
an entity collection, or an individual entity of the class. In Wakanda Studio, datastore class methods belong to the model itself:

For more information about creating and defining datastore class methods in Wakanda Studio, refer to the Datastore Class Methods section.
Datastore class methods are executed server‐side, so they can access any part of the project model and data.
Note: By default, derived datastore classes inherit from methods defined in extended datastore classes. You can also add specific datastore class methods
in derived classes. If you can create a method with the same name as an inherited method, it overrides the inherited method at execution. For more
information on inheritance, please refer to the Inheritance section.

Executing Datastore Class Methods
Controlling Access
Access to datastore class methods is controlled through two properties:
Permissions: Using this parameter, you can attach a user group to Execute or Promote actions, so that only logged users belonging to the group will be
allowed to perfom the associated action.
For more information, please refer to the Assigning Group Permissions section.
Scope: The method scope defines the contexts where it will be published. A "public" datastore class method can be used from anywhere. A "public on
server" datastore class method can only be used from the server. By default, the scope is "public on server".
Implementation Note: "protected" and "private" values are also accepted but their corresponding scopes are not implemented (they are currently equivalent
to "publicOnServer"). A "protected" attribute can only be accessed from the datastore class and its extended classes, while a "private" attribute can only be
accessed from the datastore class, excluding extended classes.
Calling Datastore Class Methods
Datastore class methods can be called from different locations and using different APIs:
Server‐side JavaScript

By defaut, all datastore class methods can be called from server‐side JavaScript code as attributes of the datastore class (available through the ds object).
For example:

var allTeachers =

ds.Course.getAllTeachers();

Client‐side (Datasource)

Datastore class methods can be called client‐side through the Datasource API, provided their scope is Public. A datastore class method is called as an
attribute of a server datasource. The current entity, the current collection, or the datastore class of the datasource will be modified automatically
depending on the datastore class method type. The syntax is:

sources.sourceName.methodName()
The call can be asynchronous or synchronous. For more details, please refer to the Calling Datastore Class Methods section.
Client‐side (Dataprovider)

Datastore class methods can be called client‐side through the Dataprovider API, provided their scope is Public. A datastore class method is called as an
attribute of an entity, an entity collection or a datastore class.
The syntaxes are:

ds.datastoreClass.methodName()
ds.entityCollection.methodName()
ds.entity.methodName()
The call can be asynchronous or synchronous. For more details, please refer to the Calling Datastore Class Methods section.
REST requests

Datastore class methods can be called using a REST HTTP request, provided their scope is Public. Only Class and Collection datastore classes can be called by
REST requests. For more information, please refer to {datastoreClass}/{method} in the REST API documentation.

Returning Values
Datastore Class methods may or may not return values. In general, if a value is returned, the call will be asynchronous when executed client‐side and the
returned value will be available in a callback function (see Principles of asynchronous execution).
A datastore class can return two kinds of values:
Standard JavaScript values
Binary values

Returning Binary Values
Datastore class methods can return binary values directly. In this case, values are returned as raw data, without JSON processing from the server. These
values require specific client‐side processing (see below).
Several types of server objects can be returned as binary values, such as File or Image.
To return a binary value, the datastore class method must return an object containing two properties:
HTTPStream: contains the binary data to send. Supported object types are:
File
BinaryStream
TextStream
Image
Note: Support for Blob and Buffer object types will be available in future Wakanda releases.
headers: contains all the HTTP headers to set. This property is an object itself containing pairs of 'name:value' strings, for example "Content‐
Type":"image/jpeg". Each pair defines a header field of the returned value.
In this example, the datastore class method returns a binary value which can be either a PDF or a JPEG file. The file name is based on the "name" attribute of
the current entity:

model.Person.entityMethods.getDoc = function()
{
var dataFolder = ds.getDataFolder();
var myFolder = Folder(dataFolder.path+"docs/"); // gets the path for the files
var file1 = File(myFolder, this.name+".jpg"); //jpg or pdf files
var file2 = File(myFolder, this.name+".pdf"); //warning: will not work if uppercase extensions
if ((file1.exists) || (file2.exists)) { // we have a file
if (file1.exists) { // we have a jpeg file
var file = file1;
var mimeType = "image/jpeg";
}
else { // we have a pdf file
var file = file2;
var mimeType = "application/pdf";
}
return {
HTTPStream: file, // triggers a binary return
headers: {
'Content-Type': mimeType //defines the content type header
}
}
}
else // no corresponding file
{
return null;
}
}
model.Person.entityMethods.getDoc.scope="public"; //mandatory to allow client-side access
On the client side, returned binary values need to be processed using appropriate implementation, because they cannot be handled using the standard client
WAF APIs such as Datasource or Dataprovider. WAF provides specific options in callback functions that allow you to handle raw HTTP streams. For an example
of how to use binary data in a Wakanda Page, please refer to the Handling Binary Return paragraph.

Using Datastore Class Events
Introduction to events
You can associate one or more events with each datastore class and with each datastore class attribute of the datastore. When you create an event for a
datastore class or a datastore class attribute, you must specify a JavaScript function that is executed on the server each time the associated event is
triggered.
You cannot directly trigger event code execution. Events are called automatically by the server based on user actions or operations performed through code
on datastore classes and their attributes.
Events are triggered at the lowest level of the datastore, on the server. They are generally used to establish and manage business rules associated with the
datastore class. For example, the onValidate/validate event can check the validity of data entered in the entity, regardless of where this data comes from:
JavaScript code, user input, etc.
Creating events
Datastore class or attribute events can be created:
using the model.Class.addEventListener( ) or model.Class.attribute.addEventListener( ) method from the Model API. You can add several listeners for
a single event; they will all be called but with no defined order.
using the model.Class.events or model.Class.attribute.events property from the Model API. You can define only one listener per event using these
properties.
using the "Events" page of the property area in the Data Model Editor. For more information on how to create or delete an event in Wakanda Studio,
refer to the Datastore Class Events section in the Wakanda Studio Reference Guide.
Table of events
Here is a summary table of events generated by Wakanda:
Event

Loading
order

Context of call

onInit

Datastore
class then
attributes
Datastore
class then
attributes
Datastore
class then
attributes
Attributes
then
Datastore
class
Datastore
class then
attributes
Attributes
then
Datastore
class
Attributes
only
Datastore
class only

After a new entity is
created in memory on
the server
After an entity is loaded
on the server

onLoad (Ds class)

onLoad (Attribute)

onRemove

onSave

onValidate

onSet
onRestrictingQuery

Can be
refused
(*)
No

Comments

No

In this event, you can put any calculations that set an attribute value or code
that checks the level of user authorization.

After the first access to
the attribute on the
server
Before removing an
entity on the server

No

In this event, you can put code setting the initial value of an attribute.

Yes

You can use this event to remove any related entities within a transaction.

Before saving an entity
on the server

Yes

You can use this event to check the data integrity of the entity.

Before saving an entity
on the server (called
before 'on save')

Yes

Checks validity of data entered in the entity, for example a minimum.

After modifying an
attribute value
When all the entities in a
datastore class are
accessed

No

Immediately recalculates values based on the attribute, for example,
calculation of net pay from gross.
Must return a collection. Allows you to control data available from the client
side. Useful when combined with extended classes. Can be defined as a class
property in the Model designer

No

In this event, you can put code for initializing attributes, for example, the
calculation of a custom ID.

(*) To find out how to refuse an error, please refer to section Refusing an event.
For a more detailed description of each event, please refer to section Description of events.
Table of events
Here is a summary table of events generated by Wakanda:
Event

Loading
order

Context of call

init

Datastore
class then
attributes
Datastore
class then
attributes
Datastore
class then
attributes
Attributes
then
Datastore
class
Attributes
then
Datastore
class

After a new entity is
created in memory on the
server
After an entity is loaded on
the server

load (Ds class)

load
(Attribute)
validateremove

remove

Can be
refused
(*)
No

Comments

No

In this event, you can put any calculations that set an attribute value or code
that checks the level of user authorization.

After the first access to the
attribute on the server

No

In this event, you can put code setting the initial value of an attribute.

Before removing an entity
on the server (called before
'remove')

Yes

Checks validity of remove operation following business rules.

Before removing an entity
on the server

Yes

You can use this event to remove any related entities within a transaction.

In this event, you can put code for initializing attributes, for example, the
calculation of a custom ID.

save

validate

clientrefresh

set
restrict

Datastore
class then
attributes
Attributes
then
Datastore
class
Datastore
class then
attributes
Attributes
only
Datastore
class only

Before saving an entity on
the server

Yes

You can use this event to check the data integrity of the entity.

Before saving an entity on
the server (called before
'save')

Yes

Checks validity of data entered in the entity, for example a minimum.

When the serverRefresh( )
method is executed on the
client side
After modifying an
attribute value
When all the entities in a
datastore class are
accessed

No

You can use this event to check the data integrity of the entity just like in a
'save' but in the context of a serverRefresh( )

No

Immediately recalculates values based on the attribute, for example, calculation
of net pay from gross.
Must return a collection. Allows you to control data available from the client
side. Useful when combined with extended classes. Can be defined as a class
property in the Model designer

No

(*) To find out how to refuse an error, please refer to section Refusing an event.
For a more detailed description of each event, please refer to section Description of events.
Event parameter
Each event function accepts a single object as parameter. When the function is called, the parameter is filled with several properties that you can use to
write generic code:
Property
eventKind
attributeName
dataClassName
error
errorMessage

Type
string
string
string
string
string

Values
"init", "load", "remove", "restrict", "set", "save", or "validate"
Name of attribute on which the event is set (when applicable)
Name of datastore class on which the event is set
Error id (only for events that can be refused)
Error message (only for events that can be refused)

For example, you can write:

model.Person.addEventListener("load", function(event){
... // event listener code
// event.eventKind will contain "load"
// event.dataClassName will contain "Person"
});
By default, derived classes inherit from datastore class events and attribute events defined in extended classes.
You can also add specific datastore class events in derived classes and their derived attributes. In this case, derived class events are added to the extended
(parent) class events at execution. Derived class events are called first, then extended class events are called afterwards.
For more information on inheritance, please refer to the Inheritance section.
Processing recursive events
Programming events can lead to cases where recursive calls which could potentially block the application may occur. Wakanda anticipates this possibility by
applying the following principle: when executing an event, other events of the same type cannot be called back.
Let's look at the following code, placed in the set (or onSet) event of the lastName attribute:

model.Employee.lastName.events.set = function(event)
{
this.lastName=this.lastName.toUpperCase();
}
This code assigns a value to the lastName attribute, and therefore needs to call the set event. In this case, by applying the principle of non‐recursiveness
described above, the event is only called once. Of course, other types of events can themselves still be called.

Description of events
This section covers each one of the datastore class events and attribute events of Wakanda. For more information about both kind of events, please refer to
the section Datastore class events vs Attribute events.
Events have been renamed starting with Wakanda 9, but previous names are still supported. This section covers previous and new events:
Wakanda new events
init
load
set
validate
save
remove
restrict
validateremove
clientrefresh

Wakanda events up to v8 (deprecated)
onInit
onLoad
onSet
onValidate
onSave
onRemove
onRestrictingQuery
‐
‐

In addition, this section contains a Call sequence example.
onInit
The onInit event is called just after a new entity is created in memory on the server. For example:

var emp = new ds.Employee(); // -> execution of the onInit event
You can use this event to initialize attribute values, for example a custom ID.
When this event is set for a datastore class and for one or more attribute(s), the calling order is as follows:

1. datastore class event
2. attribute event(s)
Note: When developing on the client, keep in mind that this event is triggered when an entity is created on the server. Therefore, datasource methods such
as addNewElement( ) or Button widgets having the “Create” action will not trigger this event. When the client attempts to save the new entity, an update
request is sent to the server and an entity is created in memory on the server thus triggering the onInit event.
onLoad
The onLoad event is called differently depending on whether it is set for the datastore class or for an attribute.
onLoad on a datastore class: called each time an existing entity is loaded in memory on the server.
onLoad on an attribute: called the first time an attribute is used (i.e., read or modified) for an entity, after this entity is loaded, and then is not
called again for any subsequent times. This event can be called for an entity that is created and not yet saved (in this case, the onLoad event set for
the datastore class is not called itself), or for an entity loaded from the disk (in this case, the onLoad event set for the datastore class has already
been called previously). It is even possible for this event never to be called if the attribute is never used.
This is particularly useful for attributes whose value is calculated from an initial query to external data. It is usually preferable to not re‐execute the
query each time the attribute is used so you can place this query and calculation in the function associated with the onLoad event of the attribute and
that way it is only executed the first time the attribute is accessed. The value is then stored in the entity and the event is no longer generated when
the entity attribute is accessed subsequently.
onSet
This event is only available for attributes.
The onSet event is called just after a value is assigned to the attribute. This value may have been assigned following a user action or automatically through
programming.
onValidate
The onValidate event is called in two cases:
before saving an entity on the server, for example following a call to the save( ) method. It is automatically called before the onSave event.
when you call the validate( ) method.
You can use this event to check the validity of the data entered compared with business rules that you have set. For example, if a sales price must not be
lower than the cost price, you can place a comparison of these values in the onValidate event.
You can refuse the event and return an error. For more information, refer to Refusing an event section.
When this event is set for a datastore class and for one or more attribute(s), the calling order is as follows:
1. attribute event(s)
2. datastore class event
onSave
The onSave event is called before saving an entity on the server, for example following a call to the save( ) method and if the entity has passed validation
(see onValidate). This event must be in charge of checking elements outside the business logic of the application for saving the entity: availability of
resources, access to storage disk, etc. Logical data validation must be performed in the onValidate event.
When the event is set for one or more attribute(s), for better optimization, it is called only for each modified attribute. For this reason, unlike onValidate,
the datastore class event is called before attribute events. In fact, it is perfectly possible to carry out processing on the entity attributes when it is being
saved, for example, adding values from another datastore class. If this processing is done in the onSave event of the datastore class, you must call it before
the onSave events of the attributes so that they can take these modifications into account and be called.
You can refuse the event and return an error. For more information, refer to Refusing an event.
When this event is set for a datastore class and for one or more attribute(s), the calling order is as follows:
1. datastore class event
2. attribute event(s)
onRemove
The onRemove event is called before an entity is deleted on the server, for example following a call to the remove( ) method. You can use this event, for
instance, to delete all the related entities within a transaction.
You can refuse the event and return an error. For more information, refer to Refusing an event.
When this event is set for a datastore class and for one or more attribute(s), the calling order is as follows:
1. attribute event(s)
2. datastore class event
The onRemove event can be used for example to archive/delete data related to the deleted entity:

model.User.events.onRemove = function(){
this.allComments.remove(); // 1->N relation to Comment.user
this.allOrders.remove(); // 1->N relation to Order.user
// here, you could have onRemove event for Order, which calls this.allLines.remove(), etc.
}
The onRemove event can also be used to reject deletion:

model.User.events.onRemove = function(){
if(this.allOrders.length > 0) {
return {errorCode: -123, errorMessage: "Cannot delete an entity with bound Orders"};
}
}
onRestrictingQuery
A restricting query is automatically applied whenever all the entities in a datastore class are accessed either by locating an entity by key or by using one of
these dataclass methods: all( ), query( ), or find( ).
Restricting query events allow you to control the data that will be available from a datastore class. For example, the following restricting query event

automatically gives access to the contacts belonging to the currently logged in user:

onRestrictingQuery:function()
{
var col = ds.Contact.query("owner = :$userID");
return col; // a collection must be returned
}
A restricting query function must return a valid collection from the datastore class. If you omit to return a collection, or if the returned collection is invalid
(undefined), the server will not send any entities.
Note: You can also define a restricting query in the Restricting Query datastore class property (see Datastore Class Properties).
Restricting queries are particularly useful with extended datastore classes. The goal of the onRestrictingQuery event is to return an entity collection of the
parent/extended class that will represent all entities in the derived class on the client. The advantage of this event, compared to the Restricting Query
property (see Datastore Class Properties), is that you can create a different entity collection for each authenticated user. Using a login listener function
and a class extended from the Employee class, we can write the following code for the onRestrictingQuery event (in the onRestrictingQuery event for the
derived datastore class):

onRestrictingQuery:function()
{
var theEmployee = sessionStorage.theEmployee;
if (theEmployee == null) // if the session doesn’t have a valid employee
return ds.Employee.createEntityCollection(); // return an empty collection
else
{
if (theEmployee.accessType <= 3) //Authenticated user is Manager or better
return ds.Employee.all(); // return all entities
else // everyone else can only get to their own entity
return ds.Employee.query('ID = :1', theEmployee.ID); //return a collection of one entity
}
};
Note: If you write a query in the Restricting Query property (see Datastore Class Properties) and in the On Restricting Query event, both will be executed
in the following order:
1. onRestrictingQuery event
2. Restricting Query (will be applied to the result returned by the onRestrictingQuery event).
In the context of extended datastore classes, note also that unlike other events, restricting query events are always called down the chain to the parent
datastore class for each level and have a "cumulative" effect.
For a complete overview of restricting queries, please refer to the Programming Restricting Queries section.
Call sequence example
The call sequence depends on operations performed on the data. Here is an illustration of this sequence using a simple example. Given the following
datastore class:

A function is associated with each event of the datastore class and of the "name" attribute (except for the onSet event). In the following examples, we run a
simple method and retrieve the events generated, in the order they appear:

var emp = new ds.Employee(); // creation of a blank entity
emp.name = "smith"; // assigning a value
emp.save(); // saving
Here is the corresponding sequence of events:
onInit DC event
onLoad event on 'Name'
onInit event on 'Name''
onValidate event on 'Name'
onValidate DC event
onSave DC event
onSave event on 'Name'

Creation of a blank entity
First access to the attribute
onInit for the attribute
Calling of save(): validation of attribute...
... then of the entity
Saving of the entity...
... then of the attribute

init
The init event is called just after a new entity is created in memory on the server. For example:

var emp = new ds.Employee(); // -> execution of the init event
You can use this event to initialize attribute values, for example a custom ID.
When this event is set for a datastore class and for one or more attribute(s), the calling order is as follows:
1. datastore class event
2. attribute event(s)
Note: When developing on the client, keep in mind that this event is triggered when an entity is created on the server. Therefore, datasource methods such
as newEntity( ) or Button widgets having the “Create” action will not trigger this event. When the client attempts to save the new entity, an update
request is sent to the server and an entity is created in memory on the server thus triggering the init event.
load

The load event is called differently depending on whether it is set for the datastore class or for an attribute.
load on a datastore class: called each time an existing entity is loaded in memory on the server.
For example:

var allPeople = ds.Person.all();
//Each of these examples will trigger a load event
allPeople.first();
allPeople.forEach(function(entity){
//repeats datastore class load followed
//by attribute load (if any)
var theEntity = entity;
});
load on an attribute: called the first time an attribute is used (i.e., read or modified) for an entity, after this entity is loaded, and then is not called
again for any subsequent times. This event can be called for an entity that is created and not yet saved (in this case, the onLoad event set for the
datastore class is not called itself), or for an entity loaded from the disk (in this case, the load event set for the datastore class has already been called
previously). It is even possible for this event never to be called if the attribute is never used.
This is particularly useful for attributes whose value is calculated from an initial query to external data. It is usually preferable to not re‐execute the
query each time the attribute is used so you can place this query and calculation in the function associated with the load event of the attribute and
that way it is only executed the first time the attribute is accessed. The value is then stored in the entity and the event is no longer generated when
the entity attribute is accessed subsequently.
For example:

ds.Person(99).lastName;
// does a find then gets the attribute
set
This event is only available for attributes.
The set event is called just after a value is assigned to the attribute. This value may have been assigned following a user action or automatically through
programming.
validate
The validate event is called in two cases:
before saving an entity on the server, for example following a call to the save( ) method. It is automatically called before the save event.
when you call the validate( ) method.
You can use this event to check the validity of the data entered compared with business rules that you have set. For example, if a sales price must not be
lower than the cost price, you can place a comparison of these values in the validate event.
You can refuse the event and return an error. For more information, refer to Refusing an event section.
When this event is set for a datastore class and for one or more attribute(s), the calling order is as follows:
1. attribute event(s)
2. datastore class event
save
The save event is called before saving an entity on the server, for example following a call to the save( ) method and if the entity has passed validation (see
validate). This event must be in charge of checking elements outside the business logic of the application for saving the entity: availability of resources,
access to storage disk, etc. Logical data validation must be performed in the validate event.
When the event is set for one or more attribute(s), for better optimization, it is called only for each modified attribute. For this reason, unlike validate, the
datastore class event is called before attribute events. In fact, it is perfectly possible to carry out processing on the entity attributes when it is being saved,
for example, adding values from another datastore class. If this processing is done in the save event of the datastore class, you must call it before the save
events of the attributes so that they can take these modifications into account and be called.
You can refuse the event and return an error. For more information, refer to Refusing an event.
When this event is set for a datastore class and for one or more attribute(s), the calling order is as follows:
1. datastore class event
2. attribute event(s)
Note: Transactions started in a save event are automatically validated or cancelled by Wakanda. For more information, please refer to the
startTransaction( ) section.
clientrefresh
The clientrefresh event is called on the server whenever the serverRefresh( ) method is executed on the client side. The serverRefresh( ) method allows
the client application to get the values of the current entity from the server exactly as they would be saved in the datastore, i.e., after applying business
rules defined on the server, but without actually saving the entity. It triggers automatic mechanisms such as the autosequence property, code associated
with calculated attributes, updates through relation attributes, etc., and gets back the updated values on the client.
Basically, you will write in the clientrefresh event the same code as in the save event so that serverRefresh( ) calls will provide exactly the same result as a
save operation on the entity.
The clientrefresh event cannot be refused but you can return an error code in the event parameter, so that the client can know that a regular save( ) would
be rejected.
When this event is set for a datastore class and for one or more attribute(s), the calling order is as follows:
1. datastore class event
2. attribute event(s)
validateremove
The validateremove event is called before removing an entity on the server, for example following a call to the remove( ) method. It is automatically called
before the remove event.
You can use this event to check if the remove operation is compliant with business rules that you have set. For example, if an entity cannot be removed when
one of its attributes has a certain value, you can add the corresponding code in the validateremove event.
You can refuse the event and return an error. For more information, refer to Refusing an event.

When this event is set for a datastore class and for one or more attribute(s), the calling order is as follows:
1. attribute event(s)
2. datastore class event
remove
The remove event is called before an entity is deleted on the server, for example following a call to the remove( ) method, and if the entity has passed
validation for remove (see validateremove). You can use this event, for instance, to delete all the related entities within a transaction. Logical validation
related to business rules should be done in the validateremove event.
You can refuse the event and return an error. For more information, refer to Refusing an event.
When this event is set for a datastore class and for one or more attribute(s), the calling order is as follows:
1. attribute event(s)
2. datastore class event
The remove event can be used for example to archive/delete data related to the deleted entity:

model.User.events.remove = function(){
this.allComments.remove(); // 1->N relation to Comment.user
this.allOrders.remove(); // 1->N relation to Order.user
// here, you could have remove event for Order, which calls this.allLines.remove(), etc.
}
The remove event can also be used to reject deletion:

model.User.events.remove = function(){
if(this.allOrders.length > 0) {
return {errorCode: -123, errorMessage: "Cannot delete an entity with bound Orders"};
}
}
Note: Transactions started in a remove event are automatically validated or cancelled by Wakanda. For more information, please refer to the
startTransaction( ) section.
restrict
A restrict event is some code that is automatically executed whenever all the entities in a datastore class are accessed either by locating an entity by key or
by using one of these dataclass methods: all( ), query( ), or find( ).
restrict events allow you to control the data that will be available from a datastore class. For example, the following restrict query event automatically gives
access to the contacts belonging to the currently logged in user:

model.Contact.events.restrict=function(event)
{
var col = ds.Contact.query("owner = :$userID");
return col; // a collection must be returned
}
A restrict function must return a valid collection from the datastore class. If you omit to return a collection, or if the returned collection is invalid
(undefined), the server will not send any entities.
Note: You can also define a restricting query in the Restricting Query datastore class property (see Datastore Class Properties).
Restrict queries are particularly useful with extended datastore classes. The goal of the restricting event is to return an entity collection of the
parent/extended class that will represent all entities in the derived class on the client. The advantage of this event, compared to the Restricting Query
property (see Datastore Class Properties), is that you can create a different entity collection for each authenticated user. Using a login listener function
and a class extended from the Employee class, we can write the following code for the restrict event (in the restrict event for the derived datastore class):

model.Employee.events.restrict=function(event)
{
var theEmployee = sessionStorage.theEmployee;
if (theEmployee == null) // if the session doesn’t have a valid employee
return ds.Employee.createEntityCollection(); // return an empty collection
else
{
if (theEmployee.accessType <= 3) //Authenticated user is Manager or better
return ds.Employee.all(); // return all entities
else // everyone else can only get to their own entity
return ds.Employee.query('ID = :1', theEmployee.ID); //return a collection of one entity
}
};
Note: If you write a query in the Restricting Query property (see Datastore Class Properties) and in the restrict event, both will be executed in the
following order:
1. restrict event
2. Restricting Query (will be applied to the result returned by the restrict event).
In the context of extended datastore classes, note also that unlike other events, restrict events are always called down the chain to the parent datastore
class for each level and have a "cumulative" effect.
For a complete overview of restricting queries, please refer to the Programming Restricting Queries section.

Datastore class events vs Attribute events
You can set an event function to the datastore class level and/or to the level of each datastore class attribute. When both types of events are declared, they
are called in a specific order (for more information about this specific order, please refer to the Description of events section).
Note: When an event is set for several attributes of the same datastore class, the calling order of the events for each attribute is not specific and cannot be
determined in advance (it depends on the event manager optimizations).
Datastore class events and attribute events have the same execution context (even the "this" is the same) and basically work the same way.
Whenever possible, it is usually better to use attribute events rather than datastore class events:
Attribute events permit granular programming and facilitate maintenance by placing the code close to the object it concerns. For example, it makes
sense to put code for validating an attribute in an event associated with this same attribute.

Attribute events are often more optimized (for example, set/onSet and load/onLoad are called only when the attribute is accessed). The functioning
of the load/onLoad event differs according to whether it is called on a datastore class or on an attribute. You can only set the set/onSet event at the
attribute level.
However, it can be sometimes more logical to put a function that combines several entity attributes into an event associated with the datastore class itself,
for example a validate / onValidate event that combinates several attribute values checking.
this.attribute
For technical reasons and unlike other Wakanda contexts, the JavaScript this.attribute shortcut always designates the same object when used in events.
Regardless of whether it is called in the context of a datastore class event or an attribute event, it always designates the entity that is currently being
processed. For example:

model.People.events.load = function(event) { //"onLoad" in Wakanda versions < 9
var = this.firstName ;
// this represents the entity
// var contains the value of the firstName attribute of the entity
};
model.People.lastName.events.load = function(event) { //"onLoad" in Wakanda versions < 9
var = this.firstName ;
// this also represents the entity (and NOT the attribute)
// var also contains the value of the firstName attribute of the entity
};
Event calling sequence with derived datastore class
In the context of derived datastore classes, Wakanda allows you to add the same event on:
an extended datastore class and its attributes,
a derived datastore class and its attributes.
In the case of an event triggered on an attribute in the derived datastore class, the following sequence of events is called:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Event
Event
Event
Event

on
on
on
on

the
the
the
the

attribute of the extended datastore class
attribute of the derived datastore class
extended datastore class
derived datastore class

The following diagram illustrates this principle:

Refusing an event
You can "refuse" the following events at the datastore class or attribute level:
save
validate
remove
validateremove
When you refuse an event, the corresponding action is not performed, the events call chain is stopped and an error is returned.
To refuse an event, the function called by the event can simply return an object containing the error property that has a number value other than zero. In
this case, the error number is returned as the value.
Optionally, this object can contain the error message through the errorMessage property that must have a string as its value.
For example, when you associate the following code with the validate event for the "salary" attribute, it returns an error when a negative value is entered:

model.Employee.events.validate = function(event)
{
if(this.salary < 0)
{
return { error: 100, errorMessage:"Salary cannot be negative" };
}
}
If the server receives the save( ) statement for an entity whose salary attribute is negative, the validate event returns the error as a JavaScript exception;
the save event is not called and the entity is not saved. The error stack contains the generic "Validation failed" error as well as the custom error "Salary
cannot be negative".
To be able to process save or validation errors, you can insert save( ) type calls into a try/catch structure:

try
{
emp.save();

}
catch (err)
{
myerr = err;
// process the error here
}
myerr;

Datastore
dataClasses
Description
This property returns an object containing all the datastore classes of the datastore, including the derived classes.
Example
For testing purposes, you want to create an entity filled with the name of its parent class in each of your datastore classes, using a generic function. You can
write:

var arClass = [];
for (var vName in ds.dataClasses) // put each datastore class of ds
arClass.push (vName); // in the array
var vNbOfClass = arClass.length; // get the number or classes in the model
for (var vID=0 ; vID < vNbOfClass ; vID++) { // for each element of the array
var curClass = ds.dataClasses[arClass[vID]]; //take the corresponding dataclass
var testEntity = curClass.createEntity(); //create a new entity in this dataclass
testEntity.name = curClass.getName(); //write the class name in the class 'name' attribute
// of course, this attribute must exist in each class
testEntity.save(); // save the entity
}

{className}
Description
Each datastore class in the default application is available as a property of the ds object, which is a shortcut to the default application.
For example:

var myClass = ds.Person; //myClass contains the Person datatstore class
Datastore classes can also be available directly at the Application level as well, provided that the "Allow Global Access" option is set in the model or
datastore class properties (see Model Properties).

close( )
Object close( [String syncEventName] )
Parameter

Type

Description

syncEventName

String

Name of a syncEvent to create

Returns

Object

syncEvent for the close (if syncEventName passed)

Description
The close( ) method allows you to close a datastore file previously opened with the (removed) open4DBase( ) or openDataStore( ) method.
If you call close( ) without passing any parameters, the method will give control back to the server and close the datastore in the background.
Since the method is asynchronous and can take some time (because of the cache flush, for example), if you try to reopen the datastore immediately, it
may fail. To make sure the datastore is actually closed, you need to use the syncEventName parameter.
If you pass the syncEventName parameter, you will associate a syncEvent object with the close operation. Pass a string in the parameter (you can pass
any string, but the syncEvent name must be unique on the server). In this case, close( ) will return the created syncEvent object. You can then use the
wait() method on this event to make sure that the next statements will be executed after the datastore has actually been closed. Because the
syncEvent is shared by all the threads on the server, it can be used in any other running method.
You must pass a null value to the existing datastore reference to free up the reference from memory.
Warning: This method should only be used with datastores loaded in your code (using open4DBase( ) or openDataStore( )). If you try to use this method with
an automatically loaded project‐based datastore, such as the ds object, an error will occur.
Example
In this example, we close a datastore:

myStore.close();
myStore = null;

// release the reference

Example
In the example below, we close a datastore and create a syncEvent to control the execution of the code:

var waitEvent = myStore.close("myEvent");
// close the datastore and associate a syncEvent
myStore = null;
// release the reference
waitEvent.wait();
// wait until myStore is actually closed
... // the code here will be executed only when myStore has been closed

exportAsJSON( )
void exportAsJSON( Folder exportFolder [,Number numFiles [,Number fileLimitSize [,Number attLimitSize]]] )
Parameter

Type

Description

exportFolder
numFiles
fileLimitSize
attLimitSize

Folder
Number
Number
Number

Folder where you want to export the datastore
Maximum number of files per folder
Size limit value of export files (in KB)
Size limit (in bytes) below which the contents of a BLOB or Picture attribute are embedded into the main file

Description

The exportAsJSON( ) method exports all the entities stored in the object for which it is called in JSON format. The exportAsJSON( ) method can be called
for a:
Datastore: entities from all the datastore classes are exported,
DatastoreClass: entities from the datastore class are exported,
EntityCollection: entities from the entity collection are exported.
For each datastore class, this method generates a UTF‐8 text file containing one JSON object per entity. This method allows you to export your data in a
human‐readable form so that you can keep an archive, or prepare files to be imported into another application through JSON.
To ensure the independence and readability of your data, the method works at a low database level, which means that the Wakanda model high‐level layer is
not used:
calculated attributes are not exported ‐‐ only their underlying attributes are exported,
extended datastore classes are not exported,
related or alias attributes are not exported directly ‐‐ only primary keys values are exported,
data from outside catalogs or datastores are not exported.
In the exportFolder parameter, pass a reference to the folder where you want to export the data.
Note: Folder references can be generated through the Folder class. For more information, refer to the description of the Folder API.
Exported files and folders are saved in the destination folder specified in the exportFolder parameter. Note that if a destination folder already exists at the
location specified, it is replaced and its previous contents are deleted beforehand. If you pass an invalid folder reference, the method does nothing.
For each datastore class that is exported, the method performs the following actions:
If you exported the whole Datastore, a subfolder with the datastore class name is created in the destination folder.
A text file named "Export.json" is created either in each datastore class subfolder or at the first level of the destination folder. This file contains a
JSON object for each exported entity. The values of the attributes are separated by commas. You can have fewer values than attributes in the
datastore class; however, in this case, the remaining attributes are omitted.
If the datastore class contains BLOB or picture attributes stored as direct external references (see Image Attribute section), they are exported as
absolute paths in the main text file.
If the datastore class contains BLOB or picture attributes stored in the data file, the method creates an additional subfolder named "BLOBS" next to the
"Export.json" file to store the contents of all the BLOB or picture attributes as separate files for the entities in the datastore class. The BLOB files are
named "BlobXXXXX.BLOB" and the picture files are named PICTXXXXX.YYYY (where XXXXX is a unique number generated by the application and YYYY is
the extension). Pictures are exported in their original native format with an extension corresponding to the picture type (.jpg, .png, etc.).
This default behavior can be adjusted according to the size of the data contained in the field using the optional attLimitSize parameter (see below).
If you pass the numFiles parameter, the command will create as many "BlobsX" subfolders as necessary so that each one of them does not contain more than
numFiles BLOB or picture files. By default, if the numFiles parameter is omitted, the command limits the number of files to 200. If you pass 0, each subfolder
will contain at least one file.
The fileLimitSize parameter lets you set a size limit (in KB) for each "Export.json" created on disk. Once the size of the export file being created reaches the
value set in fileLimitSize, Wakanda stops writing records, closes the file and creates a new file named "ExportX.json" (where X represents the sequence
number) next to the previous one. Note that this is a theoretical limit: the actual size of the "ExportX.json" files exceeds the value set by fileLimitSize
because the file is only closed after the entity that was being exported when the limit was reached has been completely written (the contents of the entities
are not divided). The minimum value accepted is 100 and by default the value is 0 (no limit).
The optional attLimitSize parameter sets a size limit below which the contents of an external BLOB or Picture attribute will be embedded in the main
"Export.json" file rather than saved as a separate file. The purpose of this parameter is to optimize export operations by limiting the number of subfolders
and files created on disk.
This parameter must be expressed in bytes. For example, if you pass 1000, any external BLOB or Picture attributes that contain data with a size less than or
equal to 1000 bytes are embedded into the main export file.
By default, if the attLimitSize parameter is omitted, external BLOB or Picture attributes are always exported as external files regardless of their size.
In the export file, there may be fewer values than there are attributes in the table. In this case, the empty attributes are not exported.
Example
You want to export the entire contents of the current datastore in JSON format. Here is your model shown in Wakanda Studio:

You can write this simple script to export the datastore:

myFolder = new Folder("C:/Exports/");
// get a reference to the export folder
if (myFolder.exists)
// if the folder actually exists
{
ds.exportAsJSON( myFolder ) ;
// export the datastore
}
After the script is executed, the following folders are created on your disk:

Each folder contains an "Export.json' file.
Here is an excerpt of the file for the Employee folder:

[
{"ID":1,"lastName":"Doe","firstName":"John","salary":123456,"employer":1,"photo":"BLOBS/Pict0.png"},
{"ID":2,"lastName":"Smith","firstName":"Alan","salary":789012,"employer":2,"photo":"BLOBS/Pict1.png"},
{"ID":3,"lastName":"Webb","firstName":"Claire","salary":345678,"employer":1,"photo":"BLOBS/Pict2.png"},
{"ID":5,"lastName":"SYNO","firstName":"INGRID","salary":43791,"employer":4,"photo":"C:/MyPictures/Ingrid.jpg"},
[...]]

Here is an excerpt of the file for the Company folder:

[
{"ID":1,"name":"Acme"},
{"ID":2,"name":"SuperWak"},
[...]]
You can see that:
the [employer] attributes store the primary key (ID) of the employer entity,
the Company class does not contain the staff related attribute,
the SYNO entity picture has been stored in the photo attribute as a direct external reference.

exportAsSQL( )
void exportAsSQL( Folder exportFolder [,Number numFiles [,Number fileLimitSize [,Number attLimitSize]]] )
Parameter

Type

Description

exportFolder
numFiles
fileLimitSize
attLimitSize

Folder
Number
Number
Number

Folder where you want to export the datastore
Maximum number of files per folder
Size limit value of export files (in KB)
Size limit (in bytes) below which the contents of a BLOB or Picture attribute are embedded into the main file

Description
The exportAsSQL( ) method exports all the entities stored the object for which it is called in SQL format. In SQL, this global export is called a "Dump." The
exportAsSQL( ) method can be called on a:
Datastore: entities from all the datastore classes are exported,
DatastoreClass: entities from the datastore class are exported,
EntityCollection: entities from the entity collection are exported.
For each datastore class, this method generates a text file containing the SQL statements that you can use to import data into an SQL database using a script.
This method allows you to export your data in a human‐readable form so that you can keep an archive, or prepare files to be imported into another
application through SQL.
To ensure the independence and readability of your data, the method works at a low database level, which means that the Wakanda model high‐level layer is
not used:
calculated attributes are not exported ‐‐ only their underlying attributes are exported,
extended datastore classes are not exported,
related or alias attributes are not exported directly ‐‐ only primary keys values are exported,
data from outside catalogs or datastores are not exported.
In the exportFolder parameter, pass a reference to the folder where you want to export the data.
Note: Folder references can be generated through the Folder class. For more information, refer to the description of the Folder API.
Exported files and folders are saved in the destination folder specified in the exportFolder parameter. Note that if a destination folder already exists at the
location specified, it is replaced and its previous contents are deleted beforehand. If you pass an invalid folder reference, the method does nothing.
For each datastore class that is exported, the method performs the following actions:
If you exported the whole Datastore, a subfolder with the datastore class name is created in the destination folder.
A text file named "Export.sql" is created either in each datastore class subfolder or at the first level of the destination folder. This file is encoded in
UTF‐8. It contains SQL INSERT statements corresponding to the exported data. The values of the attributes are separated by commas. You can have
fewer values than attributes in the datastore class; however, in this case, the remaining attributes are considered NULL.
If the datastore class contains BLOB or picture attributes stored as direct external references (see Image Attribute section), they are exported as
absolute paths in the main text file.
If the datastore class contains BLOB or picture attributes stored in the data file, the method creates an additional subfolder named "BLOBS" next to the
"Export.sql" file to store the contents of all the BLOB or picture attributes as separate files for the entities in the datastore class. The BLOB files are
named "BlobXXXXX.BLOB" and the picture files are named PICTXXXXX.YYYY (where XXXXX is a unique number generated by the application and YYYY is
the extension). Pictures are exported in their original native format with an extension corresponding to the picture type (.jpg, .png, etc.).
This default behavior can be adjusted according to the size of the data contained in the field using the optional attLimitSize parameter (see below).
If you pass the numFiles parameter, the command will create as many "BlobsX" subfolders as necessary so that each one of them does not contain more than
numFiles BLOB or picture files. By default, if the numFiles parameter is omitted, the command limits the number of files to 200. If you pass 0, each subfolder
will contain at least one file.
The fileLimitSize parameter lets you set a size limit (in KB) for each "Export.sql" created on disk. Once the size of the export file being created reaches the
value set in fileLimitSize, Wakanda stops writing records, closes the file, and creates a new file named "ExportX.sql" (where X represents the sequence
number) next to the previous one. Note that this is a theoretical limit: the actual size of the "ExportX.sql" files exceeds the value set by fileLimitSize because
the file is only closed after the entity that was being exported when the limit was reached has been completely written (the contents of the entities are not
divided). The minimum value accepted is 100 and by default the value is 0 (no limit).
The optional attLimitSize parameter sets a size limit below which the contents of an external BLOB or Picture attribute will be embedded in the main
"Export.sql" file rather than saved as a separate file. The purpose of this parameter is to optimize export operations by limiting the number of subfolders and
files created on disk.
This parameter must be expressed in bytes. For example, if you pass 1000, any external BLOB or Picture attributes that contain data with a size less than or
equal to 1000 bytes are embedded into the main export file.
By default, if the attLimitSize parameter is omitted, external BLOB or Picture attributes are always exported as external files regardless of their size.
In the export file, there may be fewer values than there are attributes in the table. In this case, the empty attributes will be considered as NULL. You can
also pass the NULL value in an attribute.
Example
You want to export the entire contents of the current datastore in SQL format. Here is your model shown in Wakanda Studio:

You can write this simple script to export the datastore:

myFolder = new Folder("C:/Exports/");
// get a reference to the export folder
if (myFolder.exists)
// if the folder actually exists
{
ds.exportAsSQL( myFolder ) ;
// export the datastore
}
After the script is executed, the following folders are created on your disk:

Each folder contains an "Export.sql' file.
Here is an excerpt of the file for the Employee folder:
INSERT INTO [Employee] ( [ID] , [lastName] , [firstName] , [salary] , [employer] , [photo] )
VALUES
(1 , 'Doe' , 'John' , 123456 , 1 , INFILE 'BLOBS/Pict0.jpg'),
(2 , 'Smith' , 'Alan' , 789012 , 2 , INFILE 'BLOBS/Pict1.jpg'),
(3 , 'Webb' , 'Claire' , 345678 , 1 , INFILE 'BLOBS/Pict2.jpg'),
(5 , 'SYNO' , 'INGRID' , 43791 , 4 , INFILE 'BLOBS/Pict3.jpg'),
(6 , 'DYNEDE' , 'ZACHARY' , 116051 , 4 , NULL),
[...]

Here is an excerpt of the file for the Company folder:
INSERT INTO [Company] ( [ID] , [name] )
VALUES
(1 , 'Acme'),
(2 , 'SuperWak'),
[...]

Note that the [employer] attributes store the primary key (ID) of the employer entity and that the Company class does not contain the staff related
attribute.

flushCache( )
void flushCache( )

Description
The flushCache( ) method flushes the data cache to disk. Any changes that were made to the Wakanda datastore and kept in cache are then stored on disk.
Usually, you do not need to call this method since the Wakanda server backs up changes on a regular basis. You can set the intervals between automatic
cache flushing and also manage the cache size using the Solution Settings page.
Note: Do not confuse the data cache, which is managed by the Wakanda application server, with the Web cache, which is managed by the Wakanda HTTP
server. The Wakanda application server uses an integrated data cache system internally that accelerates I/O operations. The fact that changes made to the
data are, at times, present in the data cache and not yet on the disk is completely transparent to your code. For example, if you call the query( ) method,
the Wakanda engine automatically integrates any data found in the cache when performing the operation.

getCacheSize( )
Number getCacheSize( )
Returns

Number

Size in bytes of the current datastore cache

Description
The getCacheSize( ) method returns the size of memory used by the datastore cache (in bytes).
By default, the datastore cache size is 200 MB. It can be set at startup using the Solution Settings page or dynamically using the setCacheSize( ) method.
For more information on the datastore cache, please refer to the Solution Settings section.
Example
You want to know the current cache size:

var cacheSize = ds.getCacheSize();
//returns 209715200 by default

getDataFolder( )
Folder getDataFolder( )
Returns

Folder

Reference to a folder of datastore data file

Description
The getDataFolder( ) method returns a reference, Folder, to the folder containing the datastore data file. The data file is suffixed with .waData. By default,
Wakanda Studio creates this file in a "data" subfolder located in the project folder.
You can then use the reference to the store, for example, to obtain additional files next to the data file.
Note: You can generate folder references using the Folder class. For more information, refer to the description of the Files and Folders.
For more information about datastore files, refer to What is a datastore?.
Example
You can use this code to retrieve the path names (returned as strings) for the datastore folders. These paths are expressed in POSIX format in order to ensure
multi‐platform application compatibility. Note that path is a property of the Folder class and returns the pathname contained in the object.

var modFolder = ds.getModelFolder().path;
var datFolder = ds.getDataFolder().path;

getMeasures( )
Object getMeasures( [Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

options

Object

Options for returned information

Returns

Object

"DB" object containing datastore information

Description
The getMeasures( ) method allows you to get detailed information about Wakanda database engine events. The information returned includes read/write
data access to the disk or the memory cache, as well as access to the database's indexes.
getMeasures( ) returns a single object that contains all the relevant information. This object is described in the "DB object" paragraph below. The options
object parameter allows you to set options to define which information to return.
Note

This function returns information directly from Wakanda's database engine. Therefore, the terminology we use here is different from what we have in
Wakanda model.
Below is a description of a few important terms that we refer to:
Table refers to the actual table in the database engine. A table is not equal to a datastore class. If you have a datastore class and extend it to create
one or more derived datastore classes, there will still only be one table in the database engine. For example, if you have a "Person" datastore class and
extend it to create an "Employee" and a "Manager" datastore class, only the "Person" table will appear in the list of tables. You will not see the
"Employee" or "Manager" datastore classes but any operation applied to one of these classes will be recorded by getMeasures( ) as an operation on
"Person" table.
Field refers to the actual field in the database engine. You can create a relation or alias attribute, but the data is only stored once in the field.
Record refers to the actual record in the database engine. A record contains the data for one entry in a table. If, for example, you extend a datastore
class, the entities will appear in one or more of the datastore classes, but it is actually just one record in the database.
options parameter

The options parameter allows you to customize the information returned by this function. In options, you can pass an object containing one or all of these
properties:
Property
withHistory
historyLength
path

Type
Boolean
Number
String
String array
(vDev
Branch)

Description
Return the history in the returned object (true/false).
Define the size of the returned history array in seconds(*).
Full path of the specific property you want to get, e.g., "DB.tables.Employee.records.diskWriteBytes". When you pass a valid
path to this property, only the corresponding value is returned in the "DB" object.
Array of full paths of the specific properties you want to get, e.g., ["DB.tables.Employee.records.diskWriteBytes",
"DB.tables.Employee.records.diskReadCount","DB.dataSegment1.diskReadBytes"]. Only corresponding values are returned in
the "DB" object.

(*) As described in the Elementary properties, the history is not stored as a sequence of seconds but as a set of relevant values. If nothing happens for a
couple of seconds, nothing will be stored in the history and a gap will appear in the internal history array. The "time" property can contain, for example, ‐2,
‐4, ‐5, ‐10, ‐15, ‐30 with values 200, 300, 250, 400, 500,150. If the "historyLength" property value is set to 600 (10 minutes), then the returned array will
contain 0, ‐1, ‐2, ‐3 … ‐599 for the "time" property, and only the values ‐2, ‐4, ‐5, ‐10, ‐15, ‐30 will be filled. All the other values will be equal to 0 (zero).
The only limit of the internal array is the size (which is 200), not the time. This means that if there is low level of activity for a specific property, the oldest
time could be very large (e.g., ‐3600 for one hour ago). It may also contain less than 200 values if the database was just started. In these cases, if the
internal history time is less than the one requested or if all the relevant values have already been set in the returned array, the returned value will be ‐1.
For example, if the database was just started 20 seconds ago and the request history is 60 seconds, the returned values between 0 and ‐20 will be set with
either their actual values or zeros. All other values will be set to ‐1. When ‐1 is returned, this means that either the request time is too old or the value is no
longer in the internal history array (i.e., the 200‐item limit has been reached and the older values have been removed).
Here is how you can call this function to return the history for each object:

var myDBMeasures = ds.getMeasures({ withHistory: true });
DB object
The returned object contains a single property, named "DB," which has the following basic structure:
{
"DB": {
"diskReadBytes": {…},
"cacheReadBytes": {…},
"cacheMissBytes": {…},
"diskWriteBytes": {…},
"diskReadCount": {…},
"cacheReadCount": {…},

"cacheMissCount": {…},
"diskWriteCount": {…},
"dataSegment1": {…},
"indexSegment": {…},
"tables": {…},
"indexes": {…}
}
}

This object is made up of eight properties that contain basic measures ("diskReadBytes", "cacheReadBytes", "cacheMissBytes", "diskWriteBytes",
"diskReadCount", "cacheReadCount", "cacheMissCount", and "diskWriteCount") and a few additional properties ("dataSegment1", "indexSegment", "tables", and
"index") that can also contain elementary properties but at a different level and with a different scope (see below).
Note: A property is only present inside the object if it receives a value. When a property is empty, it is not included in the object. For example, if the
database has been opened in read‐only mode and indexes have not been used, the "DB" object will not contain "diskWriteBytes", "diskWriteCount",
"indexSegment," and "indexes".
Elementary properties

Elementary properties can be found at different levels in the DB object. These properties return the same information but at different scopes. Here is a
description of the elementary properties:
Name
diskReadBytes
cacheReadBytes
cacheMissBytes
diskWriteBytes
diskReadCount
cacheReadCount
cacheMissCount
diskWriteCount

Information returned
Bytes read from disk
Bytes read from cache
Bytes missed from cache
Bytes written to disk
Read accesses from disk
Read accesses from cache
Read accesses missed from cache
Write accesses to disk

The eight elementary properties all have the same object structure:

"diskReadBytes": {
"value": 33486473620,
"history": [
// optional
{"value": 52564,"time": -1665},
{"value": 54202,"time": -1649},
…
]
}
value (number): The "value" property contains a number representing either the number of bytes or the number of accesses. This value is basically the
sum of the value(s) in the "history" object (even if the "history" object is not present).
history (array of objects): The "history" array is a compilation of events grouped by seconds. The "history" property is present only if requested through
the options parameter. This array will hold a maximum of 200 items. Each array element is an object containing two properties: value and time.
value (number): Number of bytes or accesses handled during the time period designated in the associated time property.
time (number): Number of seconds that have elapsed since the function was called. In the example above, "time": ‐1649 means 1649 seconds ago
(or more precisely between 1649 and 1650 seconds ago). During this one‐second period, 54,202 bytes have been read on disk.
The history array does not contain sequential values (‐1650,‐1651,‐1652, etc.). The previous value is ‐1665, which means that nothing was read
from disk in the 15‐second period between 1650 and 1665.
Note: By default the array will only contain useful information.
Since the maximum size of the array is 200, if the database is used intensively (something is read every second from disk), the maximum length
of the history will be 200 seconds. On the other hand, if very little happens only once every 3 minutes for example, the length of the history will
be 600 minutes (3*200).
This example can be represented in the following diagram:

dataSegment1 and indexSegment

The "dataSegment1" and "indexSegment" properties contain up to four elementary properties (when available):
"dataSegment1": {
"diskReadBytes": {…},
"diskWriteBytes": {…},
"diskReadCount": {…},
"diskWriteCount": {…}
},
"indexSegment": {
"diskReadBytes": {…},
"diskWriteBytes": {…},
"diskReadCount": {…},
"diskWriteCount": {…}
}

These properties return the same information as the elementary properties above, but contain detailed information for each database file:
dataSegment1: Represents the data file on disk
indexSegment: Represents the index file on disk
For example, the object you receive might be as follows:

{
"DB": {
"diskReadBytes": {
"value": 718260
},
"diskReadCount": {
"value": 229
},
"dataSegment1": {
"diskReadBytes":
"value": 679092
},
"diskReadCount":
"value": 212
}
},
"indexSegment": {
"diskReadBytes":
"value": 39168
},
"diskReadCount":
"value": 17
}
}

{
{

{
{

You can figure out how it works by adding up the returned values:
diskReadBytes.value = dataSegment1.diskReadBytes.value + indexSegment.diskReadBytes.value
diskWriteBytes.value = dataSegment1.diskWriteBytes.value + indexSegment.diskWriteBytes.value
diskReadCount.value = dataSegment1.diskReadCount.value + indexSegment.diskReadCount.value
diskWriteCount.value = dataSegment1.diskWriteCount.value + indexSegment.diskWriteCount.value
tables

The "tables" property contains as many properties as there are tables that have been accessed in either read or write mode since the database was opened.
Each property name is a table name. For example:

"tables": {
"Employee": {…)
"Company": {…)
}
Each table property contains 10 properties:
The first eight properties are the elementary properties (see above) with values related to the table.
Two other properties, "records" and "blobs", also have the same eight elementary properties, but refer to only certain field types:
The "records" property refers to all types (strings, dates, numbers, etc.) except picture, BLOB, and string fields that are stored as BLOBs (refer to
Properties for String Attributes).
The "blobs" property refers to the strings (stored externally as BLOBs), pictures, and BLOB fields.
indexes

This property is the most complex object. All tables that have been accessed using one or more of their indexes are stored as properties and, inside the
properties, the names of the indexes used are also included as properties. Finally, each index name property object contains the eight elementary properties
related to this index.
Example:

"indexes": {
"Employee": {
"empLastName": {
"diskReadBytes": {…},
"cacheReadBytes": {…},
"cacheMissBytes": {…},
"diskWriteBytes": {…},
"diskReadCount": {…},
"cacheReadCount": {…},
"cacheMissCount": {…},

"diskWriteCount": {…}
}
"index2Name": {…},
"index3Name": {…},
…
},
table2Name: {…}
table3Name: {…}
}

getModelFolder( )
Folder getModelFolder( )
Returns

Folder

Reference to the folder of the datastore model file

Description
The getModelFolder( ) method returns a reference, Folder, to the folder containing the datastore model file. This file is suffixed with .waModel. For more
information about datastore files, refer to What is a datastore?
Note: You can generate folder references using the Folder class. For more information, refer to the description of the Files and Folders.
Example
In our example, we create a subfolder in the datastore model folder:

var modFolder = ds.getModelFolder();
// reference to the model folder
var newFolder = Folder(modFolder, "subfolder");
// new folder reference
newFolder.create();
// create a new folder

getName( )
String getName( )
Returns

String

Name of the current datastore

Description
The getName( ) method returns the name of the current datastore. This method is generally used when you are setting up generic code, for example when
you want to pass the name of the datastore as a parameter.
A datastore name can be set when the project is created (the name usually corresponds to the name of the .waModel file).
Example
This example gets an array of the datastore names for the applications in the solution. You can, for instance, then display this array as a dropdown list:

var dsNames = [];
// create and initialize the array
solutions.applications.forEach(
// for each application in the solution
function forEachApp (app) {
// call the function while passing an element in the array as a parameter
if (app.ds !== undefined) {
// make sure the application has a datastore
dsNames.push(
app.ds.getName()
// copy the name of the datastore as an element in the array
);
}
}
);

getTempFolder( )
Folder getTempFolder( )
Returns

Folder

Reference to the temporary folder of the datastore

Description
The getTempFolder( ) method returns a Folder type reference to the datastore "temporary files" folder. The temporary files folder is used by the Wakanda
Server, when necessary, to temporarily save data in memory to disk.
The temporary files folder is emptied each time the project is opened. It can be used by the Wakanda developer to store session‐related custom files or
folders and make sure they are not present when the project is launched.
The temporary folder is named "temporary files" and is located as the same level as the data files of the datastore (by default in a "data" subfolder in the
project folder).
Note: You can generate folder references using the Folder class. For more information, refer to the description of the Files and Folders.
Example
We want to create a custom "temp" subfolder in the temporary folder:

var tempFolder = ds.getTempFolder();
// reference to the temporary folder
var newFolder = Folder(tempFolder, "temp");
// new folder reference
newFolder.create();
// creates the temp folder

importFromJSON( )
void importFromJSON( Folder importFolder )
Parameter

Type

Description

importFolder

Folder

Folder from which you want to import files

Description
The importFromJSON( ) method imports all the entities stored in JSON format from the file(s) located in the importFolder folder. The importFromJSON( )
method can be called for a:
Datastore: entities from all the datastore classes are imported,
DatastoreClass: entities from the datastore class are imported.
This method is complementary to exportAsJSON( ) and allows you to build an import/export module where entities are stored in a human‐readable form.
In the importFolder parameter, pass a reference to the folder from where you want to import the data. This folder must contain UTF‐8 text files into which
each entity is described through a single JSON object. For more information on the internal architecture of importFolder folder and JSON entities syntax,
please refer to the exportAsJSON( ) method description.
Imported entities are added to the datastore or datastore class. If imported entities already exists in the datastore class (entities with the same primary key
value), existing entities are replaced.
To ensure the independence and readability of your data, the method works at a low database level, which means that the Wakanda model high‐level layer is
not used:
calculated attributes cannot be imported directly ‐‐ only their underlying attributes are imported,
extended datastore class entities cannot be imported,
related or alias attributes are not imported directly ‐‐ only primary keys values are exported,
you cannot import data from outside catalogs or datastores.

revealGhostTables( )
void revealGhostTables( )

Description
The revealGhostTables( ) utility method looks for any "ghost" tables in the data file of your application and adds the corresponding datastore classes to the
loaded model. Any new classes that are revealed are added to the current model in memory only; the datastore's model.js file stored on disk is left
untouched.
Ghost tables result from renaming datastore classes in the model. During the development process, when you rename a datastore class that already contains
data, this data remains in the .waData file but is no longer related to any datastore class (or table) and appears to be lost. In this case, if you want to
retrieve this data, you have three solutions:
You can just change the name of the datastore class back in order to make the data available again.
You can include the previous name in the matchTable list of the datastore class property so that Wakanda will connect the matching data to it (see
setProperties( ) method)
You may also execute revealGhostTables( ) to recover missing data and use it temporarily, for example by calling exportAsJSON( ) or exportAsSQL( ).
You can compare your datastore before and after executing this method using the dataClasses property.
Note that revealGhostTables( ) generates valid datastore classes that you can export or handle with JavaScript, but which may not work correctly in your
pages. In fact, they are based upon raw tables in the Wakanda database at a low level. This means that high‐level entity model features such as relation
attributes, alias attributes, or calculated attributes (including their scripts and events) will not be recovered. On the other hand, data restored by
revealGhostTables( ) is agnostic, that is, independant from the model business layer; thus it can easily be imported and used in external models or
applications.
Example
Your model contains two datastore classes, "People" and "City", with data. If you execute the following code:

var arrClass = [];
for (var vName in ds.dataClasses) // put each datastore class of ds in an array
arrClass.push (vName);
// arrClass = ["People","City"];
Then, you decide to rename "People" to "Person". Of course, you replace every call to "ds.People..." with "ds.Person..." in your code. In addition, you want to
access and export existing data in json. You execute:

ds.revealGhostTables();
var arrClass = [];
for (var vName in ds.dataClasses)
arrClass.push (vName); // arrClass = ["City","People","Person"]
// People is a valid class
// You can export its data
myFolder = new Folder("C:/ExportPeople/");
// get a reference to the export folder
if (myFolder.exists)
// if the folder actually exists
ds.People.exportAsJSON( myFolder ) ;
//export the datastore class

setCacheSize( )
void setCacheSize( Number newSize )
Parameter

Type

Description

newSize

Number

New size for the datastore cache

Description
The setCacheSize( ) method allows you to increase dynamically the datastore cache size. You can for example start with a low cache size and increase it
progressively, as it is needed.
Pass in newSize a value (in bytes) that you want to use as the new datastore cache size. The value must be higher than the current size. If you set a value
lower than the current size, it is ignored.
If the newSize value is valid, it is used immediately. It will be the new current datastore cache size until the Wakanda Server is restarted or the
setCacheSize( ) method is called again.
For more information on the datastore cache, please refer to the Solution Settings section.
Example

You want to increase the datastore cache to 500 MB:

ds.setCacheSize(524288000);

setName( )
void setName( String name )
Parameter

Type

Description

name

String

Name of the datastore

Description
The setName( ) method replaces the name of the current datastore with the one you pass in name.
Note: Method not currently implemented.

Datastore Class
Working with datastore classes
The Datastore API provides many methods and properties to access your project's datastore classes on the server using JavaScript. These methods and objects
belong to the main "dataClass" class.
You access datastore classes through the ds object, giving access to the classes in the current datastore. For example:

var employees = ds.Employee; // access the Employee class through the ds object
When the "Allow Global Access" option is selected in the Data Model Editor for the whole model or a datastore class (see Datastore Class Properties), the
datastore class is defined in the global object of the application. In this case, it is not necessary to use the ds object based notation unless the class name is
a reserved word and/or may be in conflict with another object. But actually you can use any of the two syntaxes depending on your needs. For example,
using the global access may help you know whether you are looking at server‐side or client‐side code (ds is mandatory on the client‐side). For example:

var employees = Employee; // access the Employee class of the current datastore in the global space
Note: Keep in mind that, in compliance with JavaScript, datastore class names are case‐sensitive.
Entity collections and Datastore classes
An entity collection contains a sub‐selection of entities belonging to a datastore class. As described in Working with Entity Collections on the Server, there
are several ways to create an object of the EntityCollection type. Entity collections are a specific class of objects in the Datastore API.
A datastore class is an object that organizes and structures the information contained in the entities. You set the datastore class in your project's datastore
model and can only manipulate it in the Data Model Editor. However, in JavaScript code, you can use this object directly with methods that work with entity
collections ‐‐ as seen in the previous example, you should use its collection name in this case. In this context, the datastore class object is seen as a
maximum entity collection, containing all of its own entities.
For example, these lines of code have the same result:

var mySet = ds.Employee.all();
var firstEmp = mySet.first();
// is the same as:
var firstEmp = ds.Employee.first();
// or again:
var nbEmp = ds.Employee.all().length;
// is the same as:
var nbEmp = ds.Employee.length;
As a result, methods in the EntityCollection and DataClass classes are practically identical. Depending on the call object, they are applied either to the
entities of the entity collection (called on an EntityCollection object) or to all the entities in the datastore class (applied to a DatastoreClass).
However, note that for logical reasons, certain methods only apply to one class. For example, you can only use fromArray( ) with objects of the dataClass.

length
Description
The length property returns the total number of entities in a datastore class. For example:

var numOfEntities = ds.Employees.length;

attributes
Description
The attributes property returns an object containing references to all the attributes of any kind in the datastore class.
Example
You want to build an array with the names of all the attributes of the Person datastore class:

var arrAtts=[];
var atts = ds.Person.attributes;
for (var vName in atts) // put each attribute
arrAtts.push(vName); // in the array
The result will be like:

all( )
EntityCollection all( )
Returns

EntityCollection

Entity collection containing all the entities in the datastore class

Description
Note: You can also call this method using its alias allEntities( ).
The all( ) method returns an object of type EntityCollection containing all the entities in the datastore class to which it was applied.
The entities are returned in the default order, which is intially the order in which they were created. Note however that, if entities have been deleted and
new ones added, the default order does not reflect the creation order anymore.
The first entity in the entity collection is the current one.
For more information about working with objects of type EntityCollection, refer to Working with Entity Collections on the Server.
Note: Keep in mind that if a restricting query has been defined on the server, this method will work only with available entities, that is, entities resulting
from the restricting query. For more information, please refer to the Programming Restricting Queries section.
Example
This example creates an entity collection set containing all the entities of the datastore class:

var fullEntSet = ds.People.all();

average( )
Number average( DatastoreClassAttribute | String attribute [, Boolean | String distinct] )
Parameter

Type

Description

attribute
distinct

DatastoreClassAttribute, String
Boolean, String

Attribute on which you want to calculate the average
true or "distinct": only use entities that have different values

Returns

Number

Average of the attribute values

Description
The average( ) method returns the arithmetic average of all the non‐null values of attribute for the datastore class or entity collection.
You can pass a second optional parameter, distinct, that lets you only take entities that have distinct values into account for the specified attribute. For
example, if three entities have a value of 1,000 in the salary attribute, only one of these entities will be taken into account. In the distinct parameter, you
can pass either a Boolean or a string value:
true or the "distinct" string: only use distinct values;
false or any other string value: use all values. This setting is also applied by default if you omit the distinct parameter.
Note: The distinct parameter is not case‐sensitive: "Distinct" and "DISTINCT" are equal.
You can use this method with object type attributes that contain numeric properties. In this case, you can only pass a path (string) in the attribute
parameter. For example:

var avg = ds.MyClass.average("objectAtt.prop") //Average value of all prop values
The distinct parameter and multi‐level object properties as well as arrays are supported.
Example
In our example below, we want to obtain a list of employees whose salary is higher than the average salary (calculated using distinct values):

var averageSalary = ds.Employee.average("salary", "distinct");
var mySet = ds.Employee.query( "salary > :1", averageSalary);
Example
In a Box datastore class, you have defined a "dimensions" object attribute that contains for example "bWidth", "bLength" and "bWeight" properties. You want
to get the average weight of all boxes. You can write:

var vAvg = ds.Box.average("dimensions.bWeight");

compute( )

Object compute( DatastoreClassAttribute | String attribute [, Boolean | String distinct] )
Parameter

Type

Description

attribute
distinct

DatastoreClassAttribute, String
Boolean, String

Attribute(s) for which you want to perform statistical calculations
Compute distinct calculations

Returns

Object

Object containing all the calculations performed

Description
The compute( ) method performs, in a single call, all the statistical calculations on the attribute or list of attributes passed as the parameter for the
datastore class or entity collection.
You can pass one or more attributes as strings ("salary, bonus"...) or as a list of references (ds.People.salary, ds.People.bonus, etc.). If you pass more than
one attribute, the calculations are performed on each one.
The optional distinct parameter allows you to enable the "Distinct" calculations. In Distinct calculations, only entities with distinct values for the specified
attribute are taken into account. For example, if three entities have the value "Smith" for the Teacher.lastName attribute, only one entity is considered. For
optimisation reasons, the Distinct calculations are not performed by default and the corresponding property values are Undefined. In the distinct parameter,
you can pass either a Boolean or a string value:
true or the "distinct" string: enable Distinct calculations
false or omitted (default): disable Distinct calculations
Note: If you pass more than one attribute and enable the Distinct calculations, they will be valid only for the first attribute.
compute( ) returns an Object containing one sub‐object per attribute. Each sub‐object includes one property per calculation. The following calculations are
available:
Calculation
average
averageDistinct
count
countDistinct
max
min
sum
sumDistinct

Description
Arithmetic average
Average taking only distinct values into account
Number of values
Number of distinct values
Maximum value
Minimum value
Sum
Sum taking only distinct values into account

You can use this method with object type attributes. In this case, you can only pass a path (string) in the attribute parameter. For example:

var vObj = ds.MyClass.compute("objectAtt.prop")
distinct parameter as well as multi‐level object properties and arrays are supported.
groupBy and toArray()

If you want the compute( ) results to be broken into intermediary calculations, for example to build reports, pass a groupBy parameter containing one or
more attributes as strings ("country, jobName"...) or as a list of references (ds.People.country, ds.People.jobName, etc.). In this case, Wakanda will add a
subtotal calculation for each group of distinct values stored in the groupBy attribute(s).
For example:

var stats = ds.Sales.all().compute("benefit", "country");
// compute "benefit" values of a Sales class grouped by country
In the resulting object, each grouped data is added as a property and to avoid potential conflicts between attribute names and values, "rows" properties are
also inserted:

For more convenience when building reports, this object can be converted into an array using the toArray() method. In this case, you have to pass an object
as parameter to toArray():
each property in this object is a numeric attribute on which you want to have a calculation
each property value is itself an object containing one or more "{calculation}:boolean" pairs, defining the calculation(s) to return.
For example:

var stats = ds.Sales.all().compute("benefit", "country");
var aStats = stats.toArray({benefit:{sum:true, average:true}});
// aStats will return the computed benefit sum and benefit average values
If you execute this code on the following data:

You will get a resulting aStats array such as:

Note: The toArray() method is not available on standard computed objects (without calculation breaks).
Example
We calculate statistics on the age and salary of the employees:

var calculations = ds.Employee.compute("age, salary");
var stats = "Average age ="+ calculations.age.average+" Total salary ="+calculations.salary.sum);
// Distinct properties are Undefined
Example
We have a "Sales" datastore class containing sales entities with "item", "country", "quantity" and "benefit" attributes (see above). We want to display a data
report with breaks in a grid.
In a Page, we add a grid bound to an array datasource named "report":

The array datasource columns have the same names as the datastore class attributes that we want to represent:

In the Sales datastore class, the following myReport method (applied to a Collection) has been written:

myReport:function()
{
var res = this.compute("quantity,benefit","country,month"); // compute the collection on 'quantity' and 'benefit' a
// and break on 'country' and 'month'
return res.toArray(); //return the result in an array
}
To generate the report, we can add the following code, for example in a button:

button1.click = function button1_click (event)
{
report = sources.sales.myReport(); // call the class method and put the result in the array
sources.report.sync(); //synchronize the report array with the report datasource
};

Finally, to improve the look of the report, we use the 'On Row Draw' event on the datagrid, that is called for each row:

dataGrid2.onRowDraw = function dataGrid2_onRowDraw (event)
{
var color = "Black";
var elem = event.element;
var row = event.row;
if (elem != null)
{
if (elem.country != null)
{
color = "Red";
}
else
{
if (elem.month == null)
{
color = "Purple";
row.cells[0].insideCell.html("Grand Total...");
}
}
}
row.dom.css("color",color);
};
The resulting report displays a total for each country as well as a grand total:

Example
With the same "Sales" datastore class as above, we want to display a chart report showing the quantity of sales by country.
In a Page, we add a chart widget bound to an array datasource named "graphrep". The graph shows the quantity by country:

The array datasource columns have the same names as the datastore class attributes that we want to represent: "country" and "quantity".
In the Sales datastore class, the following myGraphReport method (applied to a Collection) has been written:

myGraphReport:function()
{
var res = this.compute("quantity","country").toArray(); // compute the collection on the 'quantity' attribute
// and break on 'country'
res.pop();
return res; //return the resulting array
}
To generate the report, we add the following code, for example in a button:

button1.click = function button1_click (event)
{
graphrep = sources.sales.myGraphReport(); //call the collection class method
sources.graphrep.sync(); // synchronize the array and the datasource
};
As a result, the chart displays one portion per country:

count( )
Number count( [DatastoreClassAttribute | String attribute [, Boolean | String distinct]] )
Parameter

Type

Description

attribute
distinct

DatastoreClassAttribute, String
Boolean, String

Attribute whose value must not be null
true or "distinct": Use only entities that have different values

Returns

Number

Number of entities in the entity collection or datastore class

Description
The count( ) method returns the number of entities contained in the entity collection or datastore class.
When the method is called on a datastore class, the datastore class is considered as an entity collection containing all the entities (see Entity collections and
Datastore classes).
If you pass the optional attribute parameter, the method only returns the number of entities for which the attribute does not contain the Null value. You can
pass either a string or a reference to the attribute parameter.
You can pass a second optional parameter, distinct, that lets you count only entities with distinct values for the specified attribute. For example, if three
entities have the value "Smith" for the Teacher.lastName attribute, only one entity is counted. In the distinct parameter, you can pass either a Boolean or a
string value:
true or the "distinct" string: only use distinct values;
false or any other string value: use all values. This setting is also applied by default if you omit the distinct parameter.
Notes:
The distinct parameter is not case‐sensitive: "Distinct" or "DISTINCT" are equal.
The distinct parameter is ignored if you do not pass the attribute parameter.
When this method is used without parameters, it is exactly the same as the length property (see Counting Entities: length Property and count( ) Function).
You can use this method with object type attributes. In this case, you can only pass a path (string) in the attribute parameter. For example:

var vCount = ds.MyClass.count("objectAtt.prop") ;
//number of all not null prop attribute values
distinct parameter as well as multi‐level object properties and arrays are supported.
Example
In a Box datastore class, you want to find out the total number of entities for which the "subcolor" property of the "color" object type attribute is not null and
has a distinct value:

var v = ds.Box.count( "color.subcolor", "distinct" );

createEntity( )
Entity createEntity( )
Returns

Entity

New entity

Description
This method creates a new blank object of type Entity based on the datastore class to which it is applied.
The object is created in memory and is not saved in the datastore until the save( ) method is called. If the object is deleted before being saved, it cannot be
recovered.
Note: Refer to Working with Entities for more information on other ways to create entities on the server.
Example
This example creates a new entity in the "Log" datastore class and automatically records statistical information in it. This code could be called in a
maintenance function.

var newLog = ds.Log.createEntity();
var today = new Date();
// get the current date and time
newLog.date = today;
// store the current date and time in the entity
var todaysInvoices = ds.Invoices.query("date =:1", today);
// get today's invoices
newLog.total = todaysInvoices.length;
// get the current number of entities
newLog.custoNb = todaysInvoices.distinctValues( "Customerid" ).length;
// count the distinct customers
newLog.save( );
// save the entity

createEntityCollection( )
EntityCollection createEntityCollection( [String | Boolean keepSorted] )
Parameter

Type

Description

keepSorted

String, Boolean

"KeepSorted" or true = create a sorted collection, "AnyOrder" or false = create an unsorted collection (default)

Returns

EntityCollection

New blank entity collection

Description
The createEntityCollection( ) method creates a new blank object of type EntityCollection attached to the datastore class to which it is applied.
If you want to create a sorted entity collection, pass the "KeepSorted" string or true in the keepSorted parameter. If you want to create an unsorted entity
collection, pass the "AnyOrder" string or false in the keepSorted parameter. By default, if you omit this parameter, the method creates an unsorted entity
collection. Unsorted collections are faster but are not ordered. For more information, please refer to the Unsorted vs Sorted Entity Collections section.
When it is created, the entity collection does not contain any entities (myCollection.length returns 0).
This method lets you build entity collections gradually by making subsequent calls to the add( ) method.
Example
In our datastore class below, there are recursive relation attributes connecting entities according to relationship type:

We want to create the parents datastore class method (applied to the entity) that returns an entity collection containing the father and mother of each
person.

People :
{
parents:function()
{
var mySet = ds.People.createEntityCollection(); // create a blank entity collection
mySet.add(this.father);
// add an entity for the father
mySet.add(this.mother);
// add an entity for the mother
return mySet;
}
}
Example
The following example illustrates the difference between creating a sorted and an unsorted collection.
Let's assume that we have the following default entity collection in the Person datastore class:

Creating an unsorted collection (default):

var all = ds.Person.all(); // get all the entities
var coll1 = ds.Person.createEntityCollection(); // create an empty unsorted entity collection
coll1.add( all[10]); //add some entities, one of them 3 times
coll1.add( all[9]);
coll1.add( all[8]);
coll1.add( all[7]);
coll1.add( all[8]);
coll1.add( all[8]);
coll1; // displays the collection
With this code, you get the following result:

You can observe that the collection order does not reflect the adding order, and that the 8th entity was not repeated (actually, we cannot know which entity
was the 8th).
Now, we create a sorted collection:

var all = ds.Person.all(); // get all the entities
var coll1 = ds.Person.createEntityCollection("KeepSorted"); // create an empty sorted entity collection
coll1.add( all[10]); //add some entities, one of them 3 times
coll1.add( all[9]);
coll1.add( all[8]);
coll1.add( all[7]);
coll1.add( all[8]);
coll1.add( all[8]);
coll1; // displays the collection
With this code, you get the following result:

You can observe that the collection order reflects the adding order, and that the 8th entity, i.e. "Wesson", is added 3 times (remember that entity positions
start at 0).

distinctValues( )
Array distinctValues( DatastoreClassAttribute | String attribute )
Parameter

Type

Description

attribute

DatastoreClassAttribute, String

Attribute for which you want to get the list of distinct values

Returns

Array

Array containing the list of distinct values

Description
The distinctValues( ) method creates an array and returns in it all the distinct values stored in attribute for the entity collection or datastore class.
When this method is applied to a datastore class, it is considered an entity collection containing all the entities (see Entity collections and Datastore
classes).
You can use this method with object type attributes. In this case, you can only pass a path (string) in the attribute parameter. For example:

var values = ds.MyClass.distinctValues("objectAtt.prop")
Multi‐level object properties as well as arrays are supported. Note that since object attributes can contain any type of values, different types of values can
be found in the returned array.
Example
In our example, we want to return the total number of different jobs in the same company:

// find the company by its name
var employer = ds.Company.find( "name == :1", "4D" ) ;
// create an entity collection containing all the employees in a company
var allEmp = ds.Employee.query("comp == :1", employer);
// 'comp' is a relation attribute in Employee
var jobNb = allEmp.distinctValues("jobName").length;
// return the size of the array created by this method
Example
In a "keywords" object attribute of an Article datastore class, you store the page numbers for each keyword in a "pages" array. You want to know the total
number of pages that contain at least one keyword. You can write:

var nbPages = ds.Article.distinctValues("keywords.pages[]").length;

exportAsJSON( )
void exportAsJSON( Folder exportFolder [,Number numFiles [,Number fileLimitSize [,Number attLimitSize]]] )
Parameter

Type

Description

exportFolder
numFiles
fileLimitSize
attLimitSize

Folder
Number
Number
Number

Folder where you want to export the datastore class
Maximum number of files per folder
Size limit value of export files (in KB)
Size limit (in bytes) below which the contents of a BLOB or Picture attribute are embedded into the main file

Description
The exportAsJSON( ) method exports all the entities stored in the object for which it is called in JSON format. The exportAsJSON( ) method can be called
for a:
Datastore: entities from all the datastore classes are exported,
DatastoreClass: entities from the datastore class are exported,
EntityCollection: entities from the entity collection are exported.
For each datastore class, this method generates a UTF‐8 text file containing one JSON object per entity. This method allows you to export your data in a
human‐readable form so that you can keep an archive, or prepare files to be imported into another application through JSON.
To ensure the independence and readability of your data, the method works at a low database level, which means that the Wakanda model high‐level layer is
not used:
calculated attributes are not exported ‐‐ only their underlying attributes are exported,
extended datastore classes are not exported,
related or alias attributes are not exported directly ‐‐ only primary keys values are exported,
data from outside catalogs or datastores are not exported.
In the exportFolder parameter, pass a reference to the folder where you want to export the data.
Note: Folder references can be generated through the Folder class. For more information, refer to the description of the Folder API.
Exported files and folders are saved in the destination folder specified in the exportFolder parameter. Note that if a destination folder already exists at the
location specified, it is replaced and its previous contents are deleted beforehand. If you pass an invalid folder reference, the method does nothing.
For each datastore class that is exported, the method performs the following actions:
If you exported the whole Datastore, a subfolder with the datastore class name is created in the destination folder.
A text file named "Export.json" is created either in each datastore class subfolder or at the first level of the destination folder. This file contains a
JSON object for each exported entity. The values of the attributes are separated by commas. You can have fewer values than attributes in the
datastore class; however, in this case, the remaining attributes are omitted.
If the datastore class contains BLOB or picture attributes stored as direct external references (see Image Attribute section), they are exported as
absolute paths in the main text file.
If the datastore class contains BLOB or picture attributes stored in the data file, the method creates an additional subfolder named "BLOBS" next to the
"Export.json" file to store the contents of all the BLOB or picture attributes as separate files for the entities in the datastore class. The BLOB files are
named "BlobXXXXX.BLOB" and the picture files are named PICTXXXXX.YYYY (where XXXXX is a unique number generated by the application and YYYY is
the extension). Pictures are exported in their original native format with an extension corresponding to the picture type (.jpg, .png, etc.).
This default behavior can be adjusted according to the size of the data contained in the field using the optional attLimitSize parameter (see below).
If you pass the numFiles parameter, the command will create as many "BlobsX" subfolders as necessary so that each one of them does not contain more than
numFiles BLOB or picture files. By default, if the numFiles parameter is omitted, the command limits the number of files to 200. If you pass 0, each subfolder
will contain at least one file.
The fileLimitSize parameter lets you set a size limit (in KB) for each "Export.json" created on disk. Once the size of the export file being created reaches the
value set in fileLimitSize, Wakanda stops writing records, closes the file and creates a new file named "ExportX.json" (where X represents the sequence
number) next to the previous one. Note that this is a theoretical limit: the actual size of the "ExportX.json" files exceeds the value set by fileLimitSize
because the file is only closed after the entity that was being exported when the limit was reached has been completely written (the contents of the entities
are not divided). The minimum value accepted is 100 and by default the value is 0 (no limit).
The optional attLimitSize parameter sets a size limit below which the contents of an external BLOB or Picture attribute will be embedded in the main
"Export.json" file rather than saved as a separate file. The purpose of this parameter is to optimize export operations by limiting the number of subfolders
and files created on disk.
This parameter must be expressed in bytes. For example, if you pass 1000, any external BLOB or Picture attributes that contain data with a size less than or
equal to 1000 bytes are embedded into the main export file.
By default, if the attLimitSize parameter is omitted, external BLOB or Picture attributes are always exported as external files regardless of their size.
In the export file, there may be fewer values than there are attributes in the table. In this case, the empty attributes are not exported.
Example
You want to export the entire contents of the Employee datastore class in JSON format. Here is your model shown in Wakanda Studio:

You can write this simple script to export the datastore:

myFolder = new Folder("C:/ExportClassJSON/");
// get a reference to the export folder
if (myFolder.exists)
// if the folder actually exists
{
ds.Employee.exportAsJSON( myFolder ) ;
//export the datastore class
}
After the script is executed, the following elements are created on your disk:

Here is an excerpt of the "Export.json" file:

[
{"ID":1,"lastName":"Doe","firstName":"John","salary":123456,"employer":1,"photo":"BLOBS/Pict0.png"},
{"ID":2,"lastName":"Smith","firstName":"Alan","salary":789012,"employer":2,"photo":"BLOBS/Pict1.png"},
{"ID":3,"lastName":"Webb","firstName":"Claire","salary":345678,"employer":1,"photo":"BLOBS/Pict2.png"},
{"ID":5,"lastName":"SYNO","firstName":"INGRID","salary":43791,"employer":4,"photo":"C:/MyPictures/Ingrid.jpg"},
[...]]

You can see that:
the [employer] attributes store the primary key (ID) of the employer entity
the SYNO entity picture has been stored in the photo attribute as a direct external reference.

exportAsSQL( )
void exportAsSQL( Folder exportFolder [,Number numFiles [,Number fileLimitSize [,Number attLimitSize]]] )
Parameter

Type

Description

exportFolder
numFiles
fileLimitSize
attLimitSize

Folder
Number
Number
Number

Folder where you want to export the datastore class
Maximum number of files per folder
Size limit value of export files (in KB)
Size limit (in bytes) below which the contents of a BLOB or Picture attribute are embedded into the main file

Description
The exportAsSQL( ) method exports all the entities stored the object for which it is called in SQL format. In SQL, this global export is called a "Dump." The
exportAsSQL( ) method can be called on a:
Datastore: entities from all the datastore classes are exported,
DatastoreClass: entities from the datastore class are exported,
EntityCollection: entities from the entity collection are exported.
For each datastore class, this method generates a text file containing the SQL statements that you can use to import data into an SQL database using a script.
This method allows you to export your data in a human‐readable form so that you can keep an archive, or prepare files to be imported into another
application through SQL.
To ensure the independence and readability of your data, the method works at a low database level, which means that the Wakanda model high‐level layer is
not used:
calculated attributes are not exported ‐‐ only their underlying attributes are exported,
extended datastore classes are not exported,
related or alias attributes are not exported directly ‐‐ only primary keys values are exported,
data from outside catalogs or datastores are not exported.
In the exportFolder parameter, pass a reference to the folder where you want to export the data.
Note: Folder references can be generated through the Folder class. For more information, refer to the description of the Folder API.
Exported files and folders are saved in the destination folder specified in the exportFolder parameter. Note that if a destination folder already exists at the
location specified, it is replaced and its previous contents are deleted beforehand. If you pass an invalid folder reference, the method does nothing.
For each datastore class that is exported, the method performs the following actions:
If you exported the whole Datastore, a subfolder with the datastore class name is created in the destination folder.
A text file named "Export.sql" is created either in each datastore class subfolder or at the first level of the destination folder. This file is encoded in
UTF‐8. It contains SQL INSERT statements corresponding to the exported data. The values of the attributes are separated by commas. You can have
fewer values than attributes in the datastore class; however, in this case, the remaining attributes are considered NULL.
If the datastore class contains BLOB or picture attributes stored as direct external references (see Image Attribute section), they are exported as
absolute paths in the main text file.
If the datastore class contains BLOB or picture attributes stored in the data file, the method creates an additional subfolder named "BLOBS" next to the
"Export.sql" file to store the contents of all the BLOB or picture attributes as separate files for the entities in the datastore class. The BLOB files are
named "BlobXXXXX.BLOB" and the picture files are named PICTXXXXX.YYYY (where XXXXX is a unique number generated by the application and YYYY is
the extension). Pictures are exported in their original native format with an extension corresponding to the picture type (.jpg, .png, etc.).
This default behavior can be adjusted according to the size of the data contained in the field using the optional attLimitSize parameter (see below).
If you pass the numFiles parameter, the command will create as many "BlobsX" subfolders as necessary so that each one of them does not contain more than
numFiles BLOB or picture files. By default, if the numFiles parameter is omitted, the command limits the number of files to 200. If you pass 0, each subfolder
will contain at least one file.
The fileLimitSize parameter lets you set a size limit (in KB) for each "Export.sql" created on disk. Once the size of the export file being created reaches the
value set in fileLimitSize, Wakanda stops writing records, closes the file, and creates a new file named "ExportX.sql" (where X represents the sequence
number) next to the previous one. Note that this is a theoretical limit: the actual size of the "ExportX.sql" files exceeds the value set by fileLimitSize because
the file is only closed after the entity that was being exported when the limit was reached has been completely written (the contents of the entities are not
divided). The minimum value accepted is 100 and by default the value is 0 (no limit).
The optional attLimitSize parameter sets a size limit below which the contents of an external BLOB or Picture attribute will be embedded in the main
"Export.sql" file rather than saved as a separate file. The purpose of this parameter is to optimize export operations by limiting the number of subfolders and
files created on disk.
This parameter must be expressed in bytes. For example, if you pass 1000, any external BLOB or Picture attributes that contain data with a size less than or
equal to 1000 bytes are embedded into the main export file.
By default, if the attLimitSize parameter is omitted, external BLOB or Picture attributes are always exported as external files regardless of their size.
In the export file, there may be fewer values than there are attributes in the table. In this case, the empty attributes will be considered as NULL. You can
also pass the NULL value in an attribute.
Example
You want to export the entire contents of the Employee datastore class in SQL format. Here is your model shown in Wakanda Studio:

You can write this simple script to export the datastore:

myFolder = new Folder("C:/ExportClass/");
// get a reference to the export folder
if (myFolder.exists)
// if the folder actually exists
{

ds.Employee.exportAsSQL( myFolder ) ;

//export the datastore class

}
After the script is executed, the following elements are created on your disk:

Here is an excerpt of the "Export.sql" file:
INSERT INTO [Employee] ( [ID] , [lastName] , [firstName] , [salary] , [employer] , [photo] )
VALUES
(1 , 'Doe' , 'John' , 123456 , 1 , INFILE 'BLOBS/Pict0.jpg'),
(2 , 'Smith' , 'Alan' , 789012 , 2 , INFILE 'BLOBS/Pict1.jpg'),
(3 , 'Webb' , 'Claire' , 345678 , 1 , INFILE 'BLOBS/Pict2.jpg'),
(5 , 'SYNO' , 'INGRID' , 43791 , 4 , INFILE 'BLOBS/Pict3.jpg'),
(6 , 'DYNEDE' , 'ZACHARY' , 116051 , 4 , NULL),
[...]

Note that the [employer] attributes store the primary key (ID) of the employer entity.

find( )
Entity find( String queryString[, Mixed value[,..., Mixed valueN]][, Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

queryString
value
options

String
Mixed
Object

Search criteria
Value(s) to compare when using placeholders
Query options

Returns

Entity

First entity that meets the search criteria passed in queryString

Description
The find( ) method applies the search criteria specified in queryString and (optionally) value to all the entities of the DatastoreClass or EntityCollection and
returns the first entity found in an object of type Entity. You can then, for example, read the values of this object, pass it as a parameter, and so on.
Pass a valid search string in queryString. For example, Employee.name == "Jones" is a valid search string. You can also use any JavaScript function by
prefixing the queryString with the $ symbol (you need to allow JavaScript execution by using the options parameter, see below).
For a detailed description of the queryString parameter, please refer to Defining Queries (Server‐side).
You can also use placeholders in the queryString and then fill value parameter(s) with the actual values to compare. In the queryString, insert :n for each
placeholder (where n is the value number) and then, pass the requested value(s) as value parameter(s). For example, Employee.name == :1, "Jones" is a valid
query that uses placeholder. Using placeholders in queries is usually recommended since it avoids to worry about formatting issues. Placeholders are
mandatory when querying values from an array using the in comparator.
In addition, Wakanda supports system placeholders ($userID and $userName) that can be used in queries as shortcuts to designate the current user.
For a detailed description of placeholders, please refer to the Using placeholders in query strings paragraph in the Defining Queries (Server‐side) section.
In the options parameter, you can pass an object containing additional query options. The following property is currently supported:
allowJavascript: boolean allowing direct JavaScript execution in the query string (example: allowJavascript: true)
By default, direct calls to JavaScript functions are not allowed in queries. If you want to use such functions, pass true as value for the allowJavascript
property in the options parameter.
Basically, executing the find( ) method is equivalent to executing a query( ) followed by retrieving the first entity:

var myEmp = ds.Employee.find( "name = Kruscpiciak");
// (almost) the same as:
var mySet = ds.Employee.query( "name = Kruscpiciak ");
var myEmp = mySet[0];
However, there is a significant difference in how these two work when the search is unsuccessful.
In the case of find( ), the method simply returns null because the search did not find anything.
In the case of the code related to query( ), an error is returned because we are trying to access an array element that does not exist. In this case, you
should test to make sure that the entity collection is not empty before accessing the element [0].
Note: You can also directly find an entity as an instance of the datastore class through its primary key or attribute values. For more information, refer to
the Finding an entity using its class paragraph.
Note: Keep in mind that if a restricting query has been defined on the server, this method will work only with available entities, that is, entities resulting
from the restricting query. For more information, please refer to the Programming Restricting Queries section.
Example
In this example, we are looking for a book whose title is "Learning Wakanda" among all the books in the Book datastore class:

// find( ) applied to ds.Book searches among all the books
var found = ds.Book.find( 'title = "Learning Wakanda"'); // searches the books
If ( found != null ) // the book is found
{
// continue processing...
}
Example
In the Book datastore class, we create a datastore class method that returns the book with the highest sales:

function bestSeller( )
{
return this.find( "sales = :1" , this.max("sales"));
}
We then call the method on an entity collection from the Book datastore class:

var theBest = myEC.bestSeller( ); // myEC is an entity collection from the Book datastore class
var theBestOfAll = ds.Book.bestSeller( ); // we can also call it directly on the datastore class
For more examples, refer to Defining Queries (Server‐side).

first( )
Entity first( )
Returns

Entity

First entity of the entity collection or datastore class

Description
The first( ) method returns the entity in the first position of the entity collection or datastore class.
When this method is applied to a datastore class, it is considered an entity collection containing all the entities (see Entity collections and Datastore
classes).
Example
In this example, we check to see if it is necessary to save the entity:

emp = ds.Employee.first();
//... process the data in the entity
If (emp.isModified())
// if at least one of the attributes has been changed
emp.save();
// otherwise, no need to save the entity

forEach( )
void forEach( Function callbackFn )
Parameter

Type

Description

callbackFn

Function

Handler function to invoke for each entity in the entity collection

Description
Note: You can also call this method using its alias each( ).
The forEach( ) method executes the callbackFn function on each entity in the entity collection in ascending order.
When this method is applied to a datastore class, the datastore class is considered an entity collection containing all the entities (see Entity collections and
Datastore classes).
The callbackFn function accepts two parameters: function (thisArg, iterator)
The first parameter, thisArg, represents the entity currently being processed. When it is executed, the function receives in this parameter the entity
on which it iterates (the parameter is used like the keyword this). You can then perform any type of operation on the values of the entity.
The second (optional) parameter, iterator, is the iterator. When it is executed, the function receives in this parameter the position of the element
currently being processed in the entity collection. You can use it, for example, to display a counter.
You do not have to call the save( ) method on each entity in this context. The forEach( ) method includes an optimized mechanism that triggers the entity to
be saved automatically if it has been modified, and not saved when it hasn't.
If you call the save( ) method anyway to manage any errors in a try/catch structure, the call is detected by Wakanda and the entity is not saved a second
time.

fromArray( )
EntityCollection fromArray( Array arrayValues )
Parameter

Type

Description

arrayValues

Array

Array whose values are used to generate entities

Returns

EntityCollection

New entity collection

Description
The fromArray( ) method generates entities in the datastore class where it is applied and returns the resulting entity collection. These entities come from
values stored in the JavaScript array passed in the arrayValues parameter. This method can only be applied to a datastore class.
Each element of the arrayValues array must contain an object, consisting of attributes and values. The attribute names must be the same as the ones in the
datastore class. If an attribute name does not exist in the datastore class, it is ignored. If an attribute value is not found in the array, its value will be null.
Wakanda automatically adds an ID number to the entity created. You can replace any existing entity in the datastore class by passing in the array the
"__KEY:" and "__STAMP:" attributes containing appropriate values. The ID key is based on the primary key and stamp of the entity. For more information
about key and stamp, please refer to the toArray( ) method).
fromArray( ) returns a new entity collection containing the entities actually saved on the server.
When used in combination with the toArray( ) method, functions for exchanging data between clients in JavaScript arrays are set up.
Example
This example creates three entities in the Employee datastore class using a simple array that is built manually (naturally, in a Web application, this array can
come from any JavaScript source or more specifically from the toArray( ) method). The resulting entity collection representation is displayed:

var arrAdd = []
// Create an empty array
arrAdd[0] = {lastName: "Potter", firstName: "Harold", salary: 3200};
arrAdd[1] = {lastName: "Luke", firstName: "Lucy", salary: 5300, married: true};
// 'married' is ignored if the attribute does not exist in the datastore class
arrAdd[2] = {lastName: "Blue", firstName: "George", salary: 3200};
var newColl = ds.Employees.fromArray(arrAdd);
// entities are created and saved
newColl; // displays the resulting collection

getFragmentation( )
Number getFragmentation( )
Returns

Number

Percentage of fragmentation

Description
The getFragmentation( ) method returns the percentage of logical fragmentation for the entities of the datastore class.
The rate of logical fragmentation of the entities indicates whether the entities are physically stored in an optimized manner in the .waData file. If the
fragmentation becomes too high, this can slow down sorts and sequential searches on the datastore class (direct accesses through indexes are not affected).
A fragmentation percentage of 0 corresponds to no fragmentation. Beyond a rate of 20% (0.2), it may be useful to compact the datastore data file (see
compactDataStore( )).
Example
This maintenance method lets you request the compacting of the datastore data file in the case where there is important fragmentation in at least one
datastore class:

var arClass = [];
var toCompact = false ;
for (var vName in ds.dataClasses) // put each datastore class of ds
arClass.push (vName); // in an array
var vNbOfClass = arClass.length; // get the number or classes in the model
for (var vID=0 ; vID < vNbOfClass ; vID++) { // for each class
if (ds.dataClasses[arClass[vID]].getFragmentation() > 0,2) // if rate is high
toCompact = true; //set the flag
}
if (toCompact)
// Place here a flag requesting compacting
var myMessage = "This datastore needs to be compacted";

getName( )
String getName( )
Returns

String

Name of the datastore class

Description
The getName( ) method returns the name of the datastore class to which it is applied in a string. This method is useful for setting up generic code, for
example, when you want to pass the name of the datastore class as a parameter.
Example
In this example, the name of the datastore class is retrieved in a variable:

var nameEM = ds.Book.getName();
Example
For testing purposes, you want to create an entity filled with the name of its parent class in each of your datastore classes, using a generic function. You can
write:

var arClass = [];
for (var vName in ds.dataClasses) // put each datastore class of ds
arClass.push (vName); // in the array
var vNbOfClass = arClass.length; // get the number or classes in the model
for (var vID=0 ; vID < vNbOfClass ; vID++) { // for each element of the array
var curClass = ds.dataClasses[arClass[vID]]; //take the corresponding dataclass
var testEntity = curClass.createEntity(); //create a new entity in this dataclass
testEntity.name = curClass.getName(); //write the class name in the class 'name' attribute
// of course, this attribute must exist in each class
testEntity.save(); // save the entity
}

getScope( )
String getScope( )
Returns

String

Scope of the datastore class

Description
The getScope( ) method returns the current scope property value of the datastore class.
The scope property controls the availabilty of an object on the server and the clients. For more information about how to select the scope property for a
datastore class, please refer to the Datastore Class Properties paragraph.
Two values can be returned for a datastore class:

"public": a public datastore class can be accessed from anywhere, including the client‐side framework (WAF).
"public on server": a public on server datastore class can only be accessed on the server, it is excluded from the WAF.
The default scope is "public".
Note that scope can also be defined at the attribute level, thus allowing you to give a more restricted access to some attributes.

importFromJSON( )
void importFromJSON( Folder importFolder )
Parameter

Type

Description

importFolder

Folder

Folder from which you want to import files

Description
The importFromJSON( ) method imports all the entities stored in JSON format from the file(s) located in the importFolder folder. The importFromJSON( )
method can be called for a:
Datastore: entities from all the datastore classes are imported,
DatastoreClass: entities from the datastore class are imported.
This method is complementary to exportAsJSON( ) and allows you to build an import/export module where entities are stored in a human‐readable form.
In the importFolder parameter, pass a reference to the folder from where you want to import the data. This folder must contain UTF‐8 text files into which
each entity is described through a single JSON object. For more information on the internal architecture of importFolder folder and JSON entities syntax,
please refer to the exportAsJSON( ) method description.
Imported entities are added to the datastore or datastore class. If imported entities already exists in the datastore class (entities with the same primary key
value), existing entities are replaced.
To ensure the independence and readability of your data, the method works at a low database level, which means that the Wakanda model high‐level layer is
not used:
calculated attributes cannot be imported directly ‐‐ only their underlying attributes are imported,
extended datastore class entities cannot be imported,
related or alias attributes are not imported directly ‐‐ only primary keys values are exported,
you cannot import data from outside catalogs or datastores.

max( )
Number max( DatastoreClassAttribute | String attribute )
Parameter

Type

Description

attribute

DatastoreClassAttribute, String

Attribute for which you want to retrieve the maximum value

Returns

Number

Maximum value of the attribute

Description
The max( ) method returns the maximum value among all the values of attribute in the entity collection or datastore class.
You can use this method with object type attributes that contain numeric properties. In this case, you can only pass a path (string) in the attribute
parameter. For example:

var value = ds.MyClass.max("objectAtt.prop") //Highest of all prop attribute values
Multi‐level object properties and arrays are supported.
Example
We want to find the highest salary among all the employees:

var maxSalary = ds.Employee.max("salary");
Example
In a Box datastore class, you have defined a "dimensions" object attribute that contains for example "bWidth", "bLength", and "bHeight" properties. You want
to get the maximal width value among all the boxes. You can write:

var vMax = ds.Box.max("dimensions.bWidth");

min( )
Number min( DatastoreClassAttribute | String attribute )
Parameter

Type

Description

attribute

DatastoreClassAttribute, String

Attribute whose minimum value you want to get

Returns

Number

Minimum value of the attribute

Description
The min( ) method returns the lowest (or minimum) value among all the values of attribute in the entity collection or datastore class.
You can use this method with object type attributes that contain numeric properties. In this case, you can only pass a path (string) in the attribute
parameter. For example:

var value = ds.MyClass.min("objectAtt.prop") //lowest of all prop attribute values
Multi‐level object properties and arrays are supported.
Example

In this example, we want to find the lowest salary among all the employees:

var minSalary = ds.Employee.min("salary");
Example
In a Box datastore class, you have defined a "dimensions" object attribute that contains for example "bWidth", "bLength", and "bHeight" properties. You want
to get the minimal width of all the boxes. You can write:

var vMin = ds.Box.min("dimensions.bWidth");

orderBy( )
EntityCollection orderBy( String | DatastoreClassAttribute attributeList [, String sortOrder] )
Parameter

Type

Description

attributeList
sortOrder

String, DatastoreClassAttribute
String

Attribute(s) to be sorted (if String) by sort order(s)
Sort order(s) (if first param is Attribute type), asc = ascending sort (default), desc = descending sort

Returns

EntityCollection

New entity collection containing sorted entities

Description
Note: You can also call this method using its alias sort( ).
The orderBy( ) method sorts the entities in the entity collection or datastore class and returns a new sorted entity collection.
The values are sorted according to the attribute(s) specified in the attributeList parameter. You can pass from 1 to x attributes, either in the form of
attribute references separated by commas, or a single string containing attribute names and sort orders, separated by commas. The order in which the
attributes are passed determines the sorting priority of the entities.
By default, attributes are sorted in ascending order. You can set the sort order of an attribute by using the sortOrder parameter after the attribute. Pass the
string "asc" to sort in ascending order or "desc" in descending order. If you used a string for the attributeList parameter, include the sortOrder parameter
directly in the string, separated from the attribute name by a single space.
When the method is applied to a datastore class, this datastore class is considered an entity collection containing all the entities (see Entity collections and
Datastore classes).
Note: You can use the "order by" keyword directly in the query string in order to return an entity collection that is already sorted. For more information,
refer to Building a query.
You can use this method with object type attributes. In this case, you can only use pathes (string) in the attributeList parameter. For example:

var sortColl = ds.MyClass.orderBy("objectAtt.prop desc")
Multi‐level object properties are supported. However, you cannot use a sub‐property array of an object attribute as a sort criteria.
Example
This example returns an entity collection containing all the entities in the Company datastore class sorted in descending order by city:

var mySet = ds.Company.orderBy(ds.Companies.city, "desc");
Example
This example returns an entity collection containing all the entities in the Company datastore class sorted by country (in ascending order) and zipcode (in
descending order). The attributeList is passed as a string:

var myOtherSet = ds.Company.orderBy('country asc, zipcode desc');
Example
In a Box datastore class, you have defined a "dimensions" object attribute that contains "width", "height", and "depth" properties. You want to sort all boxes
by width then height in descending order. You can write:

var coll = ds.Box.orderBy("dimensions.width, dimensions.height desc");

query( )
EntityCollection query( String queryString[, Mixed value[,..., Mixed valueN]][, Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

queryString
value
options

String
Mixed
Object

Search criteria
Value(s) to compare when using placeholders
Query options

Returns

EntityCollection

New entity collection made up of entities meeting the search criteria specified in queryString

Description
Note: You can also call this method using its alias filter( ).
The query( ) method searches for entities that meet the search criteria specified in queryString and (optionally) value, for all the entities in the datastore
class or entity collection, and returns a new object of type EntityCollection containing all the entities that are found.
Pass a valid search string in queryString. For example, Employee.city == Chicago && Employee.salary < '10000' is a valid simple query. You can also use any
JavaScript function by prefixing the queryString with the $ symbol (you need to allow JavaScript execution by using the options parameter, see below).
For a detailed description of the queryString parameter, please refer to Defining Queries (Server‐side).
You can also use placeholders in the queryString and then fill value parameter(s) with the actual values to compare. In the queryString, insert :n for each
placeholder (where n is the value number) and then, pass the requested value(s) as value parameter(s). For example, Employee.city == :1 &&
Employee.salary < :2", "Chicago", 10000 is a valid query that uses placeholders. Using placeholders in queries is usually recommended since it avoids to worry
about formatting issues. Note also that placeholders are mandatory when querying values from an array using the in comparator.
In addition, Wakanda supports system placeholders ($userID and $userName) that can be used in queries as shortcuts to designate the current user.
For a detailed description of placeholders, please refer to the Using placeholders in query strings paragraph in the Defining Queries (Server‐side) section.
In the options parameter, you can pass an object containing additional query options. The following properties are currently supported:
allowJavascript: boolean allowing direct JavaScript execution in the query string (example: allowJavascript: true)

By default, direct calls to JavaScript functions are not allowed in queries. If you want to use such functions, pass true as value for the allowJavascript
property in the options parameter.
queryPlan: Boolean (example: queryPlan: True)
In the entity collection, returns or does not return the detailed description of the query just before it is executed, i.e. the planned query. The returned
property is an object that includes each planned query and subquery in the case of a complex query. This option is useful during the development
phase of the application. It is usually used in conjunction with queryPath. Default if omitted: false.
queryPath: Boolean (example: queryPath: False)
In the entity collection, returns or does not return the detailed description of the query as it is actually performed. The returned property is an object
that contains the actual path used for the query (usually identical to that of the queryPlan, but may differ if the engine manages to optimize the
query), as well as the processing time and the number of records found. This option is useful during the development phase of the application. Default
if omitted: false.
For more information about these options, refer to queryPlan and queryPath.
Note: Keep in mind that if a restricting query has been defined on the server, this method will work only with available entities, that is, entities resulting
from the restricting query. For more information, please refer to the Programming Restricting Queries section.
Example
Here is an example of a simple query applied to the datastore class:

var myCollection = ds.People.query("lastname == dubois and firstname == jules");
Query examples
Note: These examples are valid for datastore class are well as for entity collection objects.
This example selects suppliers whose name contains "bob":

var coll = ds.Supplier.query( "name == :1", "*bob*")
This example selects suppliers whose name does not begin with the letter T:

var coll = ds.Supplier.query( "name not like :1", "T*")
This example selects suppliers whose name begins with "Sm" and ends with "th":

var coll = ds.Supplier.query( "name == :1", "Sm*th")
This example selects employees hired before November 13, 2011:

var emp = ds.Employee.query( "dateHired <= :1", 2011-11-12T23:00:00Z)
The following example finds the entities for every person whose last name is Smith and who works for a company based in New York. This query can be
performed because the Person datastore class is related to the Company datastore class:

var coll = ds.Person.query( "lastname == :1 AND company.state == :2", "Smith", "NY" )
The following example finds the entities of American, Spanish and German customers:

var coll = ds.Customer.query( "country in :1", ['US','SP','GM']);
The following example finds picture entities whose ID ends with 0 and whose name contains "cat":

var arr = [];
for( var i=0 ; i<1000 ; i++)
{arr.push(i * 10);
}
var coll = ds.Picture.query( "ID in :1 and name == :2", arr, "*cat*");
The following example finds all articles containing at least one keyword from a list and then gets all the articles written by the same authors:

var arrKey= ["finance", "money" , "financial" , "economic"];
var coll1 = ds.Article.query("keywords in :1" , arrKey); // finds all articles containing one or several keywords
var coll2 = ds.Article.query( "author in :1" , coll1.author) ; // and finds all articles written by the authors
// found in the first query results
In the context of an N <‐> N relation, the following code finds all movies where all three actors have played together:

var coll = ds.Movie.query("
'allActors.lastName' == :1 AND
'allActors{1}.lastName' == :2 AND
'allActors{2}.lastName' == :3",
"Hanks", "DiCaprio", "Garner");
Example
You want to compare the queryPlan and the actual queryPath properties for a standard query:

var mySet = ds.Employee.query("age < :1 or worksFor.name = :2 and ID < :3", 40, "Apple", 8, {queryPath:true, queryPlan:tr
var arrComp = [mySet.queryPlan,mySet.queryPath];
arrComp;
The resulting array could contain, for example:

remove( )
void remove( )

Description
Note: You can also call this method using its alias drop( ).
The remove( ) method permanently removes entities from the datastore:
When you apply it to an entity collection, it removes the entities belonging to that entity collection,
When you apply it to a datastore class, it removes all the entities in the datastore class.
Removing entities is permanent and cannot be undone (except when you are working in a Transactions).

setAutoSequenceNumber( )
void setAutoSequenceNumber( Number counter )
Parameter

Type

Description

counter

Number

New start value for entity counter

Description
This method (re)sets the start value for the autosequence number of the datastore class.
The autosequence number is an internal entity counter created in the datastore class. This counter starts automatically and by default at 1 and is
incremented each time an entity is added to the datastore class. The numbers used are never reused, even when entities are deleted. Note that the value of
the ID attribute for entities is based on this internal counter.
You can also access this value by assigning it to a attribute of type number in the datastore class using the "autosequence" property:

"Autosequence" option associated with an attribute called "myautoseq" in the Datastore Model Designer.
Use the value of the autosequence attribute when creating entities, for example, to calculate your own ID number. Note that you can display and modify an
attribute that has the autosequence property after you have reset it with the value from the autosequence number.
By default, the autosequence number starts with 1 and indicates the number of the next entity; so if you have already created 100 entities in a datastore
class, its current value is 101. You can change this value by passing a new number using the setAutoSequenceNumber( ) method. Once you execute this
method, the next entity created in the datastore class has the counter number.
Example
The following example is a method in the "Invoices" datastore class named initSeq that is applied to the class. The value, passed as a parameter to the
method, modifies the next entity number of the datastore class:

Invoices:
{
initSeq: function( newVal )
{
this.setAutoSequenceNumber( newVal );
}
}

sum( )
Number sum( DatastoreClassAttribute | String attribute [, Boolean | String distinct] )
Parameter

Type

Description

attribute
distinct

DatastoreClassAttribute, String
Boolean, String

Attribute whose sum you want to calculate
True or "distinct": Use only entities that have different values

Returns

Number

Sum of the attributes

Description
The sum( ) method returns the sum (i.e., total of all the values) of attribute for the datastore class or entity collection.
You can pass a second optional parameter, distinct, that lets you only use entities that have distinct values for the specified attribute. For example, if three
entities have the value "1000" for the salary attribute, only one of these entities is taken into account. In the distinct parameter, you can pass either a
Boolean or a string value:
true or the "distinct" string: only use distinct values;
false or any other string value: use all values. This setting is also applied by default if you omit the distinct parameter.
Note: The distinct parameter is not case‐sensitive. For example, both "Distinct" and "DISTINCT" are accepted.
You can use this method with object type attributes that contain numeric properties. In this case, you can only pass a path (string) in the attribute
parameter. For example:

var propSum = ds.MyClass.sum("objectAtt.prop") //sum of all prop attribute values
distinct parameter as well as arrays and multi‐level object properties are supported.
Example
We want to get the overall value that represents the sum of all salaries in the datastore class:

var totSalaries = ds.Employee.sum("salary");
Example
In a Box datastore class, you have defined a "dimensions" object attribute that contains for example "bWidth", "bLength", and "bHeight" properties. You want
to get the total height of all the boxes if they were stacked. You can write:

var wTot = ds.Box.sum("dimensions.bHeight");

toArray( )
Array toArray( [String | DatastoreClassAttribute attributeList [, String sortList[, String | Boolean key[, Number skip[, Number top]]]]])
Parameter

Type

Description

attributeList
sortList
key
skip
top

String, DatastoreClassAttribute
String
String, Boolean
Number
Number

List of attributes to return as array or "" to return all attributes
List of attributes to be used for the sort
Include entity key
Position of starting entity to return
Number of entities to return

Returns

Array

Array containing attributes and values in the datastore class or entity collection

Description
The toArray( ) method creates and returns a JavaScript array where each element is an object containing a set of properties and values corresponding to the
attribute names and values for a datastore class or an entity collection. If the datastore class contains relation attributes, the values of these attributes are
objects containing sets of properties and values for the related entities.
This method is called on a datastore class or on an entity collection. In a single request, it generates a complete array of values including x navigation levels
and sends them to the client machines for custom processing.
Pass a list of attributes separated by commas in the attributeList parameter. You can pass either:
a list of attribute references, for example (ds.Employee.firstName, ds.Employee.salary, ds.Employee.company and so on). This syntax does not allow
access to relation attributes. If you want to return the values of relation attributes, you must pass a string (see below).
a string containing the attribute names or paths that belong to the datastore class, for example ("lastName, salary, company..."). This syntax gives
access to relation attributes using dot notation, for example ("lastName, firstName, father.firstName, mother.firstName, father.lastName"). In the
resulting array, the attributes corresponding to related data are objects containing attributes and values.
In the case of a relation attribute for a N‐>1 relationship, the attribute contains a sub‐object that consists of the requested attribute/value pairs.
In the case of a relation attribute for a 1‐>N relationship, the attribute contains a sub‐array listing the related entities. In this case, you can limit
the number of sub‐elements to be fetched by the main element by passing "RelatedAttribute: N" (where N represents the number of sub‐
elements to fetch) in the attributeList parameter. For example, in the case of a Company/Employee relationship, you can pass "Employee:10" in
order to fetch only the first 10 employees of the company.
For more information about this, refer to the examples below.
an empty string ("") or no parameter: in this case, all the datastore class attributes are returned. If the datastore class contains related attributes, you
automatically retrieve for each of them the internal ID of each related entity (primary key + internal stamp, see the description of the key parameter
below).
In the sortList parameter, you can pass a second list of attributes (string only). These attributes are used for sorting the resulting array: you can pass the
names of first level attributes in order to sort simple attributes but also paths of relation attributes in order to sort the sub‐arrays included in complex
attributes (this only works with attributes of the 1‐>N type that generate sub‐arrays of elements). You can use the asc or desc keywords to indicate an
ascending or descending sort (by default, the sort is ascending).
Pass the optional key parameter if you want to include the primary key and internal stamp of each entity in the array. In this case, the array receives a __KEY
property containing the primary key attribute value of the entity and a __STAMP property containing the stamp value of the entity. You can either pass:
the Boolean value true to add the __KEY and __STAMP values or false to not add them.
the "withKey" string to add the __KEY and __STAMP values.
Note: You need these values when you use the fromArray( ) method to replace existing entities.
The optional skip and top parameters restrict entities to include in the array by specifying a range of entities within the entity colllection or datastore class:
Pass a value indicating the position of the entity where you want to start retrieving in skip (pass 0 to start at the beginning of the selection).
Pass a value indicating the number of entities to retrieve in top beginning with the one specified by skip.
Example
In this example, we want to retrieve data from the following datastore class in arrays:

This datastore class is displayed here in a Grid widget:

We want to get an array containing the firstName, lastName, and salary attributes for all the entities in the datastore class:

var myArray =
// myArray[0]
// myArray[1]
// myArray[2]
// ...

ds.Employee.toArray("firstName,lastName,salary");
contains {firstName: 'John', lastName: 'Smith', salary: 5000}
contains {firstName: 'Joe', lastName: 'Doe', salary: 6000}
contains {firstName: 'Isabel', lastName: 'Martin', salary: 8200}

Tip: In Wakanda Studio, you can display the results of the last code execution directly in the preview area at the bottom of the JavaScript Editor window:

This tip only works for server‐side code. For more information, refer to JavaScript Editor.
Example
With the same datastore class, we want to get an array containing all the attributes for the class but only for an entity collection of employees whose salary
is greater than or equal to 6,000 and sorted by salary:

var myColl = ds.Employee.query("salary >= 6000 order by salary asc");
var myArray = myColl.toArray("");
// return all attributes
// myArray[0] contains {firstName: 'Joe', lastName: 'Doe', salary: 6000}
// myArray[1] contains {firstName: 'Isabel', lastName: 'Martin', salary: 8200}
// ...
Example
We want to get an array that only contains the name and salary attributes, including the key of each entity, and limit it to the first 50 entities:

var myArray = ds.Employee.toArray(ds.Employee.lastName, ds.Employee.salary, "withKey", 0, 50);
//
//
//
//

myArray[0] contains { __KEY: '0', __STAMP: 6, lastName: 'Smith', salary: 5000}
myArray[1] contains { __KEY: '1', __STAMP: 4, lastName: 'Doe', salary: 6000}
myArray[2] contains { __KEY: '2', __STAMP: 2, lastName: 'Martin', salary: 8200}
...

Example
We want to get an array containing the name attribute of the current datastore class as well as relation attributes related to another datastore class.

var myArray = ds.Employee.toArray("name, employer.name, employer.location")
// myArray[0] contains {lastName: 'Smith', employer: {name: 'ACME', location: 'Memphis'}}
// myArray[1] contains {lastName: 'Doe', employer {name: 'Woodfloor Ltd', location: 'Toronto'}}
// myArray[2] contains {lastName: 'Martin', employer {name: 'Woodfloor Ltd', location: 'Toronto'}}
//...
Example
To illustrate the use of N‐>1 type attributes, we are going to retrieve the data from the following datastore class:

var sel = ds.People.all();
var myArray = sel.toArray("lastName, firstName, father.firstName, father.DateOfBirth");
This code returns an array whose elements are returned in this way:

The number of levels for retrieving data is unlimited, so you can write:

var sel = ds.People.all();
var myArray = sel.toArray("firstName, lastName, father.firstName, mother.firstName, father.father.firstName, father.father
Example
This example illustrates how to build an array with related data from a 1‐>N relation attribute. In our example model, we have a "Student" datastore class
that is related to a "Course" datastore class. We want to build an array containing a list of all the students along with the courses they attend and their
teachers:

var sel = ds.Student.all();
var myArray = sel.toArray("fullName, Course.matter, Course.teacher.fullName");
We can then fill a dropdown list with student names and, when one of them is selected, display the courses that the student attends. Each element of the
array contains the student's first and last name as well as a sub‐array containing the subject of the courses they attend (1‐>N relation attribute) along with
the teacher of each course. The result is as shown below:

Example
Based on the example above, we added some constraints for the generated array:
Sort arrays by the student's first name and sort course sub‐arrays by subject name. Both in ascending order.
Retrieve the first five students.
Limit the number of courses per student to five.
The code is as follows:

var sel = ds.Student.all();
var myArray = sel.toArray("fullName, Course:5, Course.matter, Course.teacher.fullName", "firstName, Course.matter", 1, 5);
In this case, the array generated contains the first five courses and the first five students with the students (by first name) and courses sorted alphabetically:

toString( )
String toString
Returns

String

Name of datastore class

Description
When applied to a datastore class, the toString( ) method returns the name of the datastore class as a string.
If you want to get a string representation of the data in the entities, use the toString( ) method in the Entity Collection or Entity class.

Datastore Maintenance Methods
The utility methods described in this chapter can check, compact and repair datastore files stored on disk. These methods can be called in an administration
page for example, or when a datastore reports internal errors.
Most of these methods belong to the Application class (the global Wakanda object on the server) and can access any datastore file stored on disk. With these
methods, the data file should not be open:
compactDataStore( )
repairDataStore( )
verifyDataStore( )
One method belongs to the Datastore class and thus should be called on the ds object or a Datastore reference. This method can access a open datastore:
verify( )

compactDataStore( )
void compactDataStore( File model, File data[, Object options], File compactedData )
Parameter

Type

Description

model
data
options
compactedData

File
File
Object
File

Datastore's model file to compact
Data file to compact
Callback functions
Destination for the compacted data file

Description
The compactDataStore( ) method compacts the datastore's data file designated by model and data, and generates the compactedData data file.
model: pass a reference to the datastore's model file (whose extension is ".waModel").
data: specify a reference to model's data file (whose extension is ".waData") to compact.
compactedData: pass a reference to the compacted data file (whose extension must be ".waData") that will be created.
You can designate the current model file, but not the current data file. If you attempt to verify a data file that is currently open, an error will be generated.
The data data file is opened in read only mode before it is compacted.
Make sure that the path for compactedData is valid and that you have enough space on your destination disk for the duplicated data file.
Compacting data is useful because it reorganizes and optimizes the data stored in the data file by removing the unused spaces (“holes”). When you delete
entities, datastore classes, and so on, the space that they previously occupied in the data file becomes empty. Wakanda tries to reuse these empty spaces
whenever possible, but since the size of data is variable, successive deletions and/or modifications will inevitably generate spaces that cannot be reused.
The same is true when a large quantity of data has just been deleted: the empty spaces remain unused in the data file.
If the method encounters a level 2 error (standard error) or a level 1 error (fatal error), it stops executing. For more information about error levels, see the
options parameter description.
options
In the options parameter, you can pass an object containing one or more callback functions. These functions will be called automatically by Wakanda's
maintenance or backup engine (with the relevant parameter(s)) when the corresponding event occurs. You then need to write code to handle the information
returned by these functions.
Note: You can omit the options parameter when processing a data file, but if an error occurs, you will not know the reason why it occurred.
The options parameter has the following callback functions:
openProgress: function(title, maxElements)
This function is called each time the engine starts processing a new group of elements or a new file, i.e., for each new progress event. For a
maintenance operation, the event could be the processing of entities for a datastore class, an index table, etc. For a backup operation, it could be the
backup of the journal file, the backup initialisation or the backup of the data file. This function is called with the following parameters:
title (string): label for the new progress event (e.g., "Verifying entities in datastore class #3").
maxElements (number): total number of elements to handle in the group (e.g., the number of entities in the datastore class).
You can use this function, for example, to open a progress indicator on the client to display the progress or to write the progress of the operation to a
log file on disk.
closeProgress: function()
This function is called when a progress event is closed. Progress events can be nested at multiple levels (e.g., one progress event can start checking all
the indexes and another one opens for each index). A closeProgress event is generated for each openProgress event.
progress: function(curElement, maxElements)
This function is called during a progress event for each element to be verified, repaired, compacted (e.g., an entity or an index page) or backed up.
This function is called with the following parameters:
curElement (number): position of the element currently being handled in the group.
maxElements (number): total number of elements to handle in the group (same value as in openProgress).
setProgressTitle: function(title)
This function is called when the title of a progress event has changed for some reason (e.g., when a missing piece of information is found while
verifying the data). This function is called with the following parameter:
title (string): new label for the progress event.
Note: This function is rarely called.
addProblem: function(problem)
This function is called when a problem has been detected in the data during a progress event. If an error occurs, only this function is called. It is
therefore mandatory to call this function if you want to know whether the verification of a data file was successful or not. This function is called with
the following parameter:
problem (object): object describing the problem. Information provided in this object depends on the type of the problem. For example, if an
entity cannot be read, the entity number is returned in the ErrorText property.
The problem object is returned with the following properties:
problem.ErrorText (string): complete description of the error
problem.ErrorNumber (number): error number
problem.ErrorType (number): internal code that returns the type of the error
problem.ErrorLevel (number): level of seriousness of the error. Available values are:
1=fatal error (currently unused)
2=regular error: serious errors including various kind of issues (wrong index type, invalid file header, checksum errors, data and
model inconsistencies...). Some regular errors may require the datastore to be repaired.
3=warning: minor errors, such as indexes that need to be rebuilt or externally stored blob field content that is not found.

Example
The following function shows an example of how to call the compactDataStore( ) method:

function demoCompact()
{
function myOpenProgress(title, maxElements)
{
console.log(title+" on "+maxElements+" elements"); // log the progress events
}
function myProgress(curElement, maxElements)
{
console.log("current element: "+curElement);
// events can be nested
}

// log each element

function myCloseProgress()
{
... // add code to handle the closing of the progress event
}
function myAddProblem(problem)
{
if (problem.ErrorLevel <= 2) // we only handle fatal or regular errors
{
this.storedProblems.push(problem); // fill the custom array
console.log(problem.ErrorText); // log the error description
}
}
var modelFile = File("c:/wakanda/mySolution/people.waModel");
var modelData = File("c:/wakanda/mySolution/people.waData");
var compactDest = File("c:/wakanda/mySolution/compactedData.waData");
var options = {
'openProgress': myOpenProgress,
'closeProgress': myCloseProgress,
'progress': myProgress,
'addProblem': myAddProblem,
// you can add any custom code here, it will be passed to the
// addProblem function in the 'this' keyword
'storedProblems':[]
// we add an array to store any problems that arise
}
compactDataStore(modelFile, modelData, options, compactDest);
if (options.storedProblems.length > 0)
{
... // code to warn the user that some problems have occurred
}
else
{
... // everything is ok
}
}

repairDataStore( )
void repairDataStore( File model, File data[, Object options], File repairedData )
Parameter

Type

Description

model
data
options
repairedData

File
File
Object
File

Datastore's model file to repair
Data file to repair
Callback functions
Destination for the repaired data file

Description
The repairDataStore( ) method repairs the datastore's data file defined by model and data, and generates the repairedData data file.
model: pass a reference to the datastore's model file (whose extension is ".waModel").
data: specify a reference to model's data file (whose extension is ".waData") to compact.
repairedData: pass a reference to the repaired data file (whose extension must be ".waData") that will be created.
You can designate the current model file, but not the current data file. If you attempt to repair a data file that is currently open, an error will be generated.
The data data file is opened in read only mode before it is repaired.
Make sure that the path for repairedData is valid and that you have enough space on your destination disk for the duplicated data file.
This method performs a standard repair and should only be used when a few entities or indexes are damaged. If you have any issue with the address tables,
this method will not have an effect. Such information can be retrieved from the verifyDataStore( ) method.
If the method encounters a level 2 error (standard error), it will repair the data file. If it encounters a level 1 error (fatal error), it stops executing. For more
information about error levels, see the options parameter description.
options
In the options parameter, you can pass an object containing one or more callback functions. These functions will be called automatically by Wakanda's
maintenance or backup engine (with the relevant parameter(s)) when the corresponding event occurs. You then need to write code to handle the information
returned by these functions.
Note: You can omit the options parameter when processing a data file, but if an error occurs, you will not know the reason why it occurred.
The options parameter has the following callback functions:

openProgress: function(title, maxElements)
This function is called each time the engine starts processing a new group of elements or a new file, i.e., for each new progress event. For a
maintenance operation, the event could be the processing of entities for a datastore class, an index table, etc. For a backup operation, it could be the
backup of the journal file, the backup initialisation or the backup of the data file. This function is called with the following parameters:
title (string): label for the new progress event (e.g., "Verifying entities in datastore class #3").
maxElements (number): total number of elements to handle in the group (e.g., the number of entities in the datastore class).
You can use this function, for example, to open a progress indicator on the client to display the progress or to write the progress of the operation to a
log file on disk.
closeProgress: function()
This function is called when a progress event is closed. Progress events can be nested at multiple levels (e.g., one progress event can start checking all
the indexes and another one opens for each index). A closeProgress event is generated for each openProgress event.
progress: function(curElement, maxElements)
This function is called during a progress event for each element to be verified, repaired, compacted (e.g., an entity or an index page) or backed up.
This function is called with the following parameters:
curElement (number): position of the element currently being handled in the group.
maxElements (number): total number of elements to handle in the group (same value as in openProgress).
setProgressTitle: function(title)
This function is called when the title of a progress event has changed for some reason (e.g., when a missing piece of information is found while
verifying the data). This function is called with the following parameter:
title (string): new label for the progress event.
Note: This function is rarely called.
addProblem: function(problem)
This function is called when a problem has been detected in the data during a progress event. If an error occurs, only this function is called. It is
therefore mandatory to call this function if you want to know whether the verification of a data file was successful or not. This function is called with
the following parameter:
problem (object): object describing the problem. Information provided in this object depends on the type of the problem. For example, if an
entity cannot be read, the entity number is returned in the ErrorText property.
The problem object is returned with the following properties:
problem.ErrorText (string): complete description of the error
problem.ErrorNumber (number): error number
problem.ErrorType (number): internal code that returns the type of the error
problem.ErrorLevel (number): level of seriousness of the error. Available values are:
1=fatal error (currently unused)
2=regular error: serious errors including various kind of issues (wrong index type, invalid file header, checksum errors, data and
model inconsistencies...). Some regular errors may require the datastore to be repaired.
3=warning: minor errors, such as indexes that need to be rebuilt or externally stored blob field content that is not found.
Example
The following function shows an example of how a repairDataStore( ) method call could be organized:

function demoRepair()
{
function myOpenProgress(title, maxElements)
{
console.log(title+" on "+maxElements+" elements"); // log each new progress event
}
function myProgress(curElement, maxElements)
{
console.log("current element: "+curElement);
// events can be nested
}

// log each element

function myCloseProgress()
{
... // add code to handle the closing of the progress event
}
function myAddProblem(problem)
{
if (problem.ErrorLevel <= 2) // we only handle fatal or regular errors
{
this.storedProblems.push(problem); // fill the custom array
console.log(problem.ErrorText); // log the error description
}
}
var modelFile = File("c:/wakanda/mySolution/people.waModel");
var modelData = File("c:/wakanda/mySolution/people.waData");
var repairDest = File("c:/wakanda/mySolution/repairedData.waData");
var options = {
'openProgress': myOpenProgress,
'closeProgress': myCloseProgress,
'progress': myProgress,
'addProblem': myAddProblem,
// you can add any custom code here, it will be passed to the
// addProblem function in the 'this' keyword
'storedProblems':[] // we add an array to store any problems that arise
}
repairDataStore(modelFile, modelData, options, repairDest);
if (options.storedProblems.length > 0)
{
... // code to warn the user that some problems occurred

}
else
{
... // everything is ok
}
}

verify( )
void verify( Object options )
Parameter

Type

Description

options

Object

Block of callback functions

Description
The verify( ) method carries out a structural check of the objects contained in the Datastore to which it is applied. The datastore must be currently opened
by Wakanda, it can be the default datastore (available through the ds object) or any valid Datastore reference file, created for example using one of the .
The verify( ) method has the same functioning as the verifyDataStore( ) method, except that it only applies to an opened datastore from the current
solution. It therefore does not require parameters specifying the model and data files.
When this method is executed, the data cache is flushed and all operations accessing the data are blocked during the verification (requests to the server are
frozen).
options
In the options parameter, you can pass an object containing one or more callback functions. These functions will be called automatically by Wakanda's
maintenance or backup engine (with the relevant parameter(s)) when the corresponding event occurs. You then need to write code to handle the information
returned by these functions.
Note: You can omit the options parameter when processing a data file, but if an error occurs, you will not know the reason why it occurred.
The options parameter has the following callback functions:
openProgress: function(title, maxElements)
This function is called each time the engine starts processing a new group of elements or a new file, i.e., for each new progress event. For a
maintenance operation, the event could be the processing of entities for a datastore class, an index table, etc. For a backup operation, it could be the
backup of the journal file, the backup initialisation or the backup of the data file. This function is called with the following parameters:
title (string): label for the new progress event (e.g., "Verifying entities in datastore class #3").
maxElements (number): total number of elements to handle in the group (e.g., the number of entities in the datastore class).
You can use this function, for example, to open a progress indicator on the client to display the progress or to write the progress of the operation to a
log file on disk.
closeProgress: function()
This function is called when a progress event is closed. Progress events can be nested at multiple levels (e.g., one progress event can start checking all
the indexes and another one opens for each index). A closeProgress event is generated for each openProgress event.
progress: function(curElement, maxElements)
This function is called during a progress event for each element to be verified, repaired, compacted (e.g., an entity or an index page) or backed up.
This function is called with the following parameters:
curElement (number): position of the element currently being handled in the group.
maxElements (number): total number of elements to handle in the group (same value as in openProgress).
setProgressTitle: function(title)
This function is called when the title of a progress event has changed for some reason (e.g., when a missing piece of information is found while
verifying the data). This function is called with the following parameter:
title (string): new label for the progress event.
Note: This function is rarely called.
addProblem: function(problem)
This function is called when a problem has been detected in the data during a progress event. If an error occurs, only this function is called. It is
therefore mandatory to call this function if you want to know whether the verification of a data file was successful or not. This function is called with
the following parameter:
problem (object): object describing the problem. Information provided in this object depends on the type of the problem. For example, if an
entity cannot be read, the entity number is returned in the ErrorText property.
The problem object is returned with the following properties:
problem.ErrorText (string): complete description of the error
problem.ErrorNumber (number): error number
problem.ErrorType (number): internal code that returns the type of the error
problem.ErrorLevel (number): level of seriousness of the error. Available values are:
1=fatal error (currently unused)
2=regular error: serious errors including various kind of issues (wrong index type, invalid file header, checksum errors, data and
model inconsistencies...). Some regular errors may require the datastore to be repaired.
3=warning: minor errors, such as indexes that need to be rebuilt or externally stored blob field content that is not found.

verifyDataStore( )
void verifyDataStore( File model, File data, Object options )
Parameter

Type

Description

model
data
options

File
File
Object

Datastore's model file to verify
Data file to verify
Block of callback functions

Description
The verifyDataStore( ) method verifies the internal structure of the objects contained in the datastore designated by model and data.
model: pass a reference to the datastore's model file (whose extension is ".waModel").
data: specify a reference to model's data file (whose extension is ".waData") to check.
You can designate the current model file, but not the current data file. If you attempt to verify a data file that is currently open, an error will be generated.
The data file designated is opened in read only mode. Before calling this method, make sure that no application has access to this file in write mode because
the results of this data file verification may be distorted.

options

In the options parameter, you can pass an object containing one or more callback functions. These functions will be called automatically by Wakanda's
maintenance or backup engine (with the relevant parameter(s)) when the corresponding event occurs. You then need to write code to handle the information
returned by these functions.
Note: You can omit the options parameter when processing a data file, but if an error occurs, you will not know the reason why it occurred.
The options parameter has the following callback functions:
openProgress: function(title, maxElements)
This function is called each time the engine starts processing a new group of elements or a new file, i.e., for each new progress event. For a
maintenance operation, the event could be the processing of entities for a datastore class, an index table, etc. For a backup operation, it could be the
backup of the journal file, the backup initialisation or the backup of the data file. This function is called with the following parameters:
title (string): label for the new progress event (e.g., "Verifying entities in datastore class #3").
maxElements (number): total number of elements to handle in the group (e.g., the number of entities in the datastore class).
You can use this function, for example, to open a progress indicator on the client to display the progress or to write the progress of the operation to a
log file on disk.
closeProgress: function()
This function is called when a progress event is closed. Progress events can be nested at multiple levels (e.g., one progress event can start checking all
the indexes and another one opens for each index). A closeProgress event is generated for each openProgress event.
progress: function(curElement, maxElements)
This function is called during a progress event for each element to be verified, repaired, compacted (e.g., an entity or an index page) or backed up.
This function is called with the following parameters:
curElement (number): position of the element currently being handled in the group.
maxElements (number): total number of elements to handle in the group (same value as in openProgress).
setProgressTitle: function(title)
This function is called when the title of a progress event has changed for some reason (e.g., when a missing piece of information is found while
verifying the data). This function is called with the following parameter:
title (string): new label for the progress event.
Note: This function is rarely called.
addProblem: function(problem)
This function is called when a problem has been detected in the data during a progress event. If an error occurs, only this function is called. It is
therefore mandatory to call this function if you want to know whether the verification of a data file was successful or not. This function is called with
the following parameter:
problem (object): object describing the problem. Information provided in this object depends on the type of the problem. For example, if an
entity cannot be read, the entity number is returned in the ErrorText property.
The problem object is returned with the following properties:
problem.ErrorText (string): complete description of the error
problem.ErrorNumber (number): error number
problem.ErrorType (number): internal code that returns the type of the error
problem.ErrorLevel (number): level of seriousness of the error. Available values are:
1=fatal error (currently unused)
2=regular error: serious errors including various kind of issues (wrong index type, invalid file header, checksum errors, data and
model inconsistencies...). Some regular errors may require the datastore to be repaired.
3=warning: minor errors, such as indexes that need to be rebuilt or externally stored blob field content that is not found.
Example
The following function shows the various ways to manage information provided by the verifyDataStore( ) method:

function demoVerify()
{
function myOpenProgress(title, maxElements)
{
console.log(title+" on "+maxElements+" elements"); // log each new progress event
}
function myProgress(curElement, maxElements)
{
console.log("current element: "+curElement);
// events can be nested
}

// log each element

function myCloseProgress()
{
... // add code to handle the closing of the progress event
}
function myAddProblem(problem)
{
if (problem.ErrorLevel <= 2) // we only handle fatal or regular errors
{
this.storedProblems.push(problem); // fill the custom array
console.log(problem.ErrorText); // log the error description
}
}
var modelFile = File("c:/wakanda/mySolution/people.waModel");
var modelData = File("c:/wakanda/mySolution/people.waData");
var options = {
'openProgress': myOpenProgress,
'closeProgress': myCloseProgress,
'progress': myProgress,
'addProblem': myAddProblem,
// you can add any custom code here, it will be passed to the
// addProblem function in the 'this' keyword
'storedProblems':[] // we add an array to store any problems that arise

}
verifyDataStore(modelFile, modelData, options);
if (options.storedProblems.length > 0)
{
... // code to warn the user that some problems occurred
}
else
{
... // everything is ok
}
}

Entity
Working with Entities
In a Wakanda datastore, the entity is the basic unit of information and is structured by the datastore class to which it belongs. An entity is an object that
contains a value for each attribute in the class. The Datastore API provides all the tools you need to access, create, modify, and delete entities.
The Entity class provides you with methods so you can work with entities, which are divided into two types:
methods that work with entities and
methods that work with the entity iterator in an entity collection.
The next( ) and isLoaded( ) methods work with the iterator and the other methods apply to entities.
Creating an entity and assigning values to it
There are two ways to create a new entity in a datastore class and assign values to it:
Use the createEntity( ) method or
Use the new operator with the datastore class constructor.
It is important to note that in both cases, the entity is only created in memory. If you want to add it to the datastore, you must call the save( ) method.
Here is an illustration of both possibilities to create a new entity in the "employees" datastore class in the current datastore with "John" and "Dupont"
assigned to the firstname and name attributes.
Using createEntity( ):

function createWithMethod( )
{
// create an entity in Employee and assigning a variable
var emp = ds.Employee.createEntity();
emp.name = "Dupont";
// assign 'Dupont' to the 'name' attribute
emp.firstname = "John";
// assign 'John' to the 'firstname' attribute
...
emp.save();
// remember to save the entity
}
Using the new operator:

function createWithOperator( )
{
var emp = new ds.Employee();
// create a new object of the entity type
emp.name = "Dupont";
// assign 'Dupont' to the 'name' attribute
emp.firstname = "John";
// assign 'John' to the 'firstname' attribute
...
emp.save();
// save the entity
}
Using the new operator and assigning attributes through an object:

function createWithOperator2( )
{
// create the entity and assign values to the attributes directly through an object
var emp = new ds.Employee( { name:"Dupont", firstname:"John"} );
emp.save();
// save the entity
}
Note: Keep in mind that you can access a datastore class as a global object new Employee() and not only as a current datastore object new ds.Employee()
if you have checked the Allow Global Access option in the Data Model Editor at the class or model level (see Datastore Class Properties or Model
Properties).
Working with Object type attributes
Wakanda Server allows you to use Object type attributes (see Wakanda Data Types). These attributes can store any kind of property/value pairs, including
arrays. For the moment, however, functions and recursive references are not supported.
To store an object in an attribute, you assign the object to the attribute as shown below:

var rect = {upperLeft: {x: 2, y: 2},
lowerRight: {x: 4, y: 4},
rSize: "small"},
arrColors:[{top: "blue"},{bottom: "green"},{right: "black"},{left: "yellow"}]};
var firstEntity = ds.Shape.first();
firstEntity.desc = rect; //desc is an object type attribute
firstEntity.save();
You can then access any of the property values in the object:

var lr = firstEntity.desc.lowerRight.y;
//lr contains 4
var arr1 = firstEntity.desc.arrColors[2];
// col contains {right : "black"}
var arr2 = firstEntity.desc.arrColors[1].bottom;
// col contains "green"
The length property is available on all arrays in object attributes, so that you can get the number of array elements:

var nbCols = firstEntity.desc.arrColors.length;
//nbCols contains 4
Important: To edit the contents of an Object type attribute, you must use an intermediary variable; you cannot assign the value directly to an Object type
attribute. For example, if you want to edit the lowerRight property, you must write the following:

var firstEntity

= ds.Shape.first();

var temp = firstEntity.desc ; //variable to store the attribute
temp.lowerRight.x = 6;
temp.lowerRight.y = 6;
firstEntity.desc = temp; //assign the value
// firstEntity.desc.lowerRight.y = 6 is not supported
firstEntity.save();
You can query object type attributes like any attributes, using paths to the property to query. For example:

var coll = ds.Shape.query("desc.upperLeft.x == :1",2);
For a comprehensive description of query features for object type attributes, please refer to "Querying attributes of type object" paragraph.
All statistical methods in the Datastore Class and Entity Collection themes can be used with object type attributes, whatever the depth of the attribute
structure:
Datastore Class
average( )
compute( )
count( )
max( )
min( )
sum( )

Entity Collection
average( )
compute( )
count( )
max( )
min( )
sum( )

The following database methods are also supported with object type attributes:
Datastore Class
distinctValues( )
orderBy( ) (*)

Entity Collection
distinctValues( )
orderBy( ) (*)

(*) This method cannot be used with array properties.
Assigning values to relation attributes
In the architecture of Wakanda datastore classes, relation attributes directly contain data related to entities in the form of objects:
An N‐>1 type relation attribute contains an entity
A 1‐>N type relation attribute contains an entity collection
Let's look at the following (simplified) application:

In this example, an entity in the "Employee" datastore class contains an object of type Entity in the "employer" attribute (or a null value). An entity in the
"Company" datastore class contains an object of type EntityCollection in the "staff" attribute (or a null value).
To assign a value directly to the "employer" attribute, you must normally pass an existing entity from the "Company" entity collection. For example:

var emp = new ds.Employee();
// create an employee
emp.lastname = "Schmitt";
// assign a value to an attribute
emp.employer = ds.Company.find( "name = :1", "4D" ) ;
// assign an entity to the relation attribute
emp.save();
However, Wakanda provides an additional facility for entering a relation attribute for an N entity related to a 1 entity: you pass the primary key of the 1
entity directly when assigning a value to the relation attribute. For this to work, you pass data of type Number or Text (the primary key value) to the relation
attribute. Wakanda then automatically takes care of searching for the corresponding entity in the datastore class. For example:

var emp = new ds.Employee();
// create an employee
emp.lastname = "Graham"; // assign a value to an attribute
emp.employer = 2 ; // assign a primary key to the relation attribute
// Wakanda looks for the company whose primary key (in this case, its ID) is 2
// and assigns it to the employee
emp.save();
This is particularly useful when you are importing large amounts of data from a relational database. This type of import usually contains an "ID" column,
which references a primary key that you can then assign directly to a relation attribute.
This also means that you can assign primary keys in the N entities without corresponding entities having already been created in the 1 datastore class. If you
assign a primary key that does not exist in the related datastore class, it is nevertheless stored and assigned by Wakanda as soon as this 1 entity is created.
You can assign or modify the value of a "1" related entity attribute from the "N" datastore class directly through the related attribute. For example, if you
want to modify the name attribute of a related Company entity of an Employee entity, you can write:

var emp = ds.Employee(2);
// load the Employee entity with primary key is 2
emp.employer.name = "4D, Inc.";
// modify the name attribute of the related Company
emp.employer.save(); //save the related attribute
//the related entity is updated
Finding an entity using its class
You can find an entity using its datastore class only. You can either use its primary key or one or more attribute value(s) passed in the form of an object.
Searching an entity by its primary key

To do so, simply pass the value of the primary key as a parameter to the class. For example:

var emp = ds.Employee( 50 ); // return the entity whose primary key is 50
var inv = ds.Invoice ( "DGGX20030" ); // return the entity whose primary key value is "DGGX20030"
Searching an entity by attribute value(s)
To do this, just pass the requested values in an attribute/value pair standard object. If you pass several pairs, they are related through a logical AND.
For example:

var emp = ds.Employee( {lastName: "Smith", firstName: "John"});
// return the entity whose value in the lastName attribute is 'Smith'
// and value in the firstName attribute is 'John'
This principle is similar to using the find( ) method. As is also true for this method, if more than one entitiy matches the criteria (search on attribute values
only), the first entity found in the collection is returned.

Locking Entities
You often need to manage possible conflicts that might arise when several users load and attempt to modify the same entities at the same time. Wakanda
provides you with two entity locking modes:
an automatic "optimistic" mode, suitable for most web applications,
a session‐based "pessimistic" mode allowing you to lock entities prior to their access.
Automatic Optimistic Lock
This automatic mechanism is based on the concept of "optimistic locking" which is particularly suited to the issues of Web applications. This concept is
characterized by the following operating principles:
All entities can always be loaded in read‐write; there is no a priori "locking" of entities.
Each entity has an internal locking stamp that is incremented each time it is saved.
When a client tries to save an entity on the server using the save( ) method, the Wakanda server compares the stamp value of the entity to be saved
with that of the entity found in the data (in the case of a modification):
When the values match, the entity is saved and the internal stamp value is incremented.
When the values do not match, it means that another client has modified this entity in the meantime. The save is not performed and an error is
returned.
The following diagram illustrates optimistic locking:
1. Two users load the same entity.

2. The first user modifies the entity and validates the change. The save( ) method is called. The Wakanda engine automatically compares the internal stamp
value of the modified entity with that of the entity stored in the data. Since they match, the entity is saved and its stamp value is incremented.

3. The second user also modifies the loaded entity and validates their changes. The save( ) method is called. Since the stamp value of the modified entity
does not match the one of the entity stored in the data, the save is not performed and an error is returned.

Note that when the same entity is modified simultaneously by two different users, the mechanism continues to work because the notion of simultaneous
events does not exist at the engine level where requests are always processed sequentially.
When this situation occurs, you can, for example, reload the entity on the server using the refresh( ) method so that you can try to make the modification
again.
When the save( ) method is called from a client machine through the WAF API, you benefit from an automatic mechanism by which the server returns the
entity as it is stored on the server (see save( )). In this case, the server returns the entity as it is currently saved on the server to the client making the
request. This means that you can then propose to the user to cancel or redo their changes. It is up to you to anticipate and manage this possibility in your
code.
Note: The server returns the entire entity and not just the modified attributes; this way any processing on the server side (for example, the calculation of
an attribute based on one or more other attributes, such as "firstname+lastname") is applied prior to returning the information.

Pessimistic Lock
You can lock and unlock entities on demand when accessing data. When an entity is getting locked within a user session, it is loaded in read/write in this
single session but it is locked for all other sessions. The entity can only be loaded in read‐only mode in these sessions; its values cannot be edited nor saved.
This locking mode is compliant with Connectors Pro, which allow you, for example, to connect a Wakanda application to a 4D database (see Connector Pro:
Wakanda/4D).
This feature is based upon two methods of the Entity class:
lock( )
unlock( )
For more information, please refer to the descriptions for these methods.

getDataClass( )
DatastoreClass getDataClass( )
Returns

DatastoreClass

Datastore class to which the entity is attached

Description
The getDataClass( ) method returns the datastore class (object of the DatastoreClass type) of the entity. This method is useful when writing generic code.
Example
In the onInit event of an extended datastore class, you want to fill in the 'category' attribute the name of the derived class. You can write:

model.Manager.events.init = function(event)
{
//get the name of the class of the entity
var myType = this.getDataClass().getName();
//fill it in the category attribute
this.category = myType;
};

getKey( )
Number | String getKey( )
Returns

Number, String

Primary key value of the entity

Description
The getKey( ) method returns the primary key value of the entity to which it is applied.
Primary keys can be numbers or strings. Longint, Long64, Number, String, or UUID datastore class attributes are supported primary keys.
Example
To get the primary key value of the 'Smith' entity:

var ent = ds.Person.find("name = :1", "Smith");
var key = ent.getKey();

getModifiedAttributes( )
Array getModifiedAttributes( )
Returns

Array

Array of attribute names

Description
The getModifiedAttributes( ) method returns an array containing the names of attributes that have been modified in the entity.
This method is useful in validation control functions.
Example
Given this datastore class:

When an existing Invoice entity is saved, you never want to allow the ID or the invoiceDate attributes to be changed. So, your validation code might look like:

onValidate:function()
{
var result = {error: 0}; //default is no error
if (!this.isNew()) //entity is NOT new so…
{
//get the array of attributes that were changed
var attributeMods = this.getModifiedAttributes();
//cycle through them
attributeMods.forEach(function(attribName){
switch (attribName){
case 'ID': //if the ID was changed
case 'invoiceDate': //or the invoiceDate was changed
//assign an error number and message
result = {error: 1000, errorMessage: 'Invalid Change'};
break;
}
});
}
return result; //return result regardless
}

getStamp( )
Number getStamp( )
Returns

Number

Current stamp value of the entity

Description
The getStamp( ) method returns the current value of the internal stamp of the entity to which it is applied.
The internal locking stamp is automatically incremented by Wakanda each time the entity is saved on the server. It manages concurrent user access and
modifications to the same entities on the server. For more information about this mechanism, please refer to the Locking Entities section.

getTimeStamp( )
Date getTimeStamp( )
Returns

Date

Date of last backup of the entity

Description
The getTimeStamp( ) method returns the timestamp of the last save of the entity to which it is applied. The Date object returned is expressed in local
format.

isLoaded( )
Boolean isLoaded( )
Returns

Boolean

True if entity is loaded in memory. Otherwise, it returns False.

Description
The isLoaded( ) method works with the entity iterator, used in loops within collections. It checks whether the iterator points to an entity that is currently
loaded in memory.
The method returns True if the entity is loaded and False otherwise.

isModified( )
Boolean isModified( )
Returns

Boolean

True if the values of the entity attributes have been modified and not yet saved. Otherwise, it returns False.

Description
The isModified( ) method returns True when the entity to which it is applied has been modified since the last time it was loaded from the datastore and has
not yet been saved. Otherwise, it returns False. You can use this method to find out if you need to save the entity.
This method always returns True for a new entity.
Example
In this example, we check to see if it is necessary to save the entity:

emp = ds.Employee.first();
//... process the data in the entity
If (emp.isModified())
// if at least one of the attributes has been changed
emp.save();
// otherwise, no need to save the entity

isNew( )
Boolean isNew( )
Returns

Boolean

True if entity has just been created and not yet saved. Otherwise, it returns False.

Description
The isNew( ) method returns True if the entity to which it is applied has just been created and has not yet been saved in the datastore. Otherwise, it returns

False.

lock( )
Boolean lock( )
Returns

Boolean

True if the entity is locked for the session, false otherwise

Description
The lock( ) method tries to lock the entity for the session and returns true if the entity is locked successfully, or false if the entity is already locked by
another session.
The scope of the method is the session: once the entity has been locked, the method returns true in all threads of the session; (this is the case for example if
the user opens different tabs in the same session). Only threads belonging to the "locking" session are allowed to edit and save the attributes of the entity.
The entity can be loaded in read‐only by other sessions, but they will not be able to enter and save values (an error is returned by the server).
If the locking attempt fails, the method returns false. This situation happens when another session has already locked the entity, and prevents all other
sessions to edit the values of the entity. In the context of a user action, you can take appropriate action, such as giving the user the choice of waiting for the
entity to be free, or skipping the operation.
A locked entity is unlocked:
when the unlock( ) is called from the locking session
automatically, when the locking session is closed on the server, after a timeout for example.
By combining lock( ) and unlock( ) tests, you can make sure that entities cannot be edited concurrently from different sessions.
This "pessimistic locking" mechanism can be used in applications where concurrent read/write accesses may be an issue. Usually, the automatic "optimistic
locking" described in the Locking Entities section should address such accesses with more flexibility.
Note: lock( ) is compatible with Connector Pro architectures: for example, an entity locked from the Wakanda side will also be locked for all users on the
4D side (see Connector Pro: Wakanda/4D).
Example
In your model on the server side, you can create an entity‐based datastore class method that locks the entity and returns the result:

model.Employee.entityMethods.tryLock = function() {
var isFree = this.lock()
return isFree ; //true if entity can be edited, false otherwise
};
model.Employee.entityMethods.tryLock.scope = "public";
For demonstration purposes, on the client side you add the Lock entity button that calls this method on the current datasource and logs the result. Here is
the code for the button:

button1.click = function button1_click (event)
{
sources.employee.tryLock(
{
onSuccess:function(event){
console.log(event.result)
}
});
};
When Pierre clicks the button, the current entity becomes locked and is editable:

If Jean, from another machine, clicks the button, the entity is already locked; it returns false:

If Jean tries to edit the entity, an error is returned by the server and the modification will be refused:

next( )
Entity | Null next( )
Returns

Entity, Null

Next entity in the iteration or Null if there is no next entity

Description
The next( ) method works with the entity iterator. It puts the entity pointer on the next entity within an iteration of entities, for example in a for loop.
The method returns a reference to the next entity of the collection (if any), that you can process as the current entity. If there is no valid next entity in the
collection (i.e. you are one the last entity of the collection), the method returns Null.
Example
In this example, we search for all the French names and converts them to uppercase letters:

var myColl = ds.People.query("nationality = :1", "FR");
for (var onePerson = myColl.first(); onePerson != null; onePerson=onePerson.next())
// Start with the first entity and check whether it is not null
// then move onePerson to the next entity
// onePerson will return null after the last entity of the collection
{
onePerson.name = onePerson.name.toUpperCase();
onePerson.save();
}
Same example as the previous one but using a while statement:

var myColl = ds.People.query("nationality = :1", "FR");
var onePerson = myColl.first();
while (onePerson != null)
{
onePerson.name = onePerson.name.toUpperCase();
onePerson.save();
onePerson=onePerson.next();
}

refresh( )
void refresh( )

Description

The refresh( ) method reloads the entity as it is stored in the datastore.
If values are modified and not saved, they are lost.
This method is useful, for example, when you attempt to save an entity but receive an error because this entity was modified in the meantime by another
user (see Locking Entities). In this case, you can reload the entity from the server in order to redo the modifications.

release( )
void release( )

Description
The release( ) method releases the entity from memory.
Once unloaded by this method, the entity is not unusable. Wakanda keeps a reference to the entity and automatically reloads it as soon as it becomes used
again.
This utility method lets you optimize memory consumption when the server needs to load and work with numerous large objects, such as pictures or BLOBs.
In principle, the garbage collection mechanism of JavaScript will purge unused objects from memory. However, this mechanism operates autonomously and
can prove to be insufficient in some cases. For example, when the server has loaded dozens of large pictures on the JavaScript side, only references are
handled, which may not require the intervention of the garbage collector. However, on the server side, the memory is in high demand. In a case like this, it
is useful to be able to "force" entities to be unloaded using the release( ) method.
Note that after calling release( ), if you want to make sure that the JavaScript reference to an entity has been deleted without having to wait for garbage
collection (and thus for a subsequent access to the entity to return an error), you must force its value to null. For example:

myEntity.release();
myEntity = null;

// unload the entity from the server
// delete its reference

remove( )
void remove( )

Description
Note: You can also call this method using its alias drop( ).
The remove( ) method removes the entity from the datastore.
When this method is executed, it triggers a call to the onRemove event on the server if it has been set for the entity's datastore class or one of the datastore
class attributes.
When this method is executed, it triggers a call to the remove event on the server if it has been set for the entity's datastore class or one of the datastore
class attributes.
The deleting of an entity can be refused and an error returned by this event (see [#title id="1605" anchor="616816"/]).
Deleting this entity is permanent and cannot be undone (except if you are working in Transactions).
Example
You can easily add a method named "remove" to a datastore class of type "entity," then you can call it directly from the browser and use it to delete an
entity:

// Customer datastore class method
model.Customer.entityMethods.remove = function() {
this.remove();
};
Example
It is usually a good technique to use a try/catch JavaScript structure to capture errors:

var thePerson = ds.Person(100); //select the entity to remove
try {
thePerson.remove();
var message = "Person deleted successfully."
} catch(e) {
// handle error
var message = "Cannot delete person: "+ e.message;
}

save( )
void save( )

Description
The save( ) method saves the changes made to the entity in the datastore.
On the server, any code associated to the datastore class's onValidate and onSave events is executed.
On the server, any code associated to the datastore class and attribute events is executed. If defined, events are called in the following order:
1.
2.
3.
4.

validate on each attribute
validate on the datastore class
save on the datastore class
save on each attribute

You must call this method after creating or modifying an entity if you want to save changes made to it.

If the entity is modified by another user between the moment it is loaded and when it is saved, an error is generated (see Locking Entities). You can manage
this error by using a try/catch structure (see Example 2 below).
Example
This example imports a list of users into the datastore from a text file located in the project's "data" subfolder:

function importUsers(){
var theFile = File(application.getFolder("path") + 'data/' + 'users.txt');
// getFolder() returns the project's folder
var theStream = TextStream(theFile, "read");
// use TextStream() to get the contents of the text file
var columns;
while (!theStream.end()){
// up to the end of the file
columns = theStream.read("\n").split(' ');
// get the contents and put them in an array
var oneUser = new ds.User({
// create an entity in the User datastore class
firstname : columns[0],
lastname : columns[1],
login :
columns[0].toLowerCase(),
password : columns[1].toLowerCase()
// assign a login/password by default
});
oneUser.save();
// save the user
}
theStream.close();
// close the connection with the file
}
Example
You can intercept and manage the error returned by the engine when the entity's internal stamp being saved is different from the one that is saved in the
data (see Locking Entities).
To do this, you can place the save statement in a try/catch type structure. For example:

// select an entity and change its name to uppercase
function toUpperEmployee(lastName, firstName)
{
var emp = ds.Employee.find("lastName = :1 and firstName = :2", lastName, firstName);
emp.lastName.toUppercase();
try
{
emp.save();
}
catch(e)
... // put the error-processing code here
{
}
When there is an error, you receive various pieces of information about it in e:
e.line = line number of the script that triggered the error
e.message = top‐level error message. In this case: "The entity # of the 'Employee' class could not be saved".
e.messages = array containing the error messages with element 0 containing the top‐level message
e.sourceId = error code

toString( )
String toString( )
Returns

String

String version of the entity or the entity collection

Description
The toString( ) method returns a string representation of the entity or entity collection. Attribute values are converted to text when their type allows this,
and are separated by commas.
This method is especially useful for debugging.

unlock( )
void unlock( )

Description
The unlock( ) method unlocks the entity in the running session.
This method must be called after the lock( ) method to unlock the entity for the other sessions.
A locked entity is unlocked:
when the unlock( ) is called from the locking session
automatically, when the locking session is closed on the server.
If the entity was not locked for the session, or if the entity was locked from another session, the method does nothing.
Example

In your model on the server side, you can create an entity‐based datastore class method that unlocks the entity if it is locked:

model.Employee.entityMethods.removeLock = function() {
if (this.lock()); //if it is locked for the session
this.unlock();
};
model.Employee.entityMethods.removeLock.scope = "public";

valid( )
Boolean valid( )
Returns

Boolean

True if a current entity reference exists. Otherwise, it returns False.

validate( )
Boolean validate( )
Returns

Boolean

True in case of success

Description
The validate( ) method passes the entity through the validation process.
On the server, the code associated with the onValidate event is executed.
On the server, the code associated with the validate (attribute) and validate (datastore class) event(s) is executed.
You can call this method after creating or modifying an entity, when you want to check changes made to it before trying to save it.
If the entity fails the validation process (for example if one of its attribute values does not respect your business application rules), an exception is
generated. You can manage this error by using a try/catch structure.
If the entity successfully passes the validation process, validate( ) returns true. Keep in mind that the entity is not saved until you actually call the save( )
method.
Example
You want the user to be able to check that their data entry is valid before trying to save an entity.
In your Page (client‐side), you add a "Check validity" button that calls a datastore class method (applied to the entity) and displays an alert dialox box:

Check.click = function Check_click (event)
{
var onSuccessFunction = function(event) { // if validation is successful
alert('All entries are valid'); // display a standard message
}
var onErrorFunction = function(result) { //in case of a validation error
var x = result.error[0]; // get the exception
alert(x.message); // display the message
}
source.elem.checkValidity({
onSuccess: onSuccessFunction,
onError: onErrorFunction
}); // call the checkValidity datastore class method of the 'elem' server datasource
};
The datastore class method executes the validate( ) method and returns the appropriate result:

checkValidity:function()
{
try {
return this.validate(); // returns true if successful
}
catch (e) {
throw { // if fail
// send an exception with the customized message
// from the error stack
message: e.messages[e.messages.length - 1]
};
}
}
The validate' event of the datastore class could check any rule related to your business logic:

model.Elem.events.validate = function(event) //onValidate until Wakanda v8
{
if (this.name == "Unknown") {
return {
error: 100, // an object with 'error' will make validation fail
errorMessage: "The name cannot be 'Unknown'"
};
}
}
In case of an invalid entry, you don't have to do anything else because the entity is not saved:

Entity Attribute
The attributes of datastore classes are objects that you can access directly as properties of these classes. For example:

var salary = ds.Employee.salary; // return the salary attribute in the Employee class
var compCity = ds.Company.city; // return the city attribute in the Company class
The returned objects are of the EntityAttribute class. These objects have methods and properties that you can use and read to get information about your
datastore attributes. These properties can be useful for generic programming.

name
Description
The name property returns the name of the EntityAttribute object as a string.
Note: When you have created attributes named "name", it is a good idea to use the getName( ) method instead of the name property, to avoid unexpected
results.

kind
Description
The kind property returns the category of the attribute. Returned value can be one of the following:
"storage": storage (or scalar) attribute, includes inherited attributes
"calculated": calculated attribute
"relatedEntity": n ‐> 1 relation attribute
"relatedEntities": 1 ‐> n relation attribute
"alias": alias attribute
Note: For inherited attributes, "parent" categories are returned.
For more information about attribute kinds, please refer to the Attribute Categories paragraph.

type
Description
The type property returns:
for storage, calculated and alias attributes, the native type name. Possible values are:
blob
bool
byte
date
duration
image
long
long64
number
object (v10)
string
uuid
word
For more information about native types, please refer to the Scalar Attribute Types paragraph.
for 1 ‐> n relation attributes, the collection name of the related datastore class.
for n ‐> 1 relation attributes, the related datastore class name.

indexType
Description
The indexType property returns the type of index associated with the attribute. Returned value can be one of the following:
"btree"
"cluster"
"keywords"
"auto"
"objectPath" (object type attributes only)
The property contains an empty string for non indexed attributes and attributes whose index type is automatically set by the server, such as IDs or relation
attributes.
For more information on index types, please refer to the description of the indexKind property in the Model API.

indexed
Description
The indexed property returns true if the attribute is associated with a standard index (i.e. of "B‐Tree" or "Cluster" kind).
To know if an attribute is associated with a "Keywords" index, you need to use the fullTextIndexed property.

fullTextIndexed
Description

The fullTextIndexed property returns true if the attribute is associated with an index of the "Keywords" kind. Keyword indexes are only available for String
type attributes. For more information, please refer to the Attributes section in the Wakanda Studio Reference Guide.

dataClass
Description
The dataClass property returns the datastore class to which the entity attribute belongs.
Example
We want to get an array of all values stored for the "name" attribute of the "fullName" datastore class attribute:

var namevals = ds.Person.fullName.dataClass.toArray("name");
// namevals[0] contains { name: "Smith"}
// namevals[1] contains { name: "Dupont"}
// ...

relatedDataClass
Description
The relatedDataClass property returns the related datastore class of the relation attribute.
When this property is applied to storage attributes, it returns null.

scope
Description
The scope method returns the current scope property value of the attribute.
The scope property controls the availabilty of an object on the server and the clients. For more information about how to set the scope property for an
attribute, please refer to the Attribute Properties paragraph.
Four values can be returned for an attribute:
"public": a public attribute can be used from anywhere, including the client‐side framework (WAF).
"public on server": a public on server attribute can only be accessed on the server, it is excluded from the WAF.
"protected" (currently not implemented ‐ behaves like "public on server"): a protected attribute is excluded from the WAF and is only available from
within code attached to its datastore class or to classes extended from its class. This includes class methods, class events and calculated attribute
methods associated with the class or any inheriting classes.
"private" (currently not implemented ‐ behaves like "public on server"): a private attribute is excluded from the WAF and can only be accessed by
code attached to its own datastore class.
By default, the scope is public.
Note that scope can also be defined globally at the datastore class level (only "public" and "public on server" options are available for datastore classes).

getName( )
String getName( )
Returns

String

Attribute name

Description
The getName( ) method returns the name of the EntityAttribute object as a string.
This method is similar to the name property but can be useful to avoid ambiguity if you have created attributes named "name".

toString( )
String toString( )
Returns

String

Name of attribute as a string

Description
The toString( ) method returns the name of the EntityAttribute object as a string.

Entity Collection
Working with Entity Collections on the Server
Entity collections are sets of entities that belong to the same datastore class. An entity collection can contain 0, 1 or X entities from the datastore class ‐‐
where X can represent the total number of entities contained in the datastore class. In most cases, you can work with the "datastoreclass" or
"ds.datastoreclass" object as you would with an entity collection containing all the entities of "datastoreclass" (see Working with datastore classes).
Entity collections can be "sorted" or "unsorted". This point is discussed in the Unsorted vs Sorted Entity Collections section.
Creating an Entity Collection
You can create an object of type EntityCollection as follows:
Querying the entities in a datastore class (see the query( ) method);
Using the all( ) method to select all the entities in a datastore class;
Using the createEntityCollection( ) method to create a blank entity collection object.
You can simultaneously create and use as many different entity collections as you want for a datastore class.
In Wakanda, entity collections are a class of objects that have their own properties.
Selecting an Entity: [ ]
Entities are a class of Wakanda objects that you work with directly on the server side. In an entity collection object, you can easily access entities using the
standard JavaScript array syntax.
For example, to load the sixth and seventh entity of the 'myEntSet' entity collection in memory:

var myEntity6 = myEntSet[5]; // element numbers start at 0
var myEntity7 = myEntSet[6];
Once you get the entity references, you can work with them just like you do standard JavaScript objects.
Note: You can get a reference to the first entity of an entity collection using the first( ) method.
Counting Entities: length Property and count( ) Function
You can find out how many entities are in an entity collection by using the length property or the count( ) function:

var myCount = myEntSet.length;
// myCount contains the number of entities in the entity collection
// exactly the same as calling the count() function without specifying an argument
var myCount2 = myEntSet.count();
Using Several Entity Collections in the Same Datastore class
In the following example, we create the getOlder( ) function to compare two people's date of birth and return the older one:

function getOlder(person1, person2) // this function expects two arguments
{
var result;
if (person1.dateOfBirth < person2.dateOfBirth) // we compare the value of one property for each argument
result = person1;
else
result = person2;
return result;
}
You can then pass two entities as arguments to the getOlder( ) function to retrieve the entity of the oldest person. For example, we can call this function
from the comparePeople( ) function that first performs a query with two first and last names passed as strings:

function comparePeople(lastName1, firstName1, lastName2, firstName2)
{
// we use the parameterized query notation
var set1 = ds.People.query("lastname = :1 and firstname = :2", lastName1, firstName1);
If (set1.length != 0) // if the entity collection set is not empty
{
var p1 = set1[0]; // reduce the entity collection to the first entity
}
var set2 = ds.People.query("lastname = :1 and firstname = :2", lastName2, firstName2);
If (set2.length != 0) // if the entity collection is not empty
{
var p2 = set2[0]; // reduce the entity collection to the first entity
}
var theOlder = getOlder(p1, p2); // call the function that returns p1 or p2
return theOlder;
}
We can then call the comparePeople( ) function with values; it returns an entity:

var theOld = comparePeople("Dupont", "John", "Durand", "Peter")
Note: This example illustrates the use of entity collections and entities; from a functional standpoint, it could be optimized.
Note that references for entity collections and entities that are not used are removed automatically from memory by JavaScript; you do not have to worry
about them.
Projecting Attribute Values

You can use datastore attributes as properties of entity collections to get a "projection" of the collection values. The returned values depend on the category
of the attributes used: scalar or relation.
Consider the very classic "Employee/Company" datastore model:

You can access directly to data and related data through entity collections. For example:

// Create an entity collection of employees
var empCol = ds.Employee.query("salary > :1", 2000);
// You can then access to data
var arNames = empCol.empName; //arNames gets an array of employee names
var compCol = empCol.employer; //compCol is an entity collection of companies
// in this case, it contains one company
// Now we create an entity collection of companies
var compCol2 = ds.Company.query("city= :1 or city= :2", "Paris","London");
var empCol2 = compCol2.employees;
// empCol2 is an entity collection of employees whose company headquarters
// are located in Paris or in London
Now, Imagine an application that establishes a many‐to‐many relation using intermediary datastore classes. We will use the example of an application for a
school where students, inscriptions, courses, and teachers are related. Here is a (simplified) view of the model:

Download the example solution
You can easily work with related data through entity collections:
To get a list of teachers for a student:

var aStudent = ds.Student.find("lastName = John and firstName = Smith" );
if ( aStudent != null ) // a student was found
var theTeachers = aStudent.courses.teacher;
// theTeachers gets a collection of teachers
// Uses the 'courses.teacher' relation attribute on a collection
// to build another entity collection
To get a list of students whose teachers are aged more than 60 years:

var theStudents = ds.Student.query("courses.teacher.age > 60");
// Uses the 'courses.teacher' relation attribute to query
For more information, please refer to the {attributeName} property description in the API.
Browsing Entities in an Entity Collection
You often need to perform repeated actions to entities in an entity collection, like retrieving and modifying values of certain attributes. For example, you
may want to apply a raise of X percent to the 'salary' attribute in an entity collection of employees, or you may want to put in uppercase all the proper names
(as in the examples below).
You have three ways to proceed. Your particular application will determine the one you choose. The third solution is the most optimized and should be
preferred in most cases.
Browsing the attributes in a loop using a counter

var myEntSet = ds.People.query("....");

//build the entity collection

var numElems = myEntSet.length;
//determine the number of entities found
for (var i = 0; i < numElems; i++) // define the loop
{
var onePerson = myEntSet[i];
// get each entity in the entity collection
onePerson.name = onePerson.name.toUpperCase();
onePerson.save();
// save the modifications made to it
}
Browsing in a 'for' loop using the entity iterator

var myColl = ds.People.query("....");

//build the entity collection

for (var onePerson = myColl.first(); onePerson != null; onePerson=onePerson.next())
// Start with the first entity in the entity collection. Test whether it is not null,
// then increment the position of onePerson in the entity collection.
// onePerson will return null after the last entity of the collection
{
onePerson.name = onePerson.name.toUpperCase();
onePerson.save();
}
This code uses the entity iterator, which can be accessed using the methods in the Entity class.
Browsing with the forEach( ) method

var myEntSet = ds.People.query("...."); //build the entity collection
myEntSet.forEach(function(onePerson)
// forEach executes a function on each entity
// this function receives the entity being processed as a parameter
{
onePerson.name = onePerson.name.toUpperCase();
// unnecessary to save in this case; forEach does it
// automatically when a modification is made
});
This code is preferred in most cases.
queryPlan and queryPath
Objects in the EntityCollection class that are generated through queries can have the following two properties: queryPlan and queryPath. To calculate and
return these properties, you just need to add queryPlan:true and/or queryPath: true in the option object parameter of the query() method.
For example:

var mySet = ds.Employee.query("salary > :1 and employer.name = :2", 2000, "ACME", {queryPlan:true, queryPath: true})
var thePlan = mySet.queryPlan // query plan
var thePath = mySet.queryPath // query path
These properties are objects that contain information about how the server performs composite queries internally through datastore classes and relations:
queryPlan: object containing the detailed description of the query just before it was executed (i.e., the planned query).
queryPath: object containing the detailed description of the query as it was actually performed.
The information recorded includes the query type (indexed and sequential) and each necessary subquery along with conjunction operators. Query paths also
contain the number of entities found and the time required to execute each search criterion. You may find it useful to analyze this information while
developing your application. Generally, the description of the query plan and its path are identical but they can differ because Wakanda can implement
dynamic optimizations when a query is executed in order to improve performance. For example, the Wakanda engine can dynamically convert an indexed
query into a sequential one if it estimates that it is faster. This particular case can occur when the number of entities being searched for is low.
For example, if you execute the following query:

var mySet = ds.Employee.query("age < :1 and worksFor.name == :2 or worksFor.city == :4 and ID > :3", 40, "Apple", "Cuperti
mySet.queryPlan:

mySet.queryPath:

Unsorted vs Sorted Entity Collections
Entity collections created on the server can be sorted or unsorted. Basically, both objects have a similar functionality but there are some differences
regarding their performance and available features. You can decide which type of entity collection to use according to your specific needs.
Comparing Collection Types
Unsorted entity collections (UEC) are built upon bit tables in memory. An unsorted entity collection contains one bit for every entity in the dataclass,
regardless of whether the entity is actually in the collection. Each bit is equal to 1 or 0, to indicate whether or not the entity is included in the
collection. It is a very compact representation for each entity.
As a consequence, operations using UEC are very fast. Also, unsorted entity collections are very economical in terms of memory space. The size of a
UEC, in bytes, is always equal to the total number of entities in the dataclass divided by 8. For example, if you create a UEC for a dataclass containing
10,000 entities, it takes up 1,250 bytes, which is about 1.2K in RAM.
On the other hand, unsorted entity collections cannot be ordered. You cannot rely on the position of entities within the collection. Also, you cannot
have more than one reference to the same entity in the collection: each entity can only be added once.
Sorted entity collections (SEC) are built upon longint arrays (containing entity references) in memory. Each reference to an entity takes 4 bytes in
memory. Processing and maintaining such collections takes more time and requires more memory space than unsorted collections.
On the other hand, they can be ordered or reordered, and you can rely on entity positions. Also, you can add more than one reference to the same
entity.
The following table summarizes the main characteristics of each type of entity collection:
Feature
Processing speed
Size in memory
Sortable
Can contain several references to an entity

UEC
very fast
very small
no
no

SEC
slower
larger
yes
yes

For optimization reasons, by default Wakanda usually creates unsorted collections, except when you use the orderBy( ) method or use the appropriate
options (see below). In this documentation, unless specified, "entity collection" usually refers to an "unsorted entity collection".
Creating Sorted or Unsorted Collections
As mentioned above, by default Wakanda creates and handles unsorted entity collections as a result of operations such as queries or comparisons like and( ).
Sorted entity collections are created only when necessary or when specifically request using options.
Sorted Collections

Sorted entity collections are created in the following cases:
result of an orderBy( ) on a collection (of any type) or an orderBy( ) on a dataclass
result of the createEntityCollection( ) method with the "KeepSorted" option
use of the add( ) method with the "atTheEnd" option
Unsorted Collections

Unsorted collections are created in the following cases:
result of a standard query( ) on a collection (of any type) or a query( ) on a dataclass
result of the createEntityCollection( ) method without any option (or with the "AnyOrder" option)
use of the add( ) method without any option
result of any of the comparison methods, whatever the input collection types: or( ), and( ), minus( ).
Note that when a sorted entity collection becomes an unsorted entity collection, any repeated entity references are removed.
If you want to transform a sorted entity collection to an unsorted one, you can just apply an and( ) operation to it, for example:

//myColl is a sorted entity collection
myColl = myColl.and(myColl);
//myColl is now an unsorted entity collection

length
Description
The length property returns the number of entities in the entity collection. For example:

var myCount = myEntSet.length;

// myCount contains the number of entities in the entity collection

queryPlan
Description
The queryPlan property contains the detailed description of the query just before it is executed (i.e., the planned query). This property is available for
objects in the EntityCollection class generated through queries if the queryPlan:true option was passed as parameter to the query() method.
For more information, refer to the queryPlan and queryPath paragraph.

queryPath
Description
The queryPath property contains detailed description of the query as it was actually performed by Wakanda Server. This property is available for objects in
the EntityCollection class generated through queries if the queryPath:true option was passed as parameter to the query() method.
For more information, refer to the queryPlan and queryPath paragraph.

{attributeName}
Description
Any datastore class attribute can be used as a property of an entity collection to return a "projection" of values for the attribute in the entity collection.
Projected values can be an array or a new entity collection, depending on the category (scalar or relation) of the attribute.
Projections for scalar attributes

Used as a property of an entity collection, a scalar attribute returns an array of scalar values. For example:

var planets = ds.Planet.query("planetSystem := 1", "Solar"); //collection of planets
var localPlanets = planets.name;
//this code projects into localPlanets an array of names (strings)
//localPlanets[0] contains "Venus"
//localPlanets[1] contains "Mercury"
//localPlanets[2] contains "Mars"...
This feature highly reduces the code necessary to get values from entity collection attributes, as shown in the following example:

//We want to get a list a comma-separated names
//Code for a datastore class method applied to a collection
var names = [];
this.forEach (function (entity) {
names.push(entity.name);
});
return names.join(', ');
Using the entity collection projection feature, the same code can be written on a single line:

//Code for a datastore class method applied to a collection
return this.name.join(', ');
Projections for relation attributes

Used as a property of an entity collection, a relation attribute returns a new entity collection. For example:

var myParts = ds.Part.query('ID < 100'); //Return parts with an ID less than 100
var myInvoices = myParts.invoiceItems.itemInvoice;
// All invoices with at least one line item related to a part in myParts
The last line will return an entity collection, in myInvoices, of all invoices that have at least one invoice item related to a part in the myParts entity
collection.
When a relation attribute is used as a property of an entity collection, the result is always another entity collection, even if only one entity is returned. When
a relation attribute is used as a property of an entity collection and no entities are returned, the result is an empty entity collection, not null.

add( )
void add( EntityCollection | Entity toAdd [, String | Boolean atTheEnd] )
Parameter

Type

Description

toAdd
atTheEnd

EntityCollection, Entity
String, Boolean

Entity collection or entity to add
"AtTheEnd" or true = add the end of the collection, "AnyWhere" or false = insert anywhere in the collection (default)

Description
The add( ) method adds the entity or entity collection passed in the toAdd parameter to the entity collection.
Depending on the type of the entity collection to which the method is applied, the element passed in the toAdd parameter can be added to the end or
anywhere in the entity collection:
If it is a sorted entity collection, the toAdd element is added to the end of the entity collection and the method creates new references to the added
elements. If an added entity already belongs to the entity collection where the method is applied, it is duplicated and a new reference is added.
For an unsorted entity collection, the entity or entity collection is added anywhere in the collection, with no specific order. In this case, if you want
the toAdd element to be added at the end of the entity collection, you need to pass the "AtTheEnd" string or True in the atTheEnd parameter. The
toAdd element is then added to the end and the entity collection is transformed into a sorted entity collection.
By default, if the atTheEnd parameter is omitted or if you pass "AnyWhere" or False, the original type of the entity collection is left unchanged. Using
"AtTheEnd" with an already sorted collection is not necessary.
For more information about sorted and unsorted collections, please refer to the Unsorted vs Sorted Entity Collections section.
Note that this method cannot be applied directly to a datastore class.
Example

Yo want to create an entity collection containing the first entity of the datastore class as well as entities from another collection:

var myColl = ds.Employee.createEntityCollection(); //Create an empty collection
myColl.add(ds.Employee.first()); //Add the first datastore class entity
var myQuery = ds.Employee.query("lastName == :1","H*"); //Find some employees
if(myQuery != null) //some entities were found
myColl.add(myQuery); //Add the collection itself

and( )
EntityCollection and( EntityCollection collection2 )
Parameter

Type

Description

collection2

EntityCollection

Entity collection

Returns

EntityCollection

Resulting (unsorted) entity collection

Description
The and( ) method compares the entity collection to which it is applied and the collection2 and returns a new entity collection that contains only the entities
that are referenced in both collections.
You can compare sorted and/or unsorted entity collections. The resulting collection is always unsorted. For more information, refer to the Unsorted vs
Sorted Entity Collections section.
The following table shows all possible results of an entity collection AND logical operation:
Collection1
Yes
Yes
No
No

Collection2
No
Yes
Yes
No

Result Collection
No
Yes
No
No

Example
We want to have a collection of employees named "Jones" who live in New York:

var coll1 = ds.Employee.query("name =:1", "Jones") ;
var coll2 = ds.Employee.query("city=:1", "New York") ;
var coll3 = coll1.and(coll2);

average( )
Number average( DatastoreClassAttribute | String attribute [, Boolean | String distinct] )
Parameter

Type

Description

attribute
distinct

DatastoreClassAttribute, String
Boolean, String

Attribute whose average you want to calculate
Use only entities that have different values

Returns

Number

Arithmetic average of attribute values

Description
The average( ) method returns the arithmetic average of all the non‐null values of attribute for the datastore class or entity collection.
You can pass a second optional parameter, distinct, that lets you only take entities that have distinct values into account for the specified attribute. For
example, if three entities have a value of 1,000 in the salary attribute, only one of these entities will be taken into account. In the distinct parameter, you
can pass either a Boolean or a string value:
true or the "distinct" string: only use distinct values;
false or any other string value: use all values. This setting is also applied by default if you omit the distinct parameter.
Note: The distinct parameter is not case‐sensitive: "Distinct" and "DISTINCT" are equal.
You can use this method with object type attributes that contain numeric properties. In this case, you can only pass a path (string) in the attribute
parameter. For example:

var avg = ds.MyClass.all().average("objectAtt.prop") //Average value of all prop values
The distinct parameter and multi‐level object properties as well as arrays are supported.
Example
In our example below, we want to obtain a list of employees whose salary is higher than the average salary (calculated using distinct values):

var averageSalary = ds.Employee.average("salary", "distinct");
var mySet = ds.Employee.query( "salary > :1", averageSalary);
Example
In a Box datastore class, you have defined a "dimensions" object attribute that contains for example "bWidth", "bLength" and "bWeight" properties. You want
to get the average width of boxes whose length is more than 200. You can write:

var coll = ds.Box.query("dimensions.bLength > :1", 200);
var vAvg = coll.average("dimensions.bWidth");

compute( )
Object compute( DatastoreClassAttribute | String attribute [, Boolean | String distinct] )
Parameter

Type

Description

attribute
distinct

DatastoreClassAttribute, String
Boolean, String

Attribute(s) for which you want to perform statistical calculations
Compute distinct calculations

Returns

Object

Object containing all the calculations performed

Description
The compute( ) method performs, in a single call, all the statistical calculations on the attribute or list of attributes passed as the parameter for the
datastore class or entity collection.
You can pass one or more attributes as strings ("salary, bonus"...) or as a list of references (ds.People.salary, ds.People.bonus, etc.). If you pass more than
one attribute, the calculations are performed on each one.
The optional distinct parameter allows you to enable the "Distinct" calculations. In Distinct calculations, only entities with distinct values for the specified
attribute are taken into account. For example, if three entities have the value "Smith" for the Teacher.lastName attribute, only one entity is considered. For
optimisation reasons, the Distinct calculations are not performed by default and the corresponding property values are Undefined. In the distinct parameter,
you can pass either a Boolean or a string value:
true or the "distinct" string: enable Distinct calculations
false or omitted (default): disable Distinct calculations
Note: If you pass more than one attribute and enable the Distinct calculations, they will be valid only for the first attribute.
compute( ) returns an Object containing one sub‐object per attribute. Each sub‐object includes one property per calculation. The following calculations are
available:
Calculation
average
averageDistinct
count
countDistinct
max
min
sum
sumDistinct

Description
Arithmetic average
Average taking only distinct values into account
Number of values
Number of distinct values
Maximum value
Minimum value
Sum
Sum taking only distinct values into account

You can use this method with object type attributes. In this case, you can only pass a path (string) in the attribute parameter. For example:

var vObj = ds.MyClass.all().compute("objectAtt.prop")
distinct parameter as well as multi‐level object properties and arrays are supported.
groupBy and toArray()

If you want the compute( ) results to be broken into intermediary calculations, for example to build reports, pass a groupBy parameter containing one or
more attributes as strings ("country, jobName"...) or as a list of references (ds.People.country, ds.People.jobName, etc.). In this case, Wakanda will add a
subtotal calculation for each group of distinct values stored in the groupBy attribute(s).
For example:

var stats = ds.Sales.all().compute("benefit", "country");
// compute "benefit" values of a Sales class grouped by country
In the resulting object, each grouped data is added as a property and to avoid potential conflicts between attribute names and values, "rows" properties are
also inserted:

For more convenience when building reports, this object can be converted into an array using the toArray() method. In this case, you have to pass an object
as parameter to toArray():
each property in this object is a numeric attribute on which you want to have a calculation
each property value is itself an object containing one or more "{calculation}:boolean" pairs, defining the calculation(s) to return.
For example:

var stats = ds.Sales.all().compute("benefit", "country");
var aStats = stats.toArray({benefit:{sum:true, average:true}});

// aStats will return the computed benefit sum and benefit average values
If you execute this code on the following data:

You will get a resulting aStats array such as:

Note: The toArray() method is not available on standard computed objects (without calculation breaks).
Example
We calculate statistics on the age and salary of the employees:

var calculations = ds.Employee.compute("age, salary");
var stats = "Average age ="+ calculations.age.average+" Total salary ="+calculations.salary.sum);
// Distinct properties are Undefined
Example
We have a "Sales" datastore class containing sales entities with "item", "country", "quantity" and "benefit" attributes (see above). We want to display a data
report with breaks in a grid.
In a Page, we add a grid bound to an array datasource named "report":

The array datasource columns have the same names as the datastore class attributes that we want to represent:

In the Sales datastore class, the following myReport method (applied to a Collection) has been written:

myReport:function()
{
var res = this.compute("quantity,benefit","country,month"); // compute the collection on 'quantity' and 'benefit' a
// and break on 'country' and 'month'
return res.toArray(); //return the result in an array
}
To generate the report, we can add the following code, for example in a button:

button1.click = function button1_click (event)
{
report = sources.sales.myReport(); // call the class method and put the result in the array
sources.report.sync(); //synchronize the report array with the report datasource
};
Finally, to improve the look of the report, we use the 'On Row Draw' event on the datagrid, that is called for each row:

dataGrid2.onRowDraw = function dataGrid2_onRowDraw (event)

{
var color = "Black";
var elem = event.element;
var row = event.row;
if (elem != null)
{
if (elem.country != null)
{
color = "Red";
}
else
{
if (elem.month == null)
{
color = "Purple";
row.cells[0].insideCell.html("Grand Total...");
}
}
}
row.dom.css("color",color);
};
The resulting report displays a total for each country as well as a grand total:

Example
With the same "Sales" datastore class as above, we want to display a chart report showing the quantity of sales by country.
In a Page, we add a chart widget bound to an array datasource named "graphrep". The graph shows the quantity by country:

The array datasource columns have the same names as the datastore class attributes that we want to represent: "country" and "quantity".
In the Sales datastore class, the following myGraphReport method (applied to a Collection) has been written:

myGraphReport:function()
{

var res = this.compute("quantity","country").toArray(); // compute the collection on the 'quantity' attribute
// and break on 'country'
res.pop();
return res; //return the resulting array
}
To generate the report, we add the following code, for example in a button:

button1.click = function button1_click (event)
{
graphrep = sources.sales.myGraphReport(); //call the collection class method
sources.graphrep.sync(); // synchronize the array and the datasource
};
As a result, the chart displays one portion per country:

count( )
Number count( [DatastoreClassAttribute | String attribute [, Boolean | String distinct]] )
Parameter

Type

Description

attribute
distinct

DatastoreClassAttribute, String
Boolean, String

Attribute whose value must not be null
true or "distinct": Use only entities that have different values

Returns

Number

Number of entities in the entity collection or datastore class

Description
The count( ) method returns the number of entities contained in the entity collection or datastore class.
When the method is called on a datastore class, the datastore class is considered as an entity collection containing all the entities (see Entity collections and
Datastore classes).
If you pass the optional attribute parameter, the method only returns the number of entities for which the attribute does not contain the Null value. You can
pass either a string or a reference to the attribute parameter.
You can pass a second optional parameter, distinct, that lets you count only entities with distinct values for the specified attribute. For example, if three
entities have the value "Smith" for the Teacher.lastName attribute, only one entity is counted. In the distinct parameter, you can pass either a Boolean or a
string value:
true or the "distinct" string: only use distinct values;
false or any other string value: use all values. This setting is also applied by default if you omit the distinct parameter.
Notes:
The distinct parameter is not case‐sensitive: "Distinct" or "DISTINCT" are equal.
The distinct parameter is ignored if you do not pass the attribute parameter.
When this method is used without parameters, it is exactly the same as the length property (see Counting Entities: length Property and count( ) Function).
You can use this method with object type attributes. In this case, you can only pass a path (string) in the attribute parameter. For example:

var vCount = ds.MyClass.all().count("objectAtt.prop")
//number of all not null prop attribute values
distinct parameter as well as multi‐level object properties and arrays are supported.
Example
We want to find out the total number of employees for a company without counting any whose job name has not been specified:

var mySet = ds.Employee.query( "employer == :1", "Abc" );
var numEmployees = mySet.count( "jobname" );

distinctValues( )
Array distinctValues( DatastoreClassAttribute | String attribute )
Parameter

Type

Description

attribute

DatastoreClassAttribute, String

Attribute for which you want to get the list of distinct values

Returns

Array

Array containing the list of distinct values

Description
The distinctValues( ) method creates an array and returns in it all the distinct values stored in attribute for the entity collection or datastore class.
When this method is applied to a datastore class, it is considered an entity collection containing all the entities (see Entity collections and Datastore
classes).
You can use this method with object type attributes. In this case, you pass a path (string) in the attribute parameter. For example:

var values = ds.MyClass.all().distinctValues("objectAtt.prop")
Multi‐level object properties as well as arrays are supported. Note that since object attributes can contain any type of values, different types of values can
be found in the returned array.
Example
In our example, we want to return the total number of different jobs in the same company:

// find the company by its name
var employer = ds.Company.find( "name == :1", "4D" ) ;
// create an entity collection containing all the employees in a company
var allEmp = ds.Employee.query("comp == :1", employer);
// 'comp' is a relation attribute in Employee
var jobNb = allEmp.distinctValues("jobName").length;
// return the size of the array created by this method
Example
In a "keywords" object attribute of an Article datastore class, you store the page numbers for each keyword in a "pages" array. You want to know all pages
that contain at least one keyword. You can write:

var arr = ds.Article.all().distinctValues("keywords.pages[]");

exportAsJSON( )
void exportAsJSON( Folder exportFolder [,Number numFiles [,Number fileLimitSize [,Number attLimitSize]]] )
Parameter

Type

Description

exportFolder
numFiles
fileLimitSize
attLimitSize

Folder
Number
Number
Number

Folder where you want to export the entity collection
Maximum number of files per folder
Size limit value of export files (in KB)
Size limit (in bytes) below which the contents of a BLOB or Picture attribute are embedded into the main file

Description
The exportAsJSON( ) method exports all the entities stored in the object for which it is called in JSON format. The exportAsJSON( ) method can be called
for a:
Datastore: entities from all the datastore classes are exported,
DatastoreClass: entities from the datastore class are exported,
EntityCollection: entities from the entity collection are exported.
For each datastore class, this method generates a UTF‐8 text file containing one JSON object per entity. This method allows you to export your data in a
human‐readable form so that you can keep an archive, or prepare files to be imported into another application through JSON.
To ensure the independence and readability of your data, the method works at a low database level, which means that the Wakanda model high‐level layer is
not used:
calculated attributes are not exported ‐‐ only their underlying attributes are exported,
extended datastore classes are not exported,
related or alias attributes are not exported directly ‐‐ only primary keys values are exported,
data from outside catalogs or datastores are not exported.
In the exportFolder parameter, pass a reference to the folder where you want to export the data.
Note: Folder references can be generated through the Folder class. For more information, refer to the description of the Folder API.
Exported files and folders are saved in the destination folder specified in the exportFolder parameter. Note that if a destination folder already exists at the
location specified, it is replaced and its previous contents are deleted beforehand. If you pass an invalid folder reference, the method does nothing.
For each datastore class that is exported, the method performs the following actions:
If you exported the whole Datastore, a subfolder with the datastore class name is created in the destination folder.
A text file named "Export.json" is created either in each datastore class subfolder or at the first level of the destination folder. This file contains a
JSON object for each exported entity. The values of the attributes are separated by commas. You can have fewer values than attributes in the
datastore class; however, in this case, the remaining attributes are omitted.
If the datastore class contains BLOB or picture attributes stored as direct external references (see Image Attribute section), they are exported as
absolute paths in the main text file.
If the datastore class contains BLOB or picture attributes stored in the data file, the method creates an additional subfolder named "BLOBS" next to the
"Export.json" file to store the contents of all the BLOB or picture attributes as separate files for the entities in the datastore class. The BLOB files are
named "BlobXXXXX.BLOB" and the picture files are named PICTXXXXX.YYYY (where XXXXX is a unique number generated by the application and YYYY is
the extension). Pictures are exported in their original native format with an extension corresponding to the picture type (.jpg, .png, etc.).
This default behavior can be adjusted according to the size of the data contained in the field using the optional attLimitSize parameter (see below).
If you pass the numFiles parameter, the command will create as many "BlobsX" subfolders as necessary so that each one of them does not contain more than
numFiles BLOB or picture files. By default, if the numFiles parameter is omitted, the command limits the number of files to 200. If you pass 0, each subfolder
will contain at least one file.
The fileLimitSize parameter lets you set a size limit (in KB) for each "Export.json" created on disk. Once the size of the export file being created reaches the
value set in fileLimitSize, Wakanda stops writing records, closes the file and creates a new file named "ExportX.json" (where X represents the sequence
number) next to the previous one. Note that this is a theoretical limit: the actual size of the "ExportX.json" files exceeds the value set by fileLimitSize
because the file is only closed after the entity that was being exported when the limit was reached has been completely written (the contents of the entities
are not divided). The minimum value accepted is 100 and by default the value is 0 (no limit).
The optional attLimitSize parameter sets a size limit below which the contents of an external BLOB or Picture attribute will be embedded in the main
"Export.json" file rather than saved as a separate file. The purpose of this parameter is to optimize export operations by limiting the number of subfolders
and files created on disk.
This parameter must be expressed in bytes. For example, if you pass 1000, any external BLOB or Picture attributes that contain data with a size less than or

equal to 1000 bytes are embedded into the main export file.
By default, if the attLimitSize parameter is omitted, external BLOB or Picture attributes are always exported as external files regardless of their size.
In the export file, there may be fewer values than there are attributes in the table. In this case, the empty attributes are not exported.
Example
You want to export the contents of a collection in JSON format. Here is your model shown in Wakanda Studio:

You can write this simple script to export the datastore:

myFolder = new Folder("C:/ExportCollectionJSON/");
// get a reference to the export folder
if (myFolder.exists)
// if the folder actually exists
{
var coll=ds.Employee.query("lastName = :1", "P*");
coll.exportAsJSON( myFolder ) ;
// export the collection
}
After the script is executed, an "Export.json' file as well as a "BLOBS" subfolder are created in the ExportCollectionJSON folder. Here is an excerpt of the file:

[
{"ID":108,"lastName":"PUNELASA","firstName":"SHELLY","salary":75600,"employer":15},
{"ID":127,"lastName":"PECCEUD","firstName":"CHRISTIE","salary":123839,"employer":15},
{"ID":129,"lastName":"POTONICO","firstName":"FLORINE","salary":28416,"employer":15},
[...]
]

exportAsSQL( )
void exportAsSQL( Folder exportFolder [,Number numFiles [,Number fileLimitSize [,Number attLimitSize]]] )
Parameter

Type

Description

exportFolder
numFiles
fileLimitSize
attLimitSize

Folder
Number
Number
Number

Folder where you want to export the entity collection
Maximum number of files per folder
Size limit value of export files (in KB)
Size limit (in bytes) below which the contents of a BLOB or Picture attribute ar embedded into the main file

Description
The exportAsSQL( ) method exports all the entities stored the object for which it is called in SQL format. In SQL, this global export is called a "Dump." The
exportAsSQL( ) method can be called on a:
Datastore: entities from all the datastore classes are exported,
DatastoreClass: entities from the datastore class are exported,
EntityCollection: entities from the entity collection are exported.
For each datastore class, this method generates a text file containing the SQL statements that you can use to import data into an SQL database using a script.
This method allows you to export your data in a human‐readable form so that you can keep an archive, or prepare files to be imported into another
application through SQL.
To ensure the independence and readability of your data, the method works at a low database level, which means that the Wakanda model high‐level layer is
not used:
calculated attributes are not exported ‐‐ only their underlying attributes are exported,
extended datastore classes are not exported,
related or alias attributes are not exported directly ‐‐ only primary keys values are exported,
data from outside catalogs or datastores are not exported.
In the exportFolder parameter, pass a reference to the folder where you want to export the data.
Note: Folder references can be generated through the Folder class. For more information, refer to the description of the Folder API.
Exported files and folders are saved in the destination folder specified in the exportFolder parameter. Note that if a destination folder already exists at the
location specified, it is replaced and its previous contents are deleted beforehand. If you pass an invalid folder reference, the method does nothing.
For each datastore class that is exported, the method performs the following actions:
If you exported the whole Datastore, a subfolder with the datastore class name is created in the destination folder.
A text file named "Export.sql" is created either in each datastore class subfolder or at the first level of the destination folder. This file is encoded in
UTF‐8. It contains SQL INSERT statements corresponding to the exported data. The values of the attributes are separated by commas. You can have
fewer values than attributes in the datastore class; however, in this case, the remaining attributes are considered NULL.
If the datastore class contains BLOB or picture attributes stored as direct external references (see Image Attribute section), they are exported as
absolute paths in the main text file.
If the datastore class contains BLOB or picture attributes stored in the data file, the method creates an additional subfolder named "BLOBS" next to the
"Export.sql" file to store the contents of all the BLOB or picture attributes as separate files for the entities in the datastore class. The BLOB files are
named "BlobXXXXX.BLOB" and the picture files are named PICTXXXXX.YYYY (where XXXXX is a unique number generated by the application and YYYY is
the extension). Pictures are exported in their original native format with an extension corresponding to the picture type (.jpg, .png, etc.).
This default behavior can be adjusted according to the size of the data contained in the field using the optional attLimitSize parameter (see below).
If you pass the numFiles parameter, the command will create as many "BlobsX" subfolders as necessary so that each one of them does not contain more than
numFiles BLOB or picture files. By default, if the numFiles parameter is omitted, the command limits the number of files to 200. If you pass 0, each subfolder
will contain at least one file.
The fileLimitSize parameter lets you set a size limit (in KB) for each "Export.sql" created on disk. Once the size of the export file being created reaches the
value set in fileLimitSize, Wakanda stops writing records, closes the file, and creates a new file named "ExportX.sql" (where X represents the sequence
number) next to the previous one. Note that this is a theoretical limit: the actual size of the "ExportX.sql" files exceeds the value set by fileLimitSize because

the file is only closed after the entity that was being exported when the limit was reached has been completely written (the contents of the entities are not
divided). The minimum value accepted is 100 and by default the value is 0 (no limit).
The optional attLimitSize parameter sets a size limit below which the contents of an external BLOB or Picture attribute will be embedded in the main
"Export.sql" file rather than saved as a separate file. The purpose of this parameter is to optimize export operations by limiting the number of subfolders and
files created on disk.
This parameter must be expressed in bytes. For example, if you pass 1000, any external BLOB or Picture attributes that contain data with a size less than or
equal to 1000 bytes are embedded into the main export file.
By default, if the attLimitSize parameter is omitted, external BLOB or Picture attributes are always exported as external files regardless of their size.
In the export file, there may be fewer values than there are attributes in the table. In this case, the empty attributes will be considered as NULL. You can
also pass the NULL value in an attribute.
Example
You want to export the contents of a collection in SQL format. Here is your model shown in Wakanda Studio:

You can write this simple script to export the datastore:

myFolder = new Folder("C:/ExportCollection/");
// get a reference to the export folder
if (myFolder.exists)
// if the folder actually exists
{
var coll=ds.Employee.query("lastName = :1", "P*");
coll.exportAsSQL( myFolder ) ;
// export the collection
}
After the script is executed, an "Export.sql' file as well as a "BLOBS" subfolder are created in the ExportCollection folder. Here is an excerpt of the file:
INSERT
VALUES
(108 ,
(127 ,
(129 ,
(145 ,
(198 ,
(211 ,
[...]

INTO [Employee] ( [ID] , [lastName] , [firstName] , [salary] , [employer] , [photo] , [passport] )
'PUNELASA' , 'SHELLY' , 75600 , 15 , NULL , NULL),
'PECCEUD' , 'CHRISTIE' , 123839 , 15 , NULL , NULL),
'POTONICO' , 'FLORINE' , 28416 , 15 , INFILE 'BLOBS/Pict50.jpg'
'PABANE' , 'SARA' , 20924 , 16 , NULL , NULL),
'PIOLLIN' , 'DAN' , 80505 , 17 , NULL , NULL),
'PITTOAZ' , 'PASQUALE' , 54795 , 17 , NULL , NULL),

NULL),

find( )
Entity find( String queryString[, Mixed value[,..., Mixed valueN]][, Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

queryString
value
options

String
Mixed
Object

Search criteria
Value(s) to compare when using placeholders
Query options

Returns

Entity

First entity that meets the search criteria passed in queryString

Description
The find( ) method applies the search criteria specified in queryString and (optionally) value to all the entities of the DatastoreClass or EntityCollection and
returns the first entity found in an object of type Entity. You can then, for example, read the values of this object, pass it as a parameter, and so on.
Pass a valid search string in queryString. For example, Employee.name == "Jones" is a valid search string. You can also use any JavaScript function by
prefixing the queryString with the $ symbol (you need to allow JavaScript execution by using the options parameter, see below).
For a detailed description of the queryString parameter, please refer to Defining Queries (Server‐side).
You can also use placeholders in the queryString and then fill value parameter(s) with the actual values to compare. In the queryString, insert :n for each
placeholder (where n is the value number) and then, pass the requested value(s) as value parameter(s). For example, Employee.name == :1, "Jones" is a valid
query that uses placeholder. Using placeholders in queries is usually recommended since it avoids to worry about formatting issues. Placeholders are
mandatory when querying values from an array using the in comparator.
In addition, Wakanda supports system placeholders ($userID and $userName) that can be used in queries as shortcuts to designate the current user.
For a detailed description of placeholders, please refer to the Using placeholders in query strings paragraph in the Defining Queries (Server‐side) section.
In the options parameter, you can pass an object containing additional query options. The following property is currently supported:
allowJavascript: boolean allowing direct JavaScript execution in the query string (example: allowJavascript: true)
By default, direct calls to JavaScript functions are not allowed in queries. If you want to use such functions, pass true as value for the allowJavascript
property in the options parameter.
Basically, executing the find( ) method is equivalent to executing a query( ) followed by retrieving the first entity:

var myEmp = ds.Employee.find( "name = Kruscpiciak");
// (almost) the same as:
var mySet = ds.Employee.query( "name = Kruscpiciak ");
var myEmp = mySet[0];
However, there is a significant difference in how these two work when the search is unsuccessful.
In the case of find( ), the method simply returns null because the search did not find anything.
In the case of the code related to query( ), an error is returned because we are trying to access an array element that does not exist. In this case, you
should test to make sure that the entity collection is not empty before accessing the element [0].
Note: You can also directly find an entity as an instance of the datastore class through its primary key or attribute values. For more information, refer to

the Finding an entity using its class paragraph.
Example
In this example, we are looking for a book whose title is "Learning Wakanda" among all the books in the Book datastore class:

// find( ) applied to ds.Book searches among all the books
var found = ds.Book.find( 'title = "Learning Wakanda"'); // searches the books
If ( found != null ) // the book is found
{
// continue processing...
}
Example
In the Book datastore class, we create a datastore class method that returns the book with the highest sales:

function bestSeller( )
{
return this.find( "sales = :1" , this.max("sales"));
}
We then call the method on an entity collection from the Book datastore class:

var theBest = myEC.bestSeller( ); // myEC is an entity collection from the Book datastore class
var theBestOfAll = ds.Book.bestSeller( ); // we can also call it directly on the datastore class
For more examples, refer to Defining Queries (Server‐side).

first( )
Entity first( )
Returns

Entity

First entity in the entity collection or datastore class

Description
The first( ) method returns the entity in the first position of the entity collection or datastore class.
When this method is applied to a datastore class, it is considered an entity collection containing all the entities (see Entity collections and Datastore
classes).
Example
After the search, we retrieve the first entity in the entity collection:

var mySet = ds.People.query("salary > 10000");
If (mySet.length != 0)
var theFirst = mySet.first();
// exactly the same as var theFirst = mySet[0]

forEach( )
void forEach( Function callbackFn )
Parameter

Type

Description

callbackFn

Function

Handler function to invoke for each entity in the entity collection

Description
Note: You can also call this method using its alias each( ).
The forEach( ) method executes the callbackFn function on each entity in the entity collection in ascending order.
When this method is applied to a datastore class, the datastore class is considered an entity collection containing all the entities (see Entity collections and
Datastore classes).
The callbackFn function accepts two parameters: function (thisArg, iterator)
The first parameter, thisArg, represents the entity currently being processed. When it is executed, the function receives in this parameter the entity
on which it iterates (the parameter is used like the keyword this). You can then perform any type of operation on the values of the entity.
The second (optional) parameter, iterator, is the iterator. When it is executed, the function receives in this parameter the position of the element
currently being processed in the entity collection. You can use it, for example, to display a counter.
You do not have to call the save( ) method on each entity in this context. The forEach( ) method includes an optimized mechanism that triggers the entity to
be saved automatically if it has been modified, and not saved when it hasn't.
If you call the save( ) method anyway to manage any errors in a try/catch structure, the call is detected by Wakanda and the entity is not saved a second
time.
Example
We want to give a 5% raise to all employees with a salary less than 5,000.

mySet = ds.Employee.query('salary < 5000') ;
mySet.forEach(
function( emp ) {
emp.salary *= 1.05;
// unnecessary to save modification
// forEach does it automatically when needed
});

getDataClass( )
DatastoreClass getDataClass( )

Returns

DatastoreClass

Datastore class to which the entity collection is attached

Description
The getDataClass( ) method returns the datastore class (object of the DatastoreClass type) of the entity collection. This method is mainly useful in the
context of generic code, for example, when the entity collection is passed as a parameter to a function that needs to access the original datastore class.

max( )
Number max( DatastoreClassAttribute | String attribute )
Parameter

Type

Description

attribute

DatastoreClassAttribute, String

Attribute for which you want to get the highest value

Returns

Number

Highest value of attribute

Description
The max( ) method returns the maximum value among all the values of attribute in the entity collection or datastore class.
You can use this method with object type attributes that contain numeric properties. In this case, you can only pass a path (string) in the attribute
parameter. For example:

var value = ds.MyClass.all().max("objectAtt.prop") //Highest of all prop attribute values
Multi‐level object properties and arrays are supported.
Example
We want to find the highest salary among all the female employees:

var fColl = ds.Employee.query("gender == :1","female");
var maxFSalary = fColl.max("salary");
Example
In a Box datastore class, you have defined a "dimensions" object attribute that contains for example "bWidth" and "bWeight" properties. You want to get the
maximal width of the boxes whose weight is higher than 100. You can write:

var coll = ds.Box.query("dimensions.bWeight > :1"; 100);
var vMax = coll.max("dimensions.bWidth");

min( )
Number min( DatastoreClassAttribute | String attribute )
Parameter

Type

Description

attribute

DatastoreClassAttribute, String

Attribute for which you want to get the lowest value

Returns

Number

Lowest value of attribute

Description
The min( ) method returns the lowest (or minimum) value among all the values of attribute in the entity collection or datastore class.
You can use this method with object type attributes that contain numeric properties. In this case, you can only pass a path (string) in the attribute
parameter. For example:

var value = ds.MyClass.all().min("objectAtt.prop") //lowest of all prop attribute values
Multi‐level object properties and arrays are supported.
Example
In this example, we want to find the lowest salary among all the female employees:

var coll = ds.Employee.query("gender == :1", "female"),
var minFSalary = coll.min("salary");
Example
In a Box datastore class, you have defined a "dimensions" object attribute that contains for example "bWidth" and "bWeight" properties. You want to get the
minimal width of the boxes whose weight is higher than 100. You can write:

var coll = ds.Box.query("dimensions.bWeight > :1"; 100);
var vMin = coll.min("dimensions.bWidth");

minus( )
EntityCollection minus( EntityCollection collection2 )
Parameter

Type

Description

collection2

EntityCollection

Entity collection to substract

Returns

EntityCollection

Resulting (unsorted) entity collection

Description
The minus( ) method excludes from the entity collection to which it is applied the entities that are in the collection2 and returns the resulting entity
collection.

You can compare sorted and/or unsorted entity collections. The resulting collection is always unsorted. For more information, refer to the Unsorted vs
Sorted Entity Collections section.
The following table shows all possible results of an entity collection MINUS logical operation:
Collection1
Yes
Yes
No
No

Collection2
No
Yes
Yes
No

Result Collection
Yes
No
No
No

Example
We want to have a collection of female employees named "Jones" who live in New York :

var coll1 = ds.Employee.query("name =:1", "Jones") ;
var coll2 = ds.Employee.query("city=:1", "New York") ;
var coll3 = coll1.and(coll2).minus(ds.Employee.query("gender ='male'"));

or( )
EntityCollection or( EntityCollection collection2 )
Parameter

Type

Description

collection2

EntityCollection

Entity collection

Returns

EntityCollection

Merged resulting entity collection

Description
The or( ) method creates a new entity collection that contains all the entities from the entity collection to which it is applied and all the entities from the
collection2 entity collection. Entities referenced in both collections are not duplicated in the resulting collection.
You can compare sorted and/or unsorted entity collections. The resulting collection is always unsorted. For more information, refer to the Unsorted vs
Sorted Entity Collections section.
The following table shows all possible results of an entity collection OR logical operation:
Collection1
Yes
Yes
No
No

Collection2
No
Yes
Yes
No

Result Collection
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Example
We want to merge the coll1 and coll2 entity collections:

var coll3 = coll1.or(coll2);

orderBy( )
EntityCollection orderBy( String | DatastoreClassAttribute attributeList [, String sortOrder] )
Parameter

Type

Description

attributeList
sortOrder

String, DatastoreClassAttribute
String

Attribute(s) to be sorted and (if String) order by direction(s)
Order by direction(s) (if first param is Attribute type), asc = ascending sort (default), desc = descending sort

Returns

EntityCollection

New entity collection containing sorted entities

Description
Note: You can also call this method using its alias sort( ).
The orderBy( ) method sorts the entities in the entity collection or datastore class and returns a new sorted entity collection.
The values are sorted according to the attribute(s) specified in the attributeList parameter. You can pass from 1 to x attributes, either in the form of
attribute references separated by commas, or a single string containing attribute names and sort orders, separated by commas. The order in which the
attributes are passed determines the sorting priority of the entities.
By default, attributes are sorted in ascending order. You can set the sort order of an attribute by using the sortOrder parameter after the attribute. Pass the
string "asc" to sort in ascending order or "desc" in descending order. If you used a string for the attributeList parameter, include the sortOrder parameter
directly in the string, separated from the attribute name by a single space.
When the method is applied to a datastore class, this datastore class is considered an entity collection containing all the entities (see Entity collections and
Datastore classes).
Note: You can use the "order by" keyword directly in the query string in order to return an entity collection that is already sorted. For more information,
refer to Building a query.
You can use this method with object type attributes. In this case, you can only use pathes (string) in the attributeList parameter. For example:

var sortColl = ds.MyClass.all().orderBy("objectAtt.prop desc")
Multi‐level object properties are supported. However, you cannot use a sub‐property array of an object attribute as a sort criteria.
Example
This example performs a simple search and returns an entity collection that has been sorted on two attributes, the first in descending order:

var mySet = ds.People.query("salary > 10000");
var mySet2 = mySet.orderBy("salary desc,city");
// mySet2 is sorted; mySet is not sorted

Example
This example sorts employees with a salary greater than 10,000 by the city where their company is located, using a relation attribute:

var mySet = ds.People.query("salary > 10000");
mySet = mySet.orderBy(ds.People.employer.city);
Example
In a Box datastore class, you have defined a "dimensions" object attribute that contains "width", "height", and "depth" properties. You want to find boxes with
a depth higher than 50 and sort the resulting collection by width in descending order. You can write:

var coll = ds.Box.query("dimensions.depth > :1"; 50);
var orderColl = coll.orderBy("dimensions.width desc");

query( )
EntityCollection query( String queryString[, Mixed value[,..., Mixed valueN]][, Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

queryString
value
options

String
Mixed
Object

Search criteria
Value(s) to compare when using placeholders
Query options

Returns

EntityCollection

New entity collection made up of entities meeting search criteria specified in queryString

Description
Note: You can also call this method using its alias filter( ).
The query( ) method searches for entities that meet the search criteria specified in queryString and (optionally) value, for all the entities in the datastore
class or entity collection, and returns a new object of type EntityCollection containing all the entities that are found.
Pass a valid search string in queryString. For example, Employee.city == Chicago && Employee.salary < '10000' is a valid simple query. You can also use any
JavaScript function by prefixing the queryString with the $ symbol (you need to allow JavaScript execution by using the options parameter, see below).
For a detailed description of the queryString parameter, please refer to Defining Queries (Server‐side).
You can also use placeholders in the queryString and then fill value parameter(s) with the actual values to compare. In the queryString, insert :n for each
placeholder (where n is the value number) and then, pass the requested value(s) as value parameter(s). For example, Employee.city == :1 &&
Employee.salary < :2", "Chicago", 10000 is a valid query that uses placeholders. Using placeholders in queries is usually recommended since it avoids to worry
about formatting issues. Note also that placeholders are mandatory when querying values from an array using the in comparator.
In addition, Wakanda supports system placeholders ($userID and $userName) that can be used in queries as shortcuts to designate the current user.
For a detailed description of placeholders, please refer to the Using placeholders in query strings paragraph in the Defining Queries (Server‐side) section.
In the options parameter, you can pass an object containing additional query options. The following properties are currently supported:
allowJavascript: boolean allowing direct JavaScript execution in the query string (example: allowJavascript: true)
By default, direct calls to JavaScript functions are not allowed in queries. If you want to use such functions, pass true as value for the allowJavascript
property in the options parameter.
queryPlan: Boolean (example: queryPlan: True)
In the entity collection, returns or does not return the detailed description of the query just before it is executed, i.e. the planned query. The returned
property is an object that includes each planned query and subquery in the case of a complex query. This option is useful during the development
phase of the application. It is usually used in conjunction with queryPath. Default if omitted: false.
queryPath: Boolean (example: queryPath: False)
In the entity collection, returns or does not return the detailed description of the query as it is actually performed. The returned property is an object
that contains the actual path used for the query (usually identical to that of the queryPlan, but may differ if the engine manages to optimize the
query), as well as the processing time and the number of records found. This option is useful during the development phase of the application. Default
if omitted: false.
For more information about these options, refer to queryPlan and queryPath.
Example
Here is an example of a simple query applied to the datastore class:

var myCollection = ds.People.query("lastname == dubois and firstname == jules");
Query examples
Note: These examples are valid for datastore class are well as for entity collection objects.
This example selects suppliers whose name contains "bob":

var coll = ds.Supplier.query( "name == :1", "*bob*")
This example selects suppliers whose name does not begin with the letter T:

var coll = ds.Supplier.query( "name not like :1", "T*")
This example selects suppliers whose name begins with "Sm" and ends with "th":

var coll = ds.Supplier.query( "name == :1", "Sm*th")
This example selects employees hired before November 13, 2011:

var emp = ds.Employee.query( "dateHired <= :1", 2011-11-12T23:00:00Z)
The following example finds the entities for every person whose last name is Smith and who works for a company based in New York. This query can be
performed because the Person datastore class is related to the Company datastore class:

var coll = ds.Person.query( "lastname == :1 AND company.state == :2", "Smith", "NY" )
The following example finds the entities of American, Spanish and German customers:

var coll = ds.Customer.query( "country in :1", ['US','SP','GM']);

The following example finds picture entities whose ID ends with 0 and whose name contains "cat":

var arr = [];
for( var i=0 ; i<1000 ; i++)
{arr.push(i * 10);
}
var coll = ds.Picture.query( "ID in :1 and name == :2", arr, "*cat*");
The following example finds all articles containing at least one keyword from a list and then gets all the articles written by the same authors:

var arrKey= ["finance", "money" , "financial" , "economic"];
var coll1 = ds.Article.query("keywords in :1" , arrKey); // finds all articles containing one or several keywords
var coll2 = ds.Article.query( "author in :1" , coll1.author) ; // and finds all articles written by the authors
// found in the first query results
In the context of an N <‐> N relation, the following code finds all movies where all three actors have played together:

var coll = ds.Movie.query("
'allActors.lastName' == :1 AND
'allActors{1}.lastName' == :2 AND
'allActors{2}.lastName' == :3",
"Hanks", "DiCaprio", "Garner");
Example
You want to compare the queryPlan and the actual queryPath properties for a standard query:

var mySet = ds.Employee.query("age < :1 or worksFor.name = :2 and ID < :3", 40, "Apple", 8, {queryPath:true, queryPlan:tr
var arrComp = [mySet.queryPlan,mySet.queryPath];
arrComp;
The resulting array could contain, for example:

remove( )
void remove( )

Description
Note: You can also call this method using its alias drop( ).
The remove( ) method permanently removes entities from the datastore:
When you apply it to an entity collection, it removes the entities belonging to that entity collection,
When you apply it to a datastore class, it removes all the entities in the datastore class.
Removing entities is permanent and cannot be undone (except when you are working in a Transactions).

sum( )
Number sum( DatastoreClassAttribute | String attribute [, Boolean | String distinct] )
Parameter

Type

Description

attribute
distinct

DatastoreClassAttribute, String
Boolean, String

Attribute whose sum you want to calculate
Use only entities that have different values

Returns

Number

Sum of attributes

Description
The sum( ) method returns the sum (i.e., total of all the values) of attribute for the datastore class or entity collection.
You can pass a second optional parameter, distinct, that lets you only use entities that have distinct values for the specified attribute. For example, if three
entities have the value "1000" for the salary attribute, only one of these entities is taken into account. In the distinct parameter, you can pass either a
Boolean or a string value:
true or the "distinct" string: only use distinct values;
false or any other string value: use all values. This setting is also applied by default if you omit the distinct parameter.
Note: The distinct parameter is not case‐sensitive. For example, both "Distinct" and "DISTINCT" are accepted.

You can use this method with object type attributes that contain numeric properties. In this case, you can only pass a path (string) in the attribute
parameter. For example:

var propSum = ds.MyClass.all().sum("objectAtt.prop") //sum of all prop attribute values
distinct parameter as well as arrays and multi‐level object properties are supported.
Example
We want to get the overall value that represents the sum of all salaries greater than 30,000:

var highSalaries = ds.Employees.query("salary > 30000").sum("salary");
Example
In a Box datastore class, you have defined a "dimensions" object attribute that contains "bWidth", "bLength", and "bHeight" properties. You want to get the
total surface area represented by the boxes whose length is 60. You can write:

var coll = ds.Box.query("dimensions.bLength == :1"; 60);
var vArea = coll.sum("dimensions.bWidth")*60;

toArray( )
Array toArray( [String | DatastoreClassAttribute attributeList [, String sortList[, String | Boolean key[, Number skip[, Number top]]]]])
Parameter

Type

Description

attributeList
sortList
key
skip
top

String, DatastoreClassAttribute
String
String, Boolean
Number
Number

List of attributes to return as array or "" to return all attributes
List of attributes to be used for the sort
Include entity key and stamp
Position of starting entity to return
Number of entities to return

Returns

Array

Array containing attributes and values of datastore class or entity collection

Description
The toArray( ) method creates and returns a JavaScript array where each element is an object containing a set of properties and values corresponding to the
attribute names and values for a datastore class or an entity collection. If the datastore class contains relation attributes, the values of these attributes are
objects containing sets of properties and values for the related entities.
This method is called on a datastore class or on an entity collection. In a single request, it generates a complete array of values including x navigation levels
and sends them to the client machines for custom processing.
Pass a list of attributes separated by commas in the attributeList parameter. You can pass either:
a list of attribute references, for example (ds.Employee.firstName, ds.Employee.salary, ds.Employee.company and so on). This syntax does not allow
access to relation attributes. If you want to return the values of relation attributes, you must pass a string (see below).
a string containing the attribute names or paths that belong to the datastore class, for example ("lastName, salary, company..."). This syntax gives
access to relation attributes using dot notation, for example ("lastName, firstName, father.firstName, mother.firstName, father.lastName"). In the
resulting array, the attributes corresponding to related data are objects containing attributes and values.
In the case of a relation attribute for a N‐>1 relationship, the attribute contains a sub‐object that consists of the requested attribute/value pairs.
In the case of a relation attribute for a 1‐>N relationship, the attribute contains a sub‐array listing the related entities. In this case, you can limit
the number of sub‐elements to be fetched by the main element by passing "RelatedAttribute: N" (where N represents the number of sub‐
elements to fetch) in the attributeList parameter. For example, in the case of a Company/Employee relationship, you can pass "Employee:10" in
order to fetch only the first 10 employees of the company.
For more information about this, refer to the examples below.
an empty string ("") or no parameter: in this case, all the datastore class attributes are returned. If the datastore class contains related attributes, you
automatically retrieve for each of them the internal ID of each related entity (primary key + internal stamp, see the description of the key parameter
below).
In the sortList parameter, you can pass a second list of attributes (string only). These attributes are used for sorting the resulting array: you can pass the
names of first level attributes in order to sort simple attributes but also paths of relation attributes in order to sort the sub‐arrays included in complex
attributes (this only works with attributes of the 1‐>N type that generate sub‐arrays of elements). You can use the asc or desc keywords to indicate an
ascending or descending sort (by default, the sort is ascending).
Pass the optional key parameter if you want to include the primary key and internal stamp of each entity in the array. In this case, the array receives a __KEY
property containing the primary key attribute value of the entity and a __STAMP property containing the stamp value of the entity. You can either pass:
the Boolean value true to add the __KEY and __STAMP values or false to not add them.
the "withKey" string to add the __KEY and __STAMP values.
Note: You need these values when you use the fromArray( ) method to replace existing entities.
The optional skip and top parameters restrict entities to include in the array by specifying a range of entities within the entity colllection or datastore class:
Pass a value indicating the position of the entity where you want to start retrieving in skip (pass 0 to start at the beginning of the selection).
Pass a value indicating the number of entities to retrieve in top beginning with the one specified by skip.
Example
In this example, we want to retrieve data from the following datastore class in arrays:

This datastore class is displayed here in a Grid widget:

We want to get an array containing the firstName, lastName, and salary attributes for all the entities in the datastore class:

var myArray =
// myArray[0]
// myArray[1]
// myArray[2]
// ...

ds.Employee.toArray("firstName,lastName,salary");
contains {firstName: 'John', lastName: 'Smith', salary: 5000}
contains {firstName: 'Joe', lastName: 'Doe', salary: 6000}
contains {firstName: 'Isabel', lastName: 'Martin', salary: 8200}

Tip: In Wakanda Studio, you can display the results of the last code execution directly in the preview area at the bottom of the JavaScript Editor window:

This tip only works for server‐side code. For more information, refer to JavaScript Editor.
Example
With the same datastore class, we want to get an array containing all the attributes for the class but only for an entity collection of employees whose salary
is greater than or equal to 6,000 and sorted by salary:

var myColl = ds.Employee.query("salary >= 6000 order by salary asc");
var myArray = myColl.toArray("");
// return all attributes
// myArray[0] contains {firstName: 'Joe', lastName: 'Doe', salary: 6000}
// myArray[1] contains {firstName: 'Isabel', lastName: 'Martin', salary: 8200}
// ...
Example
We want to get an array that only contains the name and salary attributes, including the key of each entity, and limit it to the first 50 entities:

var myArray = ds.Employee.toArray(ds.Employee.lastName, ds.Employee.salary, "withKey", 0, 50);
//
//
//
//

myArray[0] contains { __KEY: '0', __STAMP: 6, lastName: 'Smith', salary: 5000}
myArray[1] contains { __KEY: '1', __STAMP: 4, lastName: 'Doe', salary: 6000}
myArray[2] contains { __KEY: '2', __STAMP: 2, lastName: 'Martin', salary: 8200}
...

Example
We want to get an array containing the name attribute of the current datastore class as well as relation attributes related to another datastore class.

var myArray = ds.Employee.toArray("name, employer.name, employer.location")
// myArray[0] contains {lastName: 'Smith', employer: {name: 'ACME', location: 'Memphis'}}
// myArray[1] contains {lastName: 'Doe', employer {name: 'Woodfloor Ltd', location: 'Toronto'}}
// myArray[2] contains {lastName: 'Martin', employer {name: 'Woodfloor Ltd', location: 'Toronto'}}
//...
Example
To illustrate the use of N‐>1 type attributes, we are going to retrieve the data from the following datastore class:

var sel = ds.People.all();
var myArray = sel.toArray("lastName, firstName, father.firstName, father.DateOfBirth");
This code returns an array whose elements are returned in this way:

The number of levels for retrieving data is unlimited, so you can write:

var sel = ds.People.all();
var myArray = sel.toArray("firstName, lastName, father.firstName, mother.firstName, father.father.firstName, father.father
Example
This example illustrates how to build an array with related data from a 1‐>N relation attribute. In our example model, we have a "Student" datastore class
that is related to a "Course" datastore class. We want to build an array containing a list of all the students along with the courses they attend and their
teachers:

var sel = ds.Student.all();
var myArray = sel.toArray("fullName, Course.matter, Course.teacher.fullName");
We can then fill a dropdown list with student names and, when one of them is selected, display the courses that the student attends. Each element of the
array contains the student's first and last name as well as a sub‐array containing the subject of the courses they attend (1‐>N relation attribute) along with
the teacher of each course. The result is as shown below:

Example
Based on the example above, we added some constraints for the generated array:
Sort arrays by the student's first name and sort course sub‐arrays by subject name. Both in ascending order.
Retrieve the first five students.
Limit the number of courses per student to five.
The code is as follows:

var sel = ds.Student.all();
var myArray = sel.toArray("fullName, Course:5, Course.matter, Course.teacher.fullName", "firstName, Course.matter", 1, 5);
In this case, the array generated contains the first five courses and the first five students with the students (by first name) and courses sorted alphabetically:

toString( )
String toString( )
Returns

String

String version of the entity or the entity collection

Description
The toString( ) method returns a string representation of the entity or entity collection. Attribute values are converted to text when their type allows this,
and are separated by commas.
This method is especially useful for debugging.

Image Attribute
Image attributes can store images such as photographs, drawings, or diagrams in your datastore. Wakanda natively supports several image formats, as
described in the Image Instances section.
Image attributes can be read, displayed, or even searched (with the help of the meta property, for example). Image attributes inherit from the Image
Instances properties and methods.
You can store an image in an image attribute in two ways:
as a file reference: only the reference to an image file is stored in the attribute.
as an image object: the image itself is stored in the application's data file.
Assigning an Image to an Attribute
To assign an image to an image attribute, you just need to use the standard assignment syntax with the datastore class attribute, like for other attributes
(see section Working with Entities). Note, however, that the storage mode depends on the type of value you pass in the right‐side operand:
if you pass either a path (string value) to the image file on disk or a File object referencing an image file, only the reference to the image will be
stored in the attribute.
if you pass an Image object to which a setPath( ) method has been applied, only the reference to the image will be stored in the attribute.
if you pass an Image object, the image will be stored in the data file of the datastore. No file reference is kept. Image objects are created by the
loadImage( ) method from the Application class.
For example, we want to store an image in a new entity of the Pict datastore class, in the "photo" attribute. Here is the (simplified) datastore class:

Storing a Direct Reference to the Image

Storing a direct reference to the image means that you use a path (string value) to the image file on disk or a File object referencing an image file. In this
case, only the reference to the image will be stored in the attribute.
Example:

var p = new ds.Pict();
// create a new entity in the Pict datastore class
p.name = "Flower";
// give a name to the image
p.photo = "C:/Wakanda/Solutions/mysolution/Tulips.jpg"; // bind the file to the image attribute
// you could also pass a File object reference
p.save();
// store the entity
Storing a Path Reference to the Image

Storing a path reference to the image means that you assign to the image attribute an Image object on which the setPath( ) method has been called. This
method allows you to associate a file path to an Image ‐‐ that will be used as a reference to that image. In this case, only the reference to the image will be
stored in the attribute.
Example:

var myPict = loadImage ("C:/Library/Images/Tulips.jpg"); // load the image from file
myPict.setPath("C:/Wakanda/Solutions/mysolution/Tulips.jpg"); //create a new path for the image
var p = new ds.Pict();
// create a new entity in the Pict datastore class
p.name = "Flower";
// give a name to the image
p.photo = myPict; // affects the image object
p.save();
// store the entity and the image reference
// the image is also stored at the specified location
Storing the Image in the Data File

In this case, you pass an Image object with no associated path to the image attribute. The image will be stored in the data file of the datastore. No file
reference is kept. Image objects are created by the loadImage( ) method from the Application class.
Example:

var mypict = loadImage ("C:/Wakanda/Solutions/mysolution/Tulips.jpg"); // load the image from disk
var p = new Pict();
// create a new entity in the Pict datastore class
p.name = "Flower";
// give a name to the image
p.photo = mypict;
// assign the image to the attribute
p.save();
// store the entity
Note: In the current version of Wakanda, you have to pass an absolute path to designate a file.
There is no difference in how the image is published to the Web whatever the storage mode. Images stored by defining a file path can be used and handled
just like actual images stored in the datastore: they have properties like size that you can access through the datastore class attributes.
Editing an Image Attribute Metadata
Image attribute metadata cannot be edited and saved separately from the entity itself. When you access an image through an attribute (whatever the
storage mode), you actually work with a copy of the image, not the image itself. Thus, the saveMeta( ) method cannot be used with image attributes.
To edit and save image attribute metadata, you must reassign the edited metadata (using the meta property) to the attribute and then save the entity. For
example:

var myEmp = ds.Employee.find( "name = Kruscpiciak"); //get the entity
var myMeta = myEmp.photo.meta //get the metadata object
myMeta.IPTC = {keywords: ["1985", "accounting", "Paris"]}; //edit the metadata
myEmp.photo = myMeta; //reassign the edited metadata
myEmp.save(); // save the attribute with the new metadata

path
Description
The path property returns the path of the image file stored in the image attribute to which it is applied.
This property is available only for datastore class attributes of type Image. If no image file is stored in the attribute (the attribute is empty or the image is
not stored as a file but into the datastore), the property returns Null.
The property returns an absolute path.

Transactions
Using Transactions
A transaction represents a series of changes made within a context on interconnected data. A transaction is only permanently saved in the datastore when
the transaction is validated as a whole by calling commit( ). If a transaction has not been validated, whether it was cancelled or because of some external
event, the changes are not saved.
During a transaction, any changes made to the data in the context are stored in a temporary buffer. If the transaction is accepted with the commit( )
method, the changes are saved permanently. If the transaction is cancelled by calling the rollBack( ) method, the changes are not saved.
Wakanda supports nested transactions, for example transactions on several hierarchical levels. The number of sub‐transactions allowed is unlimited. The
transactionLevel( ) method lets you find out the current transaction level where the code is being executed.
When you use nested transactions, the result of each sub‐transaction depends on the validation or cancellation of the transaction one level up. If the higher‐
level transaction is validated, the results of all its sub‐transactions are confirmed (whether validated or cancelled). However, if the higher‐level transaction
is cancelled, all of its sub‐transactions are also cancelled regardless of their sub‐results.

commit( )
void commit( )

Description
The commit( ) method accepts the transaction opened by the startTransaction( ) method at the corresponding level in the current context. The commit( )
method accepts any changes made to the data during the transaction.
You can nest several transactions (sub‐transactions). If the main transaction is cancelled, all of its sub‐transactions are also cancelled, even if they were
validated individually using this method.

rollBack( )
void rollBack( )

Description
The rollBack( ) method cancels the transaction opened by the startTransaction( ) method at the corresponding level in the current context. The rollBack( )
method cancels any changes made to the data during the transaction.
You can nest several transactions (sub‐transactions). If the main transaction is cancelled, all of its sub‐transactions are also cancelled, even if they were
validated individually using the commit( ) method.

startTransaction( )
void startTransaction( )

Description
The startTransaction( ) method starts a transaction in the current context. Any changes made to the application's entities in the transaction
are temporarily stored until the transaction is either validated or cancelled.
You can nest several transactions (sub‐transactions). Each transaction or sub‐transaction must eventually be cancelled or validated. Note that if the main
transaction is cancelled, all of its sub‐transactions are also cancelled regardless of their actual results.
Automatic closing in save or remove events

When you start a transaction in a save or remove event to update some related data, you do not need to commit or rollback it explicitely. Wakanda will
automatically commit or rollback the save or remove operation on the basis entity when the event code has been executed. In case of success, the operation
is validated (commit) and in case of error, it is cancelled (rollback). You can write for example:

model.Parts.events.remove = function(){
if (this.invoiceItems.length != 0){
ds.startTransaction();
//start a transaction
this.invoiceItems.remove();
//attempt to delete the invoiceItems
// if all went well, the commit will be done automatically
// if there is an error, the transaction will rollback
}
}

transactionLevel( )
Number transactionLevel( )
Returns

Number

Level of the current transaction (0 if no transaction was started)

Description
The transactionLevel( ) method returns the level of the current transaction for the context.

